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I wonder if the rum-runners, bootleggers, drug smugglers, and in-
ternational swindlers of other varieties had time during the prison
years they so richly deserved to meditate on the delicious irony of
their fate: Calibans of brute strength, enormous bankrolls, and stu-
pendous power, done in by a single housewife, Prospera in skirts, with
no resources to match them except Nature’s greatest resource, a radi-
ant intellect . . . If one among us was so gifted, so dedicated, perhaps
our species is not without hope.

Fred Friendly, educator, journalist, and radio personality
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Preface

Elizebeth Smith Friedman was one of America’s greatest cryptographers in
the early- to mid-1900s. She worked in the intelligence field during the Pro-
hibition era for the Department of the Treasury and the Coast Guard1 and,
at various times during World War I and World War II, for the War De-
partment, now called the Department of Defense. This monograph concerns
her personal life and professional work for the Coast Guard on liquor and
narcotics smuggling into the late 1930s. Her husband, William Friedman,
was also a reknown cryptographer. While we do not discuss his career in any
detail, the touching personal relationship is shown in some detail.

William Friedman and his team were directly responsible for cracking
the Japanese diplomatic code called Purple, thus enabling the United States
government to decipher Purple correspondence during World War II, thus
shortening the war and saving thousands of lives. It was Elizebeth who first
introduced William to cryptography. They were partners in life and in work,
and it was she who served as his lifelong inspiration. It was she for whom
he was driven to strive, to accomplish, to break ciphers for the U.S. Army.
Once, when asked how he came from his chosen field of genetics to the world
of secret writing, he replied2, “I was seduced . . . .” In his words, Elizebeth
was his “divine fire.”

Elizebeth Friedman was in the field of American cryptography from its
inception, hastening the Armistice in World War I, protecting the laws of
the country during the years of Prohibition, and helping to save thousands
of American and Allied lives during World War II. An important part of
any intelligence system must be the anonymity of the people who make it
successful, so it is not surprising that so few people in this country are familiar
with the name of Elizebeth Smith Friedman. The sheer volume of decrypted
material she amassed single-handedly is astonishing. In her work during the
Prohibition era, she decrypted, on average, 15-20 messages per day, totaling
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well over 10000 messages. What drives a person to scale such heights of
success in her chosen field? Because much of her most important work was
developed for trial against Mafia members, she opted to keep a very low
profile in her public life. Later in her life, she met the first author (KLL) and
asked her to write her biography, based on numerous lengthy conversations.
This book is the result. We shall see what kind of person she was like and
what drove her on to achieve such feats.

Elizebeth Friedman’s children persuaded her, in the sixties, to begin
work on her autobiography. Information about Elizebeth Friedman comes
down to researchers in the form of several tapes, unmarked and undated,
partially transcribed. In April 1966 Elizebeth bought a dictating machine,
which circumstantially dates the beginning of this memoir. In addition to
her diaries, journals, and memoir, Mrs. Friedman left many files designated
for inclusion in that project.

The Friedman Collection is in two parts: his and hers.
From 1965 until Colonel Friedman’s death on November 12, 1969, Mrs.

Friedman and her husband worked full-time – ten hours a day – on cata-
loging his collection, which they knew was going to the George C. Marshall
Research Foundation in Lexington, Virginia. Both Friedmans had enormous
regard for General Marshall. Though many libraries had wanted Colonel
Friedman’s collection, he chose the Marshall Library as small and personal
and growing; he felt that his books would be more accessible there than at
many other libraries. In addition, the Marshall Foundation agreed to keep
the collection intact. Friedman thought Harvard University was too big, he
thought NSA (the National Security Agency) had little regard for books,
as well as being generally inhospitable to researchers for obvious reasons;
the Library of Congress, he felt, treated its collections and acquisitions with
shocking carelessness.

The Friedman’s collection is now open to the public. This consists of a
lifetime collection of books, mostly on cryptography, that belonged to both
of them, plus a lifetime accumulation of letters, pamphlets, tapes, cipher
machines, paperwork, photographs, and other memorabilia – enough to fill
a small room at the Foundation. After the books and pamphlets had been
cataloged, his correspondence went on up numerically. All of this was neatly
and efficiently done, with descriptions of each item by the Friedmans. After
her husband died in 1969, Elizebeth donated her library and papers, as he had
done his a few years earlier, to the George C. Marshall Research Foundation
in Lexington, Virginia. Sadly, William passed away before they finished
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cataloging his collection, but Mrs. Friedman kept on cataloging his and, to
a lesser priority, her works.

Now William’s collected works are cataloged completely. Because of
this organizational work, Mr. Friedman’s collection is relatively easy to find
one’s way around in–he sensibly numbered his books in the order of his
acquiring them, starting with 1. Elizebeth Friedman’s works, at the time of
this writing, are less completely cataloged.

During the years from 1969 until her own death on October 31, 1980,
Elizebeth came to Lexington fairly frequently, to help arrange and catalog
her husband’s collection of books and files, and later and to a much lesser
extent, her own. The first author, Katie Letcher Lyle (KLL), met her during
her frequent trips to the Marshall Foundation. When Elizebeth Friedman
asked KLL to write her biography, she agreed.

Since my late husband was a staff member there, I came to
know her. She was a guest of the Foundation that I was always
glad to see, and happy to entertain. We shared a love of dry
martinis and good food, and she had dinner with us on several
occasions. Her chief interest after Colonel Friedman’s death was
in making certain that her husband was correctly interpreted to
the world.

Her own collection, however, is a different matter. Her entire
collection consisted of eight transfer boxes (each equal to about
three feet of file space). In these boxes, in manila folders, were
her papers, only partially sorted. There was no numbering sys-
tem, only folders marked “John R.- letters” or “Crypto, 1934” or
“Crypto, 1923” or “Fabyan” or “Shakespeare” – and many, many
folders marked only “Misc.” This was their condition when I be-
gan working on Mrs. Friedman’s biography. The family knew
that the Marshall Foundation had not yet found the time to pro-
cess the papers, so I have had to invent a sort of system of my
own for researchers who will follow me.

Following Colonel Friedman’s reasonable approach, I have sorted
and arranged Mrs. Friedman’s collection in chronological order.
Unfortunately, some of the most important items are not labeled
or dated (or refer to parts of her life of other dates). These in-
clude the many chapters of her life that she was persuaded in the
mid-sixties to tape-record, and from which I have drawn heavily.
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As mentioned above, in the mid-sixties, Elizebeth Smith Fried-
man’s children persuaded her to record her memoirs onto tape,
and have the tapes transcribed. They are undated, were typed
wholly or partially at least three different times, and existed in
one version as an original plus pink, gold, yellow, blue, and green
carbons. On occasion, Elizebeth would take up a carbon of some
gentle hue and begin to edit it. Thus there exist a confusing
array of undated versions of her life, none significantly different,
but all somewhat different. Apparently each tape got transcribed
starting with page 1, but it is impossible to line them up from
tape 1 to say, tape 12, for many numbers are missing. Elizebeth
Smith Friedman also did not tape her memories in a consecu-
tive form, so that tape 5 may be about something earlier than
tape 1. Further, she chose to arrange them differently at different
times so that one version seems to go on for 84 pages, though big
chunks are missing out of it. There are confusing numbers at the
tops of many pages. Yet these taped memoirs are useful when
checking against other versions of stories, for in these she seems
to have been more aware of herself as a storyteller than as just a
reporter to a boss on her code-breaking activities. I believe these
are the ones she intended as her autobiography, so I have used
them freely, choosing from her edits a page here, a page there,
on the basis of what I feel is the “best” version. The original
tapes are unusable, from age and brittleness, but they have now
been re-taped onto 90-minute cassettes of her unedited, original
words. There are no clues as to which versions of her intended
autobiography she preferred, and occasionally she tells the same
story two times differently– so where there are contradictions, or
where I have felt some need to clarify things, I have indicated this
with end-notes. Regrettably, I never talked with Mrs. Friedman
about cryptanalysis, for there was nothing I could have asked,
really, knowing absolutely nothing about the subject. Once, in
our living room, I made some polite but ignorant effort to speak
to her about the only “code” I knew anything about: the let-
ters supposedly leading to the legendary Beale Treasure. She
listened, nodding, then said, politely but firmly, “They’re not in
code; they’re in cipher.” I have recalled that remark many times
as I’ve worked; I still see it as a clear and stern directive to be
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careful and accurate.
For these memoirs and interviews, I have invented an order,

as there is none, so that other researchers may discover where
some item came from. My order is roughly chronological; the
numbered endnotes refer to these numbers. - KLL

In May 1973 when she was interviewed by Forrest C. Pogue, biographer
of George Catlett Marshall and a talented interviewer and oral historian,
Elizebeth Friedman told parts of her life story again. In addition, there exist
several audiotapes of informal question and answer sessions with the staff of
the Marshall Foundation, and assorted other transcripts and tapes.

Finally, her granddaughter Vanessa Friedman, beginning while she was
still a college student, collected for some time in and around 1981 reminis-
cences from some of Elizebeth’s friends and associates, and documents and
other materials from the branches of the government her grandmother had
worked for, intending to write her grandmother’s biography. It is in the
bibliography under [ESF1]-[ESF19].

In 2013, the second author, David Joyner (DJ), was shown Katie’s un-
published manuscript, as he was in the process of researching Elizebeth Fried-
man’s work prior to World War II. At the time DJ taught an introduction
to cryptography regularly at the college level (he’s now retired), he offered
KLL his help editing and augmenting her (almost complete) manuscript. He
typed it into LaTeX (from Word), did some editing and added a few sections
here and there, and added two chapters. At most, DJ added 45 of the 175
pages (as well as the photos and figures). The vast majority of the material
here is due to KLL.

KLL wishes to thank the staff of the George C. Marshall Research
Foundation who made my months of work there so pleasant - all were wel-
coming and kind, though she especially wants to name Archivist Glenn Cook
and his able assistant Marti Ganz, who daily went out of their ways to be
helpful. And she wants to thank John and Judith Friedman and Barbara
Friedman Atchison for all their help in answering questions and sending me
material about their mother. DJ wishes to thank Jeffrey Kozak of the George
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C. Marshall Research Foundation and Rene Stein of the National Crypto-
logic Museum Library for their help obtaining reference materials. He thanks
Chris Christensen, an expert in the history of Navy cryptography, and Gregg
Smith, a grandson of ESF, for comments and encouragement. He’s also like
to thank Bill Ricker for a very detailed reading and lots of suggestions and
corrections. He’d especially like to thank his late co-author, for generously
allowing him to help her with her already wonderful manuscript, and her son
Cochran Lyle for encouragement.

- Lexington, VA and Arnold, MD

Added 2017-10-16: Katherine Letcher Lyle passed away suddenly on August
24th, 2016. She was an author of over 20 published books. Her 1973 Young
Adult novel “ I Will Go Barefoot All Summer for You” was a Newbery Award
finalist. The following year, her 1974 YA novel “Fair Day, and Another Step
Begun” was another Newbery Award finalist. Her 1981 novel “Dark but full
of diamonds” was adapted into the 1985 HBO movie “My father, my rival.”

[Katie] was a prolific writer whose works included novels, his-
torical nonfiction and poetry. She was a teacher, folk singer,
playwright, folklorist, naturalist and multi-talented author, who
moved easily between writing colorful descriptions of foraging for
morel mushrooms in the woods and writing poignantly about her
family legacy. Her most popular work was “Scalded to Death by
the Steam,” a book about railroad disasters and the songs they
inspired. She died in Lexington at 78.

– From “In Memoriam 2016: Notable deaths in our region,”
The Roanoke Times, Dec 27, 2016.
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Introduction

Once on the witness stand, when I was asked the question:
“What is your profession?” and I replied, “Cryptanalyst,” the
lawyer for the opposing side leaped to his feet demanding “What?”
loudly, angrily and suspiciously. His emphasis was that of a per-
son who is convinced that an attempt is being made “to put
something over.”

By answering to the charge of cryptanalyst, . . . I am not con-
cerned with burying things but rather in digging up or ferreting
out that which has been buried. It is my business to uncover
thoughts which have been hidden or buried with some external
cloak to cover their real meaning. In other words, cryptanalysis
is the science which deals with the solution of secret systems of
correspondence without the “key.” Specifically, the cryptanalyst
is he who solves codes and ciphers.

Elizebeth Smith Friedman3

Elizebeth Smith Friedman, one of America’s first female cryptanalysts4,
wrote this definition of herself in 1928. She was a pioneer in cryptography,
a prototype for today’s women, and dedicated to the welfare of the society
in which she lived. Not only did she possess great talent; she pursued that
talent to astonishing accomplishments. The mystery that surrounded her
because of her profession lent her glamour. Although her work was not in
itself dangerous, she was frequently considered to be in enough danger while
testifying as an expert witness in the trials of drug or narcotics smugglers that
she was attended by bodyguards provided for her by government agencies for
which she was working.

Secret writing has fascinated mankind, one supposes, ever since man
began to communicate in writing–then stopped to consider how he might
keep unwanted eyes from seeing what his words meant. Although it would
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be wonderful to have an anecdote of the child Elizebeth Smith of Huntington,
Indiana, writing to a school friend in code or cipher around the turn of the
century – alas, such is not the case. We know very little about Elizebeth
Smith’s childhood; if we can believe her own memoirs, she did not consider
her early years of any great importance, for she never mentioned in any of her
interviews or in her autobiographical chapters her siblings or her childhood5.
Every version of her written or told life begins on a June day in 1916, when
she was 25 years old.

The invention of airborne communications systems, the short-wave ra-
dio and the telegraph6, created simultaneously the necessity for new forms
of secrecy, since any message sent through the air can be intercepted. Thus
codes and ciphers exploded into being as the United States needed increas-
ingly to monitor the world, friends and enemies alike.

Elizebeth Friedman felt that her years with her husband, together and
separately working on cryptographic issues for the benefit of her country,
were what was important about her life. Within the narrow circle of the
intelligence community, she is already famous. However, the general public’s
understanding of her contributions should not be lost to history.

At Elizebeth Smith Friedman’s memorial service, held at the Cosmos
Club in Washington, DC on November 5, 1980, Fred Friendly, educator, jour-
nalist, and radio personality, spoke these words (repeated at the beginning
of this book):

I wonder if the rum-runners, bootleggers, drug smugglers,
and international swindlers of other varieties had time during
the prison years they so richly deserved to meditate on the de-
licious irony of their fate: Calibans of brute strength, enormous
bankrolls, and stupendous power, done in by a single housewife,
Prospera in skirts, with no resources to match them except Na-
ture’s greatest resource, a radiant intellect . . . If one among us
was so gifted, so dedicated, perhaps our species is not without
hope.

Elizebeth Smith Friedman’s writing, even to her copious notes in the
margins of the books the Friedmans collected, was always passionate and
graphic. Strongly opinionated, clear as water in her likes and dislikes, she
knew what she wanted to say, and how she wanted to say it. All of the
indented quotes in the book are her words, taken from the sources mentioned
above and below, and numbered in the bibliography.
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In addition to being a brilliant and tireless cryptanalyst, Elizebeth was
always active socially. Intermittently from the end of World War II until her
death, Elizebeth kept appointment calendars in small notebooks, obviously
to keep track of her many obligations and appointments. These functioned
also as occasional journals. From these appointment books, we see that the
Friedmans took note of and celebrated birthdays and anniversaries without
fail, including those of in-laws, friends, and guests. The Friedmans were avid
theater-goers; in addition to plays, they loved movies, concerts, art exhibits,
and lectures, especially at the Folger. They both hosted and attended tire-
lessly an unending stream of cocktail parties, luncheons, and dinners. Mrs.
Friedman invited their son’s girlfriends to dinner, noting the names carefully
in her notebooks: Annette, Sara, Roberta. Her daughter Barbara, recalling
her mother, wrote in 1972, “Our house . . . was usually full of people coming
and going.” Theirs was never an isolated or lonely life. The doorbell or Ele-
phant’s head knocker on Second Street was constantly in use; Mr. Friedman
had purchased the knocker in London once, hesitating only momentarily at
the realization that it was the symbol of the ‘wrong’ political party, but buy-
ing it anyway because it was beautiful and interesting. “Neighbors, children
of theirs – or illustrious Englishmen or Americans – all were welcome,” wrote
Barbara.

In 1972, Elizebeth’s son John described in a letter to his father’s biog-
rapher their active and warm social life, including a progressive dinner held
in various Washington restaurants, the clues to which had to be solved by
decipherment.

Elizebeth Smith Friedman had a strong sense of her place in history.
Coincidentally, the day she decided to go to work on a kind of cipher at the
place called Riverbank was also the day she met William Frederick Friedman,
with whom she would spend the rest of her life. For over half a century they
worked together in the field for which they were both so brilliantly suited:
cryptanalysis. That they found each other, and the one thing they could do
better than anyone else in the world, must have seemed like destiny. Within
a few months of her coming to Riverbank and beginning her lifelong study of
cryptic writing, Elizebeth began to realize that she was a part of something
very important, and something brand-new. From that time on Elizebeth
kept everything: news clippings, magazine articles, letters, publications, her
work-sheets for the cases in which she was involved, her case summaries,
some yearly daybooks–, and although many items are missing, a great many
resources are available to a researcher. Elizebeth Smith Friedman, although
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she actually completed in her life only one book, The Shakespeare Ciphers
Examined, wanted and intended to be a writer, and had at least three other
books planned and partially written at the time of her death. Off and on
from 1919, when she first conceived it, to a final effort at a draft in 1981,
she researched, planned, and wrote parts of a fascinating and charming book
on the history of the alphabet, which she illustrated herself. It is a great
loss that it remains unfinished. She believed cryptanalysis so important a
subject that school children should learn how to invent and crack codes and
ciphers; to that end she began a book about cryptography and cryptanalysis
for young readers, which is also unfinished. She planned to put at the end of
the book a series of order blanks so that readers could order up simple code
machines, which she presumably would make, or write for answers to certain
of the codes and ciphers, as there are references to ordering these things from
her throughout the chapters.

Ronald C. Clark has told us about William Frederick Friedman’s life
in his book, The Man Who Broke Purple [Cl]. Now it is time for Elizebeth
Smith Friedman’s story to be told.

Notes
1The U.S. Coast Guard is now part of the Department of Homeland Security but at

the time was under the Department of the Treasury.
2 This would lead to a misunderstanding which Elizebeth was at great pains to put right

all through her life: the concept that it was she who taught Friedman cryptography. She
wrote in her memoirs that it “ . . . first appeared as a statement and then was perpetuated
thereafter in a manner most annoying to me and which must have been extremely annoying
to my husband, was the idiotic statement that I, this ‘wizard of codes and ciphers’ had
taught the science to my husband. Of all the unfounded statements made concerning me
in the public press, this was the most confounding . . . we began work at the same time in
this field of analysis.”

3 See The Arrow of Pi Beta Phi, 1928. Cryptanalyst Lambros Callimahos, a colleague
and friend of the Friedmans, credited William Friedman with coining the word “cryptanal-
ysis.” On March 8, 1924, The Washington Star, in an article about William F. Friedman,
claimed no such word existed. Callimahos, in [Ca], claimed that Friedman coined the
word, and Ronald Clark, in [Cl], even tells us that the date was 1929.

4 Elizebeth Smith Friedman should probably share the distinction of “first” with Agnes
Meyer Driscoll, who started working for the U.S. Navy Code and Signal section in June of
1918 [Ha], and Genevieve Young Hitt, who started working for the U.S. Army about the
same time [Smo1], [Smo2].

5 Although Elizebeth was only the second child in the family to go to college (her older
brother Raymond did, and became a lifelong schoolteacher), and thus must have been
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recognized for her intellectual potential, her education did not predict her brilliant future.
6For a fascinating history of the telegraph, and telegraph codes, see The Victorian

Internet, by Tom Standage [St].
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Early Years

Early years

Elizebeth was born on August 26, 1892, in Huntington, Indiana, the last
of nine surviving children. Huntington, a conservative midwestern town of
about 16,000 on the Wabash River in the northeast corner of Indiana, was
also the birthplace of humorist H. Allen Smith (Low Man on the Totem
Pole and Life in the Putty Knife Factory) and, more recently, of former U.S.
Vice-President Dan Quayle. Huntington was settled in 1828, becoming a
resort town early in its history because of fine pure springs nearby. In 1835
The Erie Canal was completed as far as Huntington, and on July 3 of that
year, the first boat, The Indiana, came down the canal to the town. The
Wabash Railroad reached Huntington in 1856, outdating the canal almost
immediately. The canal ceased functioning in 1874. By then, Huntington
had become a center for the processing of the farm products grown in the
area.

A century and a half later, Huntington has not changed a great deal, nor
has it grown much. When asked in 1991 if the populace were conservative,
one lifetime resident replied, “I certainly hope so.” Today, the town supports
several industries, and is still surrounded by the fields of corn, soybeans,
and cattle that have been there since the land was settled. It was a solid
community, and Elizebeth was, by all accounts, a normal, typical American
girl, but one who had undoubtedly found a job more glamorous than most
girls of her time.
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*

[Hillsdale] is a very likable place, as far as associations are
concerned; I see no real, vital reason for my discontent; I reckon
it must be my discontented period.

- Elizebeth Smith

It seems significant that nowhere in her memoirs or letters or notes does
Elizebeth say very much about her childhood. Her collection of memorabilia
includes not one thing which she saved from her early years. For her ca-
reer years, there are photographs, clippings, memos, commentaries, memoirs
aplenty, but there are almost no pictures of her siblings, her parents, her
home, her school chums. A fair conclusion may be that she was anxious to
leave her childhood behind her as soon as she could gracefully do so.

Second-generation Smith family members, now themselves elderly, per-
ceived their aunt Elizebeth Friedman as “different,” “maybe a little sophis-
ticated.” Such a view can be read even in one niece’s innocent description:
”I thought they’d be a little uppity-up,” she said, speaking of a time when
Elizebeth took Billy to Huntington to visit, “but they acted just as com-
mon as we did.” Perhaps a family’s wariness is one of the prices someone
who achieves fame must pay. If it is true that one cannot go home again, it
appears that that suited Elizebeth Smith Friedman just fine.

*

Elizebeth’s original American progenitor was William Smith, one of the
original hundred fellow passengers with William Penn on the “good shippe
Welcome.” This “good Quaker” settled in Wrightstown, Pennsylvania in
1634, married twice, and sired fifteen children.

One of his grandchildren, John Smith, married Elizabeth Atchison of
Stafford County, Virginia, and brought disgrace upon the family when he
went off to fight in the War of 1812. He was, in accordance with Quaker
regulations, expelled from Quaker Meeting, later removed his family to Preble
County, Ohio. His brothers Jacob and Samuel Smith moved from Virginia
to Richmond, Indiana, and founded the Quaker settlement there. The son
of John and Elizabeth, named Atchison Smith, married Melissa Tumbleson,
and moved from Ohio to Huntington County, Indiana, where their son John
married Sopha Strock. Elizebeth’s mother, Sopha Strock, who was born in
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1851, died in 1917, and bore ten children, Elizebeth being the last. One
died in infancy. Sopha was a shadowy figure, her life obviously deeply and
exclusively involved in her anatomical destiny, that of bearing ten children
over an eighteen year period. With her mother’s example before her, perhaps
it is not unusual that her youngest daughter yearned to launch forth, to break
out of the Victorian shackles, to avoid the life of a breeder and caregiver.
Elizebeth recorded that her mother decreed the unusual spelling of her name
“to prevent her being nicknamed Eliza.”

Elizebeth was proud of the fact that among her collateral ancestors was
Stephen Hopkins, “the only man with [a] hat on in [the] Trumbull painting of
The Signing of the Declaration of Independence.” In her genealogical notes,
she adds that Hopkins was later president of Yale University, and governor
of Rhode Island.

Elizebeth seems to have felt both pride and frustration to extremes.
She was very proud of her lineage, as her work in genealogy shows. She
was also disdainful of having the commonest last name in English. Clearly
bright, she was undoubtedly expected to sink gracefully into the traditional
role most women did in those days. In college, she once said she “ought to
have been a man,” hinting at her assertive and independent disposition, one
which was easily frustrated. A diary she kept hints that she was at least
somewhat at odds with the extremely conventional life of the part of the
world she happened to be born into.

In fact, in her memoirs she recalled that “. . . my Indiana family were
hide-bound Republicans who had never under any circumstances voted for
any other ticket. . . ”

Though proud of her Quaker Smith ancestry, among all Elizebeth’s ge-
nealogical notes, the single reference to her mother stands out for its terse
barrenness: the daughter of Benjamin and Margaret Strock, born in Tus-
carawas County, Ohio. Sopha is noted twice, though the second reference
gives only the name and a (different) birth year. She began having children
when she was seventeen.

The family was neither poor nor rich, we can infer from the description
of Elizebeth’s father, John Marion Smith, 1848-1923, for he was “a farmer,
bank director, and politician,” and proud of his Quaker heritage. If Elize-
beth attended church as a child, the lessons learned there were lost early. The
family may have attended sporadically either the Presbyterian church or the
non-sectarian Church of God, but the Smiths, though non-practicing, appar-
ently remained Quaker to the core: non-zealous, peaceable, and if religious
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at all, silent about it.
The Smiths were prominent in Huntington, however, as John Smith

served not only on the board of a local bank, but also on the local board
of supervisors. At the age of fifteen, on December 2, 1863, he had enlisted
in the Union Army, and was discharged exactly two years later. Nine years
after that his first child was born.

As a child, Elizebeth was frail; she recalled that her younger years were a
constant battle against nausea. All her life she suffered from a weak stomach,
though concocting foreign dishes was one of her adult hobbies. She affected
a disdain for anything that she considered “common” food; for example, it
was a family joke that she wanted put on her gravestone, “Here lies a woman
who never tasted Coca-Cola.”

She entered Wooster College as a compromise when Swarthmore re-
jected her application, and her father would not move to help her get into
Earlham, her second choice. She was the second of the Smith children to go
to college, and she did it on her own.

At Wooster, for pin money, Elizebeth sewed clothes for, and arranged
the hair of, other girls. She kept an intermittent diary, which gives us
glimpses of this energetic, impatient, capable young woman riding the roller
coaster of adolescence. “Elizebeth Smith, sacred to her,” reads the flyleaf.
Even here her lifelong disdain for people who were stupid or whose taste was
not to her taste shows. She railed at “some cheap coarse men” who “whis-
pered and snickered” during a concert, though she confessed herself to be
“very loquacious–even garrulous.”

While at Wooster, she recorded,

. . . my capabilities [as hairdresser, seamstress, and fashion con-
sultant] seem to always get me into never-ending tasks. But as I
lay and tho’t, I slowly came to peace by thinking that not even
for all the undisturbed time in the world would I exchange my
friends, even tho’ they use my abilities; for friends are the greatest
things in the world.

When a professor at Wooster criticized an essay of hers: “The style is
choppy and ideas are not in proper sequence. The points advanced are de-
rived from the general nature of Erasmus, and. . . the oration consists merely
in enumerating these. It should devote more time to applying them,” her
own acerbic marginal retort states: “This spoken by Elizebeth Smith Fried-
man won at Hillsdale the second place in the state oratorical contest.” The
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piece was on the subject of Erasmus and his “aristocracy of the intellect,”
an idea in which she would clearly continue to believe all her life. One of her
strongest traits was an intolerance of what she perceived as stupidity.

Strongly opinionated even then, she yearned to be outstanding:

To my fancy, disliking as I do the odious name [of Smith],
it seems that when I am introduced to a stranger by this most
meaningless of phrases, plain ‘Miss Smith,’ that I shall be forever
in that stranger’s estimation eliminated from any category even
approaching anything interesting or at all uncommon . . . I have
. . . implored my friends to designate me by my whole name.

At Wooster, Elizebeth also began a literary career: her first publication
shows promise of her crisp and graphic later prose style, as she observes and
describes a single Hood River apple which had been sent to someone in the
mail. “The greater part of this piece of fragrant fruit was yellow in color,
smooth, unspotted, and clear. Then, upon one cheek, the Master Painter
had placed a touch of crimson that appeared like a splash of sunset in a
mellow sky . . . a gift cut from the very core of Nature.” She never lost her
love of word-play, according to her children, so she obviously intended the
pun in that description. One of her stories published at Wooster, which she
claimed was true, involved her brother Roscoe going with two brothers of his
acquaintance to

see a “Madame Marchonne,” a clairvoyant. The fortune teller refused
to tell the fortune of one of the brothers. When the other brother demanded
to know why, the seer told him his brother would not be living twenty-four
hours hence. The three young men left hooting the fortune teller down as a
fake, but before a day and a night had passed, the younger brother had been
killed by the collapse of scaffolding in the engine room where he worked.

Elizebeth stated her ambition upon leaving Wooster, in June, 1913:
“. . . from now on, in the furtherance of my ambition, to write my page-a-
day.” This resolution did not last even two days, though throughout her life
she wanted and planned to be a writer.

She admitted to falling in love easily. Once she confessed that her
heart was “carried completely away” by a baritone whom she went to hear
one night. Her vocabulary was consciously erudite; she was irritated at eu-
phemisms which “calm down our consciences by eulogistic mellifluous terms,
until our very moral senses are dulled.” She described herself as “blue, indigo,
Prussian, navy, blue, with all the things I have to do.”
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She transferred from Wooster to Hillsdale College in Hillsdale, Michi-
gan, for her junior and senior years, insisting over her mother’s wishes, (so
she recorded in the diary), then chiding herself for scheming to get there. Her
son John thinks the change was prompted by a broken romance. Elizebeth’s
reaction to a severed relationship might well have been dramatic enough in
those days that she would have concluded that an absolute exit was necessary.
Her reasons may have included her mother’s failing health, and Hillsdale was
closer to home, only about half as far away as Wooster.

Changing colleges did not cure her of her yearning, her longing beyond
herself, what she called that “little, elusive, buried, splinter.”

She became a member of Pi Beta Phi social sorority, the Michigan
Alpha Chapter, and was involved in dramatics at the college, according to
an alumnae report published in 1938. She claimed later that the Pi Phis
hated her because she got herself elected to some college board which raised
academic requirements for membership. In order to join, or to stay in the
sorority, a girl must keep her average at C or above – undoubtedly an un-
popular move among women in the teens of this century.

In June of 1915 she graduated from Hillsdale with an A.B. degree in
English Literature, having studied Latin, Greek, German, and English pri-
marily, thus exhibiting early her interest in languages. She sometimes called
herself a “Shakespeare major,” and in her memoirs she wrote that she “had
majored in English Literature in college, plus minoring in a great many
other things.” After one year as a high school principal in a small town near
Wabash, Indiana, she went to Chicago to look for work.

Notes

1The U.S. Coast Guard is now part of the Department of Homeland Security but at
the time was under the Department of the Treasury.

2 This would lead to a misunderstanding which Elizebeth was at great pains to put right
all through her life: the concept that it was she who taught Friedman cryptography. She
wrote in her memoirs that it “ . . . first appeared as a statement and then was perpetuated
thereafter in a manner most annoying to me and which must have been extremely annoying
to my husband, was the idiotic statement that I, this ‘wizard of codes and ciphers’ had
taught the science to my husband. Of all the unfounded statements made concerning me
in the public press, this was the most confounding . . . we began work at the same time in
this field of analysis.”

3 See The Arrow of Pi Beta Phi, 1928. Cryptanalyst Lambros Callimahos, a colleague
and friend of the Friedmans, credited William Friedman with coining the word “cryptanal-
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ysis.” On March 8, 1924, The Washington Star, in an article about William F. Friedman,
claimed no such word existed. Callimahos, in [Ca], claimed that Friedman coined the
word, and Ronald Clark, in [Cl], even tells us that the date was 1929.

4 Elizebeth Smith Friedman should probably share the distinction of “first” with Agnes
Meyer Driscoll, who started working for the U.S. Navy Code and Signal section in June of
1918 [Ha], and Genevieve Young Hitt, who started working for the U.S. Army about the
same time [Smo1], [Smo2].

5 Although Elizebeth was only the second child in the family to go to college (her older
brother Raymond did, and became a lifelong schoolteacher), and thus must have been
recognized for her intellectual potential, her education did not predict her brilliant future.

6For a fascinating history of the telegraph, and telegraph codes, see The Victorian
Internet, by Tom Standage [St].
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The “Hindu-German”
conspiracy trials

One of the most extraordinary of our cipher experiences, from
a psychological standpoint, was that in connection with some
conspiracy cases against Hindus1 and Germans in late 1917.

Elizebeth Friedman, [ESF1]

San Francisco, spring 1918. Without warning, a hand draws a pistol
from a vest pocket, points it. With a flash and a crack, a defendant on the
witness stand, clutching his chest where a dark stain spreads, falls over dead
before the stunned court.

As faces turn astonished to the gunman, he utters one word: “Traitor!”
before he is jerked backwards, killed by a bullet from the .45 pistol of Marshall
John Holohan, later to become the warden of San Quentin Prison2. Elizebeth
Friedman and her husband have done their job so well that the killer could
not believe that his countryman has not betrayed their cause3. Now both
Indians are dead, reporters already on the run back to their papers to beat
each other to the story.

Several months before; in November 1917, a textile businessman named
George Fabyan had, with a stranger in tow, entered the office of his young
assistants, and singled out one of them, a woman recently married, Mrs.
William Friedman, and asked her for help in solving some mysterious com-
muniques. “Colonel” George Fabyan owned a research center called River-
bank Laboratories, located in Geneva, Illinois, located on the western fringe
of suburban Chicago.

Britain and Germany being at war in 1917, Germany was secretly back-
ing a conspiracy by Indian nationals in this country who were attempting to
buy arms and ammunition for an Indian Revolution against their mother
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country that would, the Germans hoped, divert Britain’s attention and en-
ergy from the War in Europe and thus give Germany an advantage. The
Indian nationals, for their part, were taking advantage of a weakened Great
Britain to make a strike for freedom. The German and Indian agents, be-
tween one and two hundred of them, had been working out of (among other
places) an office in Berkeley, California, and British intelligence knew some
of their names. Of course Britain was our ally.

Elizebeth Friedman said in her unpublished memoirs: “The men had
been apprehended in this country, although their crime was against our ally,
Great Britain – that is, the crime of attempting to stir up a revolution in
India.” They were charged with violating the neutrality of the United States.
(Recruiting soldiers in the U.S. to fight against one of our allies is illegal.)

The stranger proved to be a representative from Scotland Yard4. With
an introduction from the Chicago Department of Justice. He had brought
with him a great stack of correspondence written in some unreadable form
which the British postal censors had intercepted. He could tell them nothing
except the names of a few of the suspects.

By the time they began work on the Hindu ciphers, the Friedmans were
good at working together. Together they had read and discussed in the past
year all they could find about secret writing. Practicing on some famous his-
torical ciphers and codes, they had grown adept. America had entered World
War I just months before, and their employer Colonel George Fabyan had
contrived to have all intercepted enemy messages in secret writing sent along
to his Riverbank Laboratories where both Friedmans were employed. The
United States had no official apparatus for deciphering and code-breaking
at that time, so in only a few weeks the geneticist and his petite wife had
distinguished themselves.

In innocence Elizebeth assumed the major part of deciphering the
“Hindu-German” conspiracy messages. Next, we give some feeling for the
process that is involved.

*

The first step in unraveling any secret message was to recognize what
method was used in its encryption.

There weren’t many books on cryptography at the time but there were
some. For example, Edgar Allan Poe’s story The Gold-Bug, published in
1843, explained a so-called “substitution cipher” and detailed the method
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(now called “frequency analysis”) the protagonist, William Legrand, used to
unravel the hidden message. In this story, the original message (the “plain-
text”) was description of how to find a buried treasure worth a fortune. The
plaintext started “A good glass . . . ”. The encryption method used was sim-
ply to substitute a with 5, g with 3, o with ‡, and so on, yielding the secret
message (the “ciphertext”). The secret message was obtained “5 3‡‡† 30. . . ”.
This was the message Poe’s character Legrand found written on a scrap of
“dirty foolscap” in the story.

To decrypt a substuitution cipher, one of the basic tools in a crypt-
analyst’s toolkit is the frequency table for normal English. In English, e is
the most frequent (at about 13% in typical usage), followed in order by t, a,
o, n, i, and so forth. Frequency charts are different for different languages,
and each has its own pattern. In English, for example, one sees that a word
formed by a single letter must be a, I, or, rarely, o. The most frequently used
double letters in English are ee, oo, ff, and ll, in that order. Adverbs most
commonly end in ly; and th, ch, and wh, are the most common diphthongs.
Heading the list of common words of two letters in English are of, to, in, is,
and it; the word and, of course, heads the list of three-letter words. Thus
tables of frequency are very important in decryption. A frequency count of
the cipher’s letters will allow the analyst to tell if it is a substitution cipher.
If it is a substitution cipher, then the count will indicate the frequency of use
for each letter, and thus show which letters are apt to stand for which other
letters. For example, the most frequently used letter will be e in English. So
if more k’s occur than any other letter in the cipher message, it is a good
guess that k in the cipher is e in plaintext.

If a cryptanalyst can get the letters e and t, he has typically solved
about 25% of the cipher. If he can then also get a, o and n, he will have over
40% of the message. The cryptanalyst knows when he has the right solution
because it not only will make sense but also be consistent. Mrs. Friedman
loved to regale people with this example of her husband’s cleverness: early in
their marriage, he was deciphering a message, and had gotten **T*TH****.
The cipher message had barely begun to be cracked. With only a glance,
William Friedman said, “It has got to be ‘But though’ – even though that
is a very strange way to begin a message.” He was right; the lightning-fast
computer in his brain saw at once that most unlikely of messages because
he was so familiar with what was most probable. With that much of the
message, the rest followed quickly.

If a substitution cipher was used in the Hindu-German conspiracy mes-
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sages, frequency analysis could be applied to decrypt them. Unfortunately,
that was not the case for those messages.

Let’s try another idea. It was also common then to communicate by
telegraph. There were several commercial “code books” which “translated”
long but commonly-used phrases into a shorter sequence of letters. For exam-
ple, there was the A B C Telegraphic Code book, the Bentleys Second Phrase
Code book, and many others5. In Bentley’s, the phrase “Is it in accordance
with” is sent as the five letter block “ACYUB,” and “Await instructions
before taking further action” is “ADTUR.” All of the “codes” in Bentley’s
are five letter blocks. If the “Hindu-German conspiracy” messages were ob-
served to be a sequence of such five letter blocks, this might suggest that
such a “telegraph code” was used. While that block pattern was common
for rum-runners’ cipher messages, it was not observed for the Hindu-German
conspiracy messages.

The Friedmans tried yet another idea. A “book cipher” is a cipher
in which the key is some aspect of a common and widely available book –
for example, a word on an indicated line and page number. The cipher is
basically a sequence of simplified instructions on how to locate a sequence of
specific words in that book. The Friedmans wondered, is it a book cipher?
As we shall see, they discovered the answer is yes.

*

Scotland Yard had sought out help in Geneva because word was already
out that Riverbank Laboratories was the only place in America where there
was even a slim chance of breaking the complicated codes. The stack of
papers, which consisted of letters that had passed between various agents,
seemed at first glance quite baffling to both Friedmans. The letters consisted
of series of figures in groups of three, such as 7-11-3, 8-5-6, 3-9-15, and so
on.

Up until that time, the Friedmans’ work had consisted largely of literary
ciphers. Now they had to determine what they were faced with. There were
at least three different codes or ciphers being used. Parts of some of the
messages were in English. One important clue from the outset was that
the signatures appeared to be in the same type of ciphers as the bodies of
the letters, and they had some of the names of the suspected conspirators –
not necessarily the ones who had signed the letters, but perhaps with luck
they could make a match, and break into the messages by comparing the
signatures with the names of the known suspects.
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After preliminary study, they determined that these triple figures must
refer respectively to page, line, and position in the line, of some certain book.
That is, 7-11-3 meant page 7, line 11, third letter or word in the line of this
unknown book. The key, of course, was knowing what book the references
were from, and the baffling part of the problem was the extremely remote
possibility of reading any of these letters without having the book from which
the numbers were taken. The task must have seemed insurmountable to the
young couple. Years later, at the dedication of the William F. Friedman
Memorial Auditorium in 1970, Lambros D. Callimahos, long-time friend of
the Friedmans and valued colleague of Mr. Friedman, wrote of him that he
“started young enough not to be scared of the magnitude of the problems
facing him: had he been a Ph.D. . . . he could have been ruined.”

In the case of the Hindu-German conspiracy messages, Elizebeth noted
that the correspondents had in many cases repeated short sequences of num-
bers. When desiring to encipher a word such as “committee,” they would
use as the indicators for “comm” the sequence of numbers taken from a word
like “communication” which occurred in the book, instead of using separate
indicators taken from different letters of different words scattered here and
there throughout the book. “After all, it was something that might be ex-
pected with such a laborious system for concealment that the correspondents
would thus save labor and search.”

As was their habit already, Elizebeth and Billy Friedman proceeded
deliberately, intelligently, and intuitively. William Friedman had training in
mathematics and engineering as well as in his major field of genetics, and
Elizebeth, as her husband had been quick to see, seemed to bring from the
beginning a natural instinct to code-breaking. David Kahn’s books ([Ka1],
page 372) contains the following details:

After considerable study we finally found a place where we
thought it possible to fit the name of one of the Hindu agents
[Chakvravarty]. From this, fragment by fragment, the plain text
of the messages was constructed and not only the plain text of the
messages, but we could state with reasonable certainty that on
page so and so of the unknown book used, line so and so of that
page, appeared the word “Germany”; on another page and line,
“government”; and elsewhere, “constitution” and the like. From
such evidence as that we made the deduction that the subject
matter of this unknown book was political economy or history
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dealing with Germany or the German people.

As the trial time of one of the agents drew closer, the Chicago De-
partment of Justice suggested that it might be of vital importance to have
on hand a copy of the book used as the key! Otherwise, how might the
Friedmans prove that their decipherments were anything other than wishful
thinking?

As if they had not already done more than anyone could reasonably ex-
pect, the Friedmans and their employer gamely wrote letters to book dealers
all over the country and in England, seeking a book written in English, of re-
cent date, on the subject of the “political economy or a history of Germany,
actual title and author unknown, but which would have on certain pages,
and in certain lines, definite words which we listed.”

Both Friedmans knew it was a wild goose chase. All the book dealers
replied politely but had no books answering such descriptions.

When the trial opened in Chicago, Elizebeth Friedman asked for and
was granted a big blackboard for the court room to demonstrate to the jury
the steps towards the solution, since they could not produce the book used as
the key, and the evidence, according to Mrs. Friedman6, “to a middle-class
‘show-me’ jury, (it) would probably look like black magic.” She was all ready,
except that7

on the second day of Mr. Friedman’s wait to be called to the
witness stand, as he was walking down Clark Street and past Mc-
Clurg’s, Chicago’s largest book shop, on a moment’s inspiration
he walked in and went to the section on political economy and
rummaged among the books there. Imagine his astonishment at
picking up the very book which the previous nation-wide search
had failed to produce! An hour’s labor devoted to checking up
the solution we had reached without the book disclosed that we
had done it correctly to the extent of over 95% !

The book turned out to be Price Collier’s Germany and the Germans.
The first Indian national on trial was duly sentenced to hang for treason,
though that the sentence was never carried out.

Only a month after his incredible discovery, literally in the nick of time,
of the Collier book Mrs. Friedman’s husband was summoned to San Francisco
to testify at another trial, this time of more than 125 Indians involved in the
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German effort against Britain’s crown colony. The letters implicating these
defendants were in a different code from the first group.

This San Francisco case, charging conspiracy against this great
number of Hindus and Germans was receiving much more atten-
tion than the Chicago case. Back at Riverbank, I followed the
proceedings with special interest.

This time Billy and Elizebeth had determined that the book used as
the key must have been the English-German volume of a two-volume German
dictionary with two columns on every page. The groups of three numbers
always had, as the middle number, one or two, thus suggesting that the book
they were looking for had two columns per page, and the most logical guess
was that it was a dictionary. But another search across the country turned
up no such dictionary. Rather, it turned up several, but the positions of the
words did not check out against the Friedman’s list. Once again Friedman,
on the day before the trial, tried the Berkeley bookstore to no avail; but
as he strolled across the campus he ran into an old professor from Cornell,
now teaching at Berkeley, who suggested the Berkeley college co-op. There,
an elderly clerk took great interest in his problem, and together they went
through dusty piles of books. At some point, the old clerk pulled out a book
and said, “Here is an English-German dictionary, but I fear it is the wrong
volume.” Friedman had a hurried look for the position of certain words,
and found, against all odds, that once more he held in his hands the correct
book. In fact, the other volume of the dictionary, which he had no need of,
was missing. He returned to court with the evidence, and was called to the
witness stand.

But one man in the courtroom did not believe that anyone could have
found the key book on his own; and thus it was that Ram Singh pulled
out a gun and murdered Ram Chandra8, certain that his co-conspirator had
confessed to the name of the key book – only to be dramatically felled by the
marshal’s gun shot from the witness stand up over the heads of the observers
in the packed courtroom. The court went on to convict both dead men, in
what must have been something of an anti-climax.

The example of the “Hindu-German conspiracy” trials early in their
marriage would demonstrate for the first time, but not for the last, the
phenomenal combination of skill, perseverance, and luck that attended the
Friedmans for all their lives. When these trials were concluded, Elizebeth
and Billy had known each other just a few months over a year.
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Figure 1: Ram Chandra Bharadwaj (circa 1918 or before)

Notes
1At that time, the word “Hindu” was commonly used to refer to any Indian national

(as opposed to a British colonialist living in India), irregardless of their religious affiliation.
2A sight of even more cipher activity - see [NG].
3 Other sources suggest that the shooter suspected his countryman of stealing party

funds.
4 One source suggest that the Scotland Yard detective was actually a British agent in

disguise (Hatch [H]).
5Some of these are available online as a scanned pdf at archive.org.
6See The Arrow of Pi Beta Phi, 1928, Vol. 44, # 4.
7 Clark, in The Man Who Broke Purple, tells this story differently, but does not cite

any sources. Since Mrs. Friedman told it “her way” at least four different times, we will
accept her story.

8Also known as Ram Chandra Bharadwaj, or Pandit Ram Chandra, he was a president
of the Ghadar Party between 1914 and 1917. Ram Chandra was assassinated on 24 April
1918 on the last day of the Hindu German Conspiracy Trial by Ram Singh. Source:
Wikipedia entry on “Ram Chandra Bharadwaj.”
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Fabyan

Whatever we did we were expected to come to a conclusion,
somewhere along the line, that would be beneficial to whatever
George Fabyan wanted.

Elizebeth Friedman1

Elizabeth Smith Friedman always began her life’s story on the day in
early June of 1916 when she, then Elizebeth Smith of Huntington, Indiana,
donned 2 a “demure gray faille dress with a big white Pilgrim collar,” and
visited the Newberry Research Library in Chicago.

A few days before, she had taken the Wabash Cannonball from Hunt-
ington to Wabash (Indiana), and then northwest on to Chicago, to stay a
week or so with friends on the south side and look for a job in the city.
Small, trim, hazel-eyed, her wavy dark-brown hair worn close on her head,
this young woman had contacted an employment agency in Chicago previ-
ously, but nothing had turned up in the way of a research position for an
English literature major, so she decided to go herself to look for a job.

While in Chicago, she learned that the Newberry Research Library had
an original Shakespeare folio, the only one in the United States at the time,
so it seemed reasonable that she might take the time to visit there and see it.
She was already a great admirer of Shakespeare3, and once having learned of
the existence of the original First Folio, she could not leave the city without
seeing it. So it was that on her third day in the city, still without a job, she
took the Chicago ‘L’ train to get to the Newberry.

*

See her there, standing at the desk, speaking in the hushed tones that
people use in libraries. Behind the desk is a friendly librarian. Elizebeth
and the librarian begin to chat, and names are exchanged. Then a bit of
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background, including colleges. The librarian is an Earlham graduate, while
Elizebeth is just a year past earning her B.A. at Hillsdale College4.

What is Elizebeth doing in Chicago, the librarian asks politely. Job-
hunting. The librarian nods thoughtfully, and asks what sort of position she
is seeking. Elizebeth tells her she has just resigned from a position as a high
school principal in a small town near Wabash, and is looking for something
different, something in research, perhaps5.

The librarian is interested and helpful. She has exhausted the place-
ment agencies? She wants to stay in the city? She majored in English
literature? She obviously loves Shakespeare, as she has spent the last several
hours poring over the ancient document.

The librarian mentions that she knows of a man, someone working on
Shakespeare folios near Chicago, on some kind of estate. He is, she thinks,
trying to prove that Sir Francis Bacon really wrote the plays. He comes here
often to look at the folio. In fact, he has offered the Newberry a great deal
of money, but of course the relic is not for sale.

What the librarian thinks is that this man is looking for an assistant. He
is a strange man, she says, and on his estate many different kinds of research
are going on. Elizebeth Smith has heard of the Baconians in college; this
sounds interesting. Always while growing up she had pictured herself doing
research, sitting at a desk in a room full of desks, working on something6.
At the same time, it seems strange to her that anyone would write those
wonderful plays and then sign someone else’s name; this does not make sense
to her skeptical and logical mind. But the idea is intriguing enough that she
would like to find out more.

The librarian tells her that this Colonel George Fabyan is wealthy, in-
fluential; he served on the commission that settled the Boer Wars. Elizebeth,
by nature cautious, asks some more questions. From what she can tell, the
gentleman’s credentials are impressive. The librarian adds that he has a
Chicago office; perhaps he will be in. “Shall I call him up?”

“Well, yes, I wish you would, please.”
He is indeed in; no, the young woman should not come to his office;

instead he will come right over to the library to see her!
Elizebeth watched Colonel Fabyan’s arrival in an impressive chauffeured

limousine. Possibly, as it was a pleasant June day, she waited for him on the
front steps of the Newberry. As he unfolded from the limo, he was huge, with
a ruddy face, piercing blue eyes, clothes that struck her as “loud,” a cutaway
coat and striped trousers. He was also bearded on that day, when beards
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were not the style. A profile of him in Adventure Magazine some years later7

described him as “a vigorous pink-cheeked martinet of seventy, deep-voiced,
needing a shave and haircut, dressed in a rumpled suit of pongee made for the
humid July heat of inland Illinois, and filled with boundless enthusiasm. . . .”

Elizebeth didn’t say how long it took George Fabyan to arrive, but she
recalled that the first thing he asked her nearly bowled her over. “Will you
come out to Riverbank and spend the night with me?”

And I said, ‘Oh, sir. I don’t have anything with me to spend
the night away from my room.’ And he said, ‘Well, never mind
that, we can supply that. Come on.’ He masterfully took my arm
and marched me out of the library and put me in his car.

Fabyan, Director of Riverbank Laboratories at Geneva, Illinois, a small
town on the Chicago North West Railway, took Miss Smith in the limousine
to the west Chicago station where his private railroad car awaited. He led
her all the way through the empty car to the back, explaining that he didn’t
like any space behind him, and sat down facing the front of the car.

As the train got underway, he went off for awhile to talk to the conduc-
tor or somebody. When he returned, the huge man sat down heavily, turned
to her, and said loudly 8, “Well, what the Hell do you know?”

Doubtless she was nonplussed, but then she recovered enough to retort
pertly, “That remains, sir, for you to find out!”

Fabyan apparently liked Elizebeth’s spunk, and roared with laughter.
After that, the strain between them eased somewhat, and the remainder of
the short journey was passed in pleasant conversation. Fabyan explained
to Elizebeth “in a more or less calm and restrained manner” that a Boston
Woman, Mrs. Elizabeth Wells Gallup, had discovered a cipher which proved
that Francis Bacon had written the plays and sonnets attributed to William
Shakespeare. He had brought Mrs. Gallup and her sister to his estate to
live and work out the details of the cipher. Fabyan, a colonel by courtesy
of the Governor of Illinois, as Elizebeth would later learn, had decided that
this was

a cause which had been unjustly frowned upon by academic
circles and that he, George Fabyan, who was quite accustomed
to getting his way in this world in whatever pursuit he chose
to undertake, was determined that he would force the academic
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world to accept Mrs. Gallup’s cipher. Thus he, George Fabyan,
would become known to posterity as the man who proved the real
authorship of Shakespeare.

When Fabyan’s private train arrived in Geneva, Elizebeth was aston-
ished to see another limousine with chauffeur waiting for them at that end.
It was only a short drive to the estate, Riverbank. Fabyan had married a
socialite, Miss Nelle Wright of Minneapolis, the daughter of an Army officer,
in 1887 while he was on an extended tour of the western part of the United
States, and soon afterwards purchased Riverbank. The estate was in three
parts, separated by the Lincoln Highway and the Fox River. On one side of
the highway were the houses called Engledew and The Lodge, where most
of the workers and guests at Riverbank ate and slept. On the middle part
of the estate was the Villa where Fabyan’s wife, who was fond of animals,
raised purebred dogs and race horses, gradually accumulating a small zoo on
the estate, including peacocks, and bears. A glass-walled contraption built
into the side of the fireplace allowed Fabyan to observe the behavior of a hive
of living bees. Elizebeth often said of him, “He was interested in everything
under the sun, you know.”

Living in the house with the Fabyans was a chimpanzee named Patsy,
kept in a cage in the Villa. The special pet of Mrs. Fabyan, he became
so jealous of anyone that Mrs. Fabyan paid attention to that he would,
during dinner at the Villa to which the workers were occasionally invited,
“shake his cage and roar violently and carry on in a temperamental manner
. . . (much like) a tempestuous two year old child.” He appears to have been
Mrs. Fabyan’s surrogate for the children they never had, and she often took
him out of the cage and for walks around the grounds, where “he roamed
unfettered.”

When the animals died, Fabyan had them stuffed, so the house was full
of lifelike beasts, common and exotic. He was an obsessive collector, even
of things he couldn’t use. For example, he would buy for almost nothing
damaged or refused goods, contents unknown, at railroad freight offices all
over the country, have them shipped to Riverbank, and then into a storage
building via a single-track railroad on the estate. Fabyan opened the storage
building to the public for the general amusement of the folks at Riverbank.
One time he got a huge shipment of shoes, all left ones. Another time, he
ended up with a box of several hundreds of glass photographic negatives of
nudes, which he made one of his young assistants, named William Friedman,
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Figure 2: Elizebeth Smith and George Fabyan Riverbank (source: George C. Marshall

Research Foundation)

develop and print for him.

Though at least one source says Frank Lloyd Wright designed the Villa
at Riverbank, actually Fabyan himself drew the blueprints, though there may
be a germ of truth to the false rumor. It would have been in keeping with
other things that Fabyan did to consult the famous architect on his project.
After all, The Villa incorporated among its exotic features sunken gardens
and an authentic Japanese garden with a teahouse, for which the Mikado
of Japan later honored its owner. Photos show a waterlily pond with low
bridges across it, a high arching bridge to one side, and a waterfall over a
huge rock mound (see Figure 3).

On the bank of the Fox River was a lighthouse which Fabyan had
reconstructed there, and which he himself tended. It flashed a message9 in
Morse Code: 2, then 3, then the letters s-k-i-d-o-o!

There was an unusual kind of massive pipe organ in the living room
called a choralcello, which Elizebeth wished to learn to play. Fabyan had one
in the house and another in the Acoustical Laboratory which was used for
testing the acoustical properties of various substances10.

The memory of that first evening at Riverbank stayed with her all her
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life, as recorded in her memoirs11:

On one side of the highway, there was a high stone wall with
impressive gates. He told me that that side of the property was
cut in two by the Fox River and that his own residence, swimming
pool, stables, and so forth, were in that part of the estate. Our
car, however, turned into the part of the estate which was on
the opposite side of the highway. The limousine stopped in the
porte cochere of a handsome, medium-sized house known as ”The
Lodge” where I was to meet Mrs. Gallup. There she and her
sister, Miss Kate Wells, resided and there they had all of their
books and papers to prove their claim that Francis Bacon was
the author of the Shakespeare plays and sonnets.

This lodge was staffed, of course, with servants and it was
there that I was to spend the night in a guest room. When we ar-
rived at the dinner table, after I had been very briefly introduced
to Mrs. Gallup’s work, I met two young men, obviously scientific
or professional, who were pursuing occupations of some sort or
another on the estate and who were not living in the Lodge, but
who took their meals there. Mrs. Gallup presided at the head
of the table. She was an elderly woman of handsome and aristo-
cratic appearance and her varied conversation was of travel and
residences abroad, her stays with various distinguished families,
both American and English, who believed in her cause and some
of whom had financed her over periods of years. But I could not
help but deduce from this conversation and some following ones,
that Mrs. Gallup had dwelt only among those who agreed with
her premise and that she had had little personal contact with the
viewpoint of those who did not believe in the non-Shakespeare
authorship of Shakespeare.

*

One of the young men Elizebeth met that first evening at Riverbank was
a graduate student in genetics, William Frederick Friedman12, “. . . handsome,
somewhat European-appearing, with a strong, intellectual face. . . .” A trim,
neat, man, freshly dressed and elegant, “Eugenics Bill” had been Friedman’s
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Figure 3: Elizebeth Smith near a pond at Riverbank (source: George C. Marshall Re-

search Foundation)

nickname at Cornell. From the beginning, Elizebeth was much taken with
his looks, his dapper grace, his quick mind.

She was introduced that evening also to Mrs. Gallup’s sister, Miss
Kate Wells, who also lived at Riverbank and assisted in her sister’s efforts
and to a Mr. Eisenhauer who was head of the acoustics and engineering
department, also to Dr. J. A. Powell, head of the University of Chicago
Press, an aficionado of cryptanalysis, and of whom Elizebeth would write13,
later that year, “Mr. Powell is all that is good and sweet.” In addition, there
were several girls her own age who were hired as typists and translators. She
gathered that Fabyan had hired the translators because he believed that our
country would soon be at war with Mexico and with Germany, and that any
intelligent person must be prepared to communicate in the languages of those
countries.

They spoke of exciting things: secret writings, the assays of Pancho
Villa into New Mexico, probably of the blockade of Great Britain by German
U-boats.

That evening Elizebeth got her first taste of the flamboyant Fabyan’s
method. He treated his people very well, with luxurious accommodations:
Swedish and Danish cooks fed the staff members three elegant and hearty
meals a day. In addition, the Colonel impressed the young men and women
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whom he hired to work for him with little extras like turned-down beds, ice
water and fresh fruits at bedtime. Squabs raised on the estate were served
each Sunday for dinner.

Because Fabyan did not care for the local bread, he had acquired an
antique German windmill, and had it taken down piece by piece in Germany
and shipped to Riverbank. It was set up on the land on the opposite side of
the Fox River from The Villa, and there-afterwards grain was stone-ground
at Riverbank, and all the bread eaten there was baked on the premises.
The windmill also housed the Genetics Laboratory and a greenhouse filled
with rare plants; it also had a small apartment where the geneticist, Billy
Friedman, lived.

Fabyan provided the staff with maid service, and the lives of relative
luxury which he provided dazzled the young girl from modest circumstances.
A ninth child, Elizebeth had apparently grown up with the leavings: as
the youngest member of this midwestern family, Elizebeth remembered, evi-
dently, not the special warm spot often reserved for the youngest, the baby,
but a gray and chilly childhood of stomach-aches and nausea. Fabyan’s flat-
tery, his lavish lifestyle, undoubtedly appealed to her. He strode around the
entire estate in his affected Edwardian riding costume, though he never rode,
booming out orders and corrections and instructions to everyone14.

What must she have felt, in the afterglow of that stimulating evening,
a pampered guest lying in a strange bed as far from home as she had ever
been, offered a job that sounded too good to be true?

And so Elizebeth spent her first night at Riverbank, and we can imagine
that weighing the decision to stay and work there was not an easy one. After
several hours of talking with Mrs. Gallup, Elizebeth had learned that a plan
was already in place to obtain several “bright young women” to study under
Mrs. Gallup, master her cipher method, and prove her claim that Bacon was
the true author of Shakespeare’s plays.

After that, Mrs. Gallup planned to go on to other Elizabethan texts,
believing that Bacon had also written many other famous pieces of his time.
It was directly for this woman that Elizebeth had been asked to work. She
seemed bright, certainly sincere–but at the same time, her theory was far-
fetched, according to all that Elizebeth had been taught, all that she had
read.

Elizebeth learned that George Fabyan was currently suing a Hollywood
producer named William Selig who had just produced a movie of Romeo and
Juliet with Norma Shearer as the heroine, because he, falsely according to
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Fabyan, listed Shakespeare as the author15! How did one evaluate fairly that
kind of information?

Riverbank was not a real world. That must have been obvious. What
was one to make of the luxury, the quickly-shifting conversations, the crys-
tal, the china, the chimpanzee that was treated as a child, a hundred other
details?

Lastly, there was Fabyan himself: autocratic, opinionated, rude, eccen-
tric, certainly –but could one be certain that he was not on the very threshold
of greatness?

Before she left next morning to consider the job offer made her, Elize-
beth was driven over the rest of the estate across the highway, the part
through which the Fox River ran. Fabyan wanted her to see what she would
be missing if she failed to come to Riverside: the gracious Roman swimming
pool surrounded by columns and an arcade, which Colonel Fabyan had built
on the edge of the river (although the pool itself was fed by spring water, not
river water); the bridge he had persuaded the state of Illinois to permit him
to build across the Fox River, “a fight which he told me gleefully had gone
on for years because the Fox River was theoretically a navigable stream and
it had taken him, even with his no mean powers of persuasion, some years to
convince the state engineers of Illinois that it was not a navigable river and
that therefore he could build the bridge.”

The Villa itself was fairly small, and “quite informal in appearance.”
Elizebeth found it strange that Colonel Fabyan had a passion for furniture
which swung on supports from above rather than resting on legs on the floor
or the ground. The living room, or drawing room, in the Villa, she noted, was
furnished mostly with divans and chairs which swung on huge chains from
the high beamed ceiling. He explained that this facilitated housekeeping.
The beds in his and Mrs. Fabyan’s quarters also swung on chains in the
center of large rooms.

The grounds outside the Villa on the hillside, with enormous
trees, had many hammocks hung around a fireplace as large as a
room, built into the ground like a shallow pool. And besides the
hammocks and divans, there was a large wicker or reed arm chair
which swung on chains thirty or forty feet in length, from a large
branch of an enormous tree. This came to be known as ‘the hell
chair.’

In it, Colonel Fabyan sat and16
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swung back and forth with his habit of chain-cigarette smok-
ing and with a tendency of poking the enormous fire and refueling
it even on summer evenings, because he considered this huge fire a
means of keeping away mosquitoes. And so evening after evening
he sat there in the hell chair, with anyone he could gather around,
either guests from the city or from some distance away or a few of
us on the estate; and if anything displeased him, he would stand
the offending person up before the hell chair and literally give
him hell. Thus the name. It was never spoken of in any other
way.

*

Elizebeth Smith of course did take the job at Riverbank, her decision
probably made before she even left the estate the first time. From the outset
she was charmed by the exciting existence, but somewhat skeptical of the
work being done there.

She would learn quickly that the first energetic and positive reaction of
George Fabyan– and his overwhelming ways– were typical of the man. Head-
strong scion of the Boston family which owned the largest textile company
in the world, Bliss Fabyan & Company, he ran away from his blueblood past
in 1882 at the age of sixteen. His father, furious, disinherited the boy. The
young Fabyan made his way to Chicago where he spent about two years in
the lumber business, running lumber in ships down from northern Wisconsin
through Lake Michigan to the Chicago docks. Tiring of that, he must have
figured either on regaining his father’s favor or on spitting in his father’s face,
for he next went to St. Louis, where there was a branch of the Bliss Fabyan
Drygoods Company, and applied to the manager for a job as salesman. He
extracted from the manager a promise not to reveal his identity, and pro-
ceeded to become the most successful salesman the company had ever had,
working under the name of “Mr.X.” Fabyan’s father back in Boston grew
curious and more curious; who was this mysterious salesman with the in-
credible sales records? The manager would not reveal his name; Fabyan’s
father, not wanting to kill the goose who was laying golden eggs for him,
allowed the situation to continue, but wanting more and more to meet this
salesman who left all the others in the dust.

In about two years, when he felt the time was right, the young Fabyan
chose his moment to emerge from his anonymity, and notified his boss in the
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St. Louis office, whereupon the elder Fabyan agreed to come west so that he
could meet the famous Mr. X. It was agreed that they would meet in Chicago.
Upon being confronted with his son, the father could not, for a long moment,
take in that the crackerjack salesman, the famous Mr. X, was none other than
his own lost boy. The prodigal son was reunited with his family and made
manager on the spot of the Chicago Bliss Fabyan Company. He was only
twenty-one. Upon the death of his father two years later, he inherited three
million dollars. George Fabyan chose thereafter to live elegantly. Always
eccentric in his dress, he wore17 “puttees, riding trousers, Prince Albert riding
coat and riding hat,” –and colored shirts!

A final oddity of the estate was a giant rope-course constructed like a
spider web, over which Colonel Fabyan made guests climb, even the women
in the long skirts and petticoats of the early decades of this century. And
even once, the movie star Billie Burke18.

The third part of the estate housed what Fabyan called the Ordnance
and Acoustical Laboratory. Not everything Fabyan did was frivolous, for
he manufactured tuning forks, and in 1914 a trench mortar was invented at
Riverbank, for which Colonel Fabyan received the French Legion of Honor
in December 1920. Acoustical tile and other sound-absorbing and sound-
reflecting materials very much in use today were invented and tested in the
Riverbank Acoustical Laboratory.

Clearly Fabyan knew talent and ability when he saw it, and clearly he
was a tireless worker all his life, despite the fact that he liked to brag that he
had retired at 35, and clearly he knew how to get credit for accomplishments,
be they his or his workers’.

Fabyan had the habit of cultivating young artists of many varieties,
chosen mostly at whim, the way Elizebeth was. These people he would
bring to Riverbank and house and support so that they were free to work.
Further, Fabyan was keenly competitive all his life, even with his wife. An
expensive example was a thirty thousand dollar Scottish bull he purchased,
named Ocean Blue. Since his wife won prizes with her horses, Fabyan began
showing the bull, and eventually “won some enormous prize naming Ocean
Blue the best bull in the world,” thus topping his wife’s fame as a winner.
As Fabyan had under his wing at the time a young woman sculptress, he
commissioned her to fashion a statue of the world-class bull, which Fabyan
then donated to the Chicago Art Institute.

So Elizebeth was added to the bright array of talent at Riverbank. A
picture of Elizebeth Smith, probably taken by William Friedman, is Figure
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Figure 4: Elizebeth Smith at Riverbank (source: National Cryptologic Museum Library).

4. She settled in to read Bacon’s Advancement of Learning, and to learn
the method by which her boss, Fabyan, and her mentor, Mrs. Gallup, hoped
to find the secret messages which both were certain Bacon had hidden in
Shakespeare’s plays. Elizebeth had a job, board and lodging, and the promise
of a monthly paycheck.

Fabyan had “an absolutely photographic, verbatim, memory,” Mrs.
Friedman later recalled. Thus, though absolutely without education him-
self, he could listen to someone like a scientist on some technical or arcane
subject, then later bowl over other guests by repeating extremely difficult
theories and facts he had heard from the expert the week before.

To Riverbank Fabyan invited the famous and the brilliant. Lily Langtry,
the beautiful opera singer that rumor had it had been the mistress of King
Edward VII, visited during Elizebeth’s tenure there. As she was an owner of
racehorses, it is likely that the prize animals were what drew her to River-
bank. Actress Billie Burke, married to famed Broadway producer Flo Ziegfeld
until his death, was a familiar visitor there. Fabyan cultivated actresses; in
1922 when Elizebeth was back for a visit to Riverbank for the day, she made it
clear that Fabyan’s interests were not necessarily cultural: Elizebeth wanted
to see and speak to Fabyan on her brief stopover, but, as she wrote in a letter
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home to Billy Friedman in Washington, “. . . when I insisted on knowing his
whereabouts, it sounded like the usual evasions when GF was in his den with
a femme19.”

Fabyan even dictated what his employees were to wear, and once in-
sisted that Elizebeth buy a coat at Marshall Field in Chicago, accompanied
by his fat female secretary as consultant. When Elizebeth complained that
she did not care for the coat the dowdy woman chose, and anyway could not
afford a coat from there, and could find the same one elsewhere for less if it
came to that, Fabyan insisted on buying the coat for her, and taking its cost
out of her paycheck, as he said the Marshall Field label meant a great deal
more than the fact that one had to go into debt to buy clothes there.

Yet Elizebeth noticed that his own clothes were usually frayed and dirty,
as well as odd, and recalled his lighting a cigarette one day and burning away
the frayed edge of some garment he was wearing.

*

A year before acquiring Elizebeth Smith, Fabyan had written to Cornell
University, seeking, in his words, “an expert in heredity,” to experiment
with plants and grains. He was also wanting to “do some experiments with
marrying fruit flies.” He wanted, he wrote Cornell, a graduate student who
was an “as-is-er,” not a “has-been-er20.”

William Frederick Friedman, of the class of 1914 at Cornell, a graduate
student in genetics raised in Pittsburgh, took the bait. A Russian Jew born
Wolfe Friedman in Chisinau21 during the severe famine of 1891, he had been
brought to this country a year or so later, and naturalized at age five, when
his name was changed to William. Although he had one older sister, William
was the oldest of four sons. The Russian Jewish family of seven had settled in
Pittsburgh, but his father was never much of a success at the business he fell
into– he was a representative of a sewing machine company– and the family
barely scraped by. Ironically, though the elder Friedman was a proficient
linguist, having been a postal clerk in Russia after migrating there from
Romania, he was never able to turn this talent to any useful enterprise in
this country. They existed in near-poverty, and Friedman won a scholarship
which enabled him to go to college22. William Friedman often told his own
children that he had felt as a child that there was never enough money, that
“the wolf was always howling at the door.” Son John recalls that his father
buried pennies under a floorboard in the house where they lived, as a childish
gesture against the dire poverty he felt they lived in.
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Figure 5: Elizebeth Smith and William Friedman at Riverbank (source: George C.

Marshall Research Foundation)

At the beginning of their correspondence23, Fabyan wrote to Friedman,
with a typically strange but lovely metaphor:

Here is a problem that has come up in my mind, that I want
you to work on. I want the father of wheat, and I want a wife
for him, so that the child will grow in an arid country. I got
it [the problem] from one of my wealthy Jewish friends, and if
I can beat him to it, he will foot the bills, and be damned glad
to.. . . This may seem impractical and improbable, but I have seen
impractical and improbable things accomplished . . . We play the
game from day to day the best we can.

After an involved correspondence of three months about duties and
salary, concluding with clarification of neither, Friedman came to Riverbank
in the summer of 1915, just a year before Elizebeth Smith signed on. In the
series of letters between them prior to his joining the Riverbank Laboratories,
Friedman asked Fabyan what he raised on the estate, to which Fabyan replied,
“I raise Hell.” Though Friedman was hired as a geneticist, and assigned to
the genetics laboratory, Fabyan had soon drawn him into several other areas,
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having discovered that he was an excellent amateur photographer. Friedman
had been incidentally interested in secret messages since reading Edgar Allan
Poe’s The Gold Bug as a child.

What Elizebeth could not have known that first day when she was so
overwhelmed was that in the end Fabyan hardly ever paid his employees,
that he avoided contracts, claiming that they meant nothing. A typical
obfuscating explanation went24,

I would lots prefer paying five thousand a year, than I would
a hundred dollars a month, because you would be cheaper at five
thousand a year; in other words, if you were receiving this you
would be producing something, and gradually repaying the in-
vestment . . . If at the end of a year, or six months, or any other
time, you can honestly put yourself in my place, and from re-
sults feel that you were entitled to a different compensation, that
matter can always be talked over and adjusted. . .

A letter to Billy Friedman is revealing of Fabyan’s reluctance to commit
himself: in answer to a direct question about salary by Billy, Fabyan wrote25,
in 1915, “I want to get some practical level-headed fellows that will carry
themselves, and a community which is asking no favors and yet having the
best there is, where people will have to come for what we have. . . ”

*

Elizabeth Wells Gallup, under whose direction Elizebeth was to be-
gin learning about ciphers, was a Michigan English teacher who had been
educated in Europe. George Fabyan, being himself uneducated, was easily
impressed. He had met Mrs. Gallup at a dinner party in Boston, and was so
taken in with her erudition and enthusiasm that he invited her and her sister
to Riverbank as permanent guests. This suited the elegant, though poverty-
stricken lady just fine. Elizebeth Smith, who valued intelligence over all other
traits, was impressed that Mrs. Gallup had, in 1899, published an enormous
tome on her Baconian hypothesis26. Elizebeth was also unusually suspicious,
all her life, of people’s motives, but she was always absolutely certain of Mrs.
Gallup’s sincere belief in her hypothesis.

It may may not be as odd as it first appears that Elizebeth, as smart
as she was, was for so long taken in by Mrs. Gallup’s hypothesis. Elizebeth
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Figure 6: Elizabeth Wells Gallup as a young woman (circa 1870)

was a country girl, Mrs. Gallup a sophisticate. Elizebeth was young; Mrs.
Gallup’s age alone gave her words the ring of believability. The young college
graduate was also naturally intimidated by this well-educated woman who
already had a book to her credit. All the other adults in the vicinity seemed
convinced of the merit of her argument. If things didn’t make sense, it must
have seemed reasonable to Elizebeth that it was because she just didn’t yet
understand.

Sir Francis Bacon, a cryptophile and author of a book on the subject of
secret writing, had in his writings ordained that ciphers “be not laborious to
write and read; that they be impossible to decipher; and in some cases, that
they be without suspicion.” Yet Bacon’s own biliteral cipher, which Elizebeth
set out to learn, ignored all three rules. It was convincing, and undoubtedly
true, that Francis Bacon had invented a scientific and workable and provable
cipher system; “it could quite obviously be applied as an explanation, as Mrs.
Gallup claimed, for the use of two different forms of type which appeared in
all Elizabethan books;” and it could without doubt do all the things that
Francis Bacon “had claimed for it in his own description of his invention in
The Advancement of Learning. However, the application of this cipher to the
type forms in the Elizabethan books required so much personal judgement,
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so much variation, that we [she and Billy Friedman] even then began to
doubt. . . ”

If ever the two of them, alone or together, attempted even to raise the
question of its possible invalidity with Colonel Fabyan, they were shouted
down, and reminded that they were “not there to question but to follow his
lead and to convince the academic world of the authenticity of the work.”

Mrs. Gallup was, of course, not alone in her belief that Francis Bacon
was the real author of Shakespeare. More than three centuries of trotting out
“real” authors of Shakespeare led Gelett Burgess27 to exclaim in 1918 upon
the subject of Bacon-having-written-Shakespeare: “The Baconian auctorial
theory has long since exploded in a kind of spontaneous combustion of its own
fantastic symbolism, numerology, and cryptographia which proved anything,
everything, and nothing.”

But of course this opinion did not change the minds of fanatics, (includ-
ing, among other luminaries, Theodore Roosevelt)28. Mrs. Gallup’s reason-
ing was that Shakespeare was, among other things, not well-born, educated,
traveled, sophisticated, or smart enough to have written the plays, and so
someone else must have. But who? As everyone knows, nearly every signifi-
cant Elizabethan contemporary of the Bard of Avon has been nominated for
the honor, including Queen Elizabeth I herself.

But among the contenders for authorship, only Sir Francis Bacon had
invented a biliteral (two-letter) cipher of five- letter groups using only “a” or
“b” to represent the letters of the alphabet, thus:

a aaaaa b aaaab c aaaba d aaabb e aabaa
f aabab g aabba h aabbb i or j abaaa k abaab
l ababa m ababb n abbaa o abbab p abbba
q abbbb r baaaa s baaab t baaba u and v baabb
w babaa x babab y babba z babbb

The cipher works like this. Perhaps the message the encoder wants to
send is DO NOT COME. First, he writes his warning in the letters of the
above alphabet:

aaabbabbababbaaabbabbaabaaaabaabbabababbaabaa,

then invents an innocent sentence with 45 letters (the number you get when
the 9 letters of the plaintext are each assigned 5 letters.) Under the biliteral
message he prints that sentence, only he substitutes an italicized letter for
every “b” in the top line. Thus,
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aaa bba bba bab ba aabbab baa ba aaab aabb aba babba abaa
too bad you are so unwell let us hear from you again soon

Then, when the message above is sent, it can easily be broken down into its
pleasant, well-wishing words, only the italicized letters giving hint that any-
thing is odd. Only the knowing recipient perceives the truth; the curious eye
peering into the personal note will supposedly skim over it, see its innocent
message, and send it on. The recipient of course returns all the italicized
letters to “b”s, all the rest to “a”s, and quickly sees that he must not go to
wherever it was he was planning to go.

Early in her life Mrs. Gallup had obtained copies of some first folios
of Shakespeare plays, and had observed in the old texts that some of the
“a”s and “b”s were different from others. Since Bacon was the author of this
cipher involving “a”s and “b”s, Mrs. Gallup insisted that in the difference in
these letters within the folios lay the secret message that would tell her what
she had already decided: that Francis Bacon had written these plays, and
had, furthermore, persuaded printers to embed secret messages to that effect
within the pages of the manuscripts. Unfortunately, she could not always
tell which “a”s and “b”s were Roman, and which Italic. Apparently she was
not aware, or she ignored the fact, that sixteenth-century typesetters used a
variety of types indiscriminately: some were Roman, some Italic, some just
carelessly cast or sloppily set, some broken and unmended or poorly mended,
not to mention that some paper absorbed more ink than other paper, that
some inks bled more than others, that some parts of the folios were damaged
by outside agents, such as water, daylight, insects, or age. If she could
only tell which letters were Roman, and which Italic, Elizabeth Wells Gallup
believed she could begin to solve the cipher and read the messages which she
firmly believed not only existed, but also would prove Baconian authorship
of Shakespeare. In the summer of 1916, of course, she obtained the assistance
of young Elizebeth Smith at just about the time she was thinking that she
really needed to be able to see the letters better.

Typically, Elizebeth also began studying whatever information she could
find on the curious subject of secret writing, though there was not much avail-
able at that time. She also began talking a lot to a certain young man who
also worked at Riverbank, whom she had especially noticed her first evening
there, and who quickly dubbed her “Elsbeth.” “Billy” tried to interest Elize-
beth in golfing and tennis, but she cared for neither. Once in her college
diary, she wrote,“”I do not know what that characteristic is, but I believe
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that it must be what makes so many people remark that I should have been
born a man.” Whatever we can make of this trait, it clearly refers to mental
qualities and not physical ones, for she was uninterested in sports and ath-
letics of all sorts. She urged him to join her in swimming in Fabyan’s Roman
pool, but he worried about her catching cold. But as she had never been able
to learn to swim before, she was now delighted to practice her new-found skill
in the elegant spring-fed pool with a double-columned walkway around it.

One of the young engineers there had a “roaring Stutz Bearcat29” in
which they occasionally took drives around the back roads. William Fried-
man adored chess; Elizebeth complained that it was a waste of time. He
favored ballroom dancing; she was indifferent to it. Yet she was sociably in-
clined, and found the Riverbank guests glamorous and exciting. Friedman’s
work was with some other young scientists trying out experiments with oats,
African violets, and fruit flies. This led to a story related by Mrs. Friedman:
on one occasion while Fabyan was away, a reporter who had got wind of the
planting according to almanacs and folklore called and got Mrs. Fabyan on
the phone, and asked her whether it was true that they had a young man
there who was30 “planting oats by the light of the moon.” Mrs.Fabyan, ap-
parently not much interested in her husband’s experiments, replied smartly
that, for all she knew, the young Friedman was at that very moment “sowing
his wild oats by moonlight.” The comment made the Chicago newspapers,
to the embarrassment of everyone but Fabyan, who thought it a great story.

*

Cryptography, or secret writing31, has a very long history that began, as
far as is known, with the Greeks. The word cipher, also spelled cypher, is from
the Arabic sifr, meaning zero, or nothing, and becomes the name for symbolic
writing, or unreadable writing, but has also to do with numerals. The Arabic
meaning is still retained in the somewhat archaic term “ciphering,” meaning
to do sums in math.

The word code comes from the Latin codex, meaning originally tree
trunk, or the system of the tree, out of which branches and twigs grow. The
meaning then extends to any system of words or symbols arbitrarily used to
represent other words, sentences, or even whole ideas. Cryptology covers the
entire science.

Four centuries before Christ, Spartan commanders sent messages in
cipher to one another, long lines of letters on narrow leather bands, appar-
ently spelling nothing. But when wrapped spirally around certain sticks,
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words appeared, the secret messages decipherable only by one who owned a
staff, called a skytale (skit’-ally), of the same diameter and length as the staff
of the sender of the message. Elizebeth Friedman noted that the batons gen-
erals carry today in the field are the modern remnants of the old skytales32.

Half a century prior to the Christian era, Julius Caesar invented the
cipher still used by school children today to try to outwit their teachers or
classmates. This method of systematically advancing or receding a certain
number of steps in the alphabet still bears Caesar’s name. Elizebeth prac-
ticed writing Caesar cipher messages to Billy Friedman, and later to their
children.

During the Renaissance “black chambers” were formed all over Europe,
their purposes being to intercept and decipher messages from enemy coun-
tries. At that time, consonant with a general interest in cryptography, people
began writing pamphlets, tracts, and tomes about secret writing. The pub-
lication of information enabled the public to learn methods of ciphering and
coding, but of course also introduced the necessity for encipherers to be more
and more original in their methods. A monk by the name of John Trithemius,
wrote a tract about cryptography, Polygraphia, which was eventually pub-
lished in 1518, two years after his death, as a result of his reluctance to have
it circulated during his lifetime. Many books followed, through the years,
introducing the subject to the general public.

By 1689, cipher-writing had become so common in England that a Dr.
John Wallis wrote “that there is scarce a person of quality but is more or
less acquainted with it, and doth, as there is occasion, make use of it.”

In a famous case in the history of cryptography, Sir Francis Walsing-
ham, head spy for Queen Elizabeth I, intercepted what were assumed to be
subversive letters from the imprisoned Mary, Queen of Scots, to Anthony
Babington, her devoted page. The letters, written in code, reportedly dis-
cussed the assassination of Queen Elizabeth, the liberation of the Catholic
Mary, and a takeover of England. Babington confessed under torture, though
many believed the letters were planted. Nonetheless, Babington lost his head
and the revealed plot against the throne provided Queen Elizabeth with a
convenient reason to behead her prisoner in 1587.

In America, cryptography was not well-organized before 1916, when
Elizebeth entered the field. Certainly Indian signs and trail markers, as well
as hobos’ marks33, were “native” forms of code, and certainly spies employed
ciphers and sent coded letters during the French and Indian War, the Rev-
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olution, the War of 1812, and the Civil War, but even into the twentieth
century the government had not seen organized espionage as a necessity for
national security.

Some of our early statesmen did. George Washington had used an in-
visible ink invented by an Englishman, Sir James Jay, brother of the Ameri-
can John Jay. Thomas Jefferson was America’s most famous cryptographer,
inventing a remarkable cipher wheel, used for encrypting private correspon-
dence which he did not wish to fall into certain hands34.

*

Elizebeth could not have recognized the significance to her own future,
even if she heard or read the news, of the first transcontinental telephone calls
in 1915. She would have been even less likely to notice that the U.S. govern-
ment was engaged that year in establishing an international trade commission
to police business practices in interstate commerce. Probably she thought
little of the war in Europe beyond the headlines of the Chicago newspapers
that found their way to Riverbank. Life there, already seeming to this un-
privileged young woman like the lap of luxury, was sweet and uncomplicated.
She was working with the famous Mrs. Gallup, who had a long time ago,
after all, in 1899, published an enormous book on the Baconian ciphers, so
she must have known what she was doing!

In those early months at Riverbank, Elizebeth was learning about an
entire new world of codes and ciphers. She wrote notes to her friend Billy
Friedman in code. Her job was much more exciting than those of any other of
her college chums. For the most part, she was able to dismiss the splinter of
doubt lodged in her mind about the work she was doing; even if the splinter
remained, festering, a literary problem is not, after all, a matter of life and
death, but rather a mere game. Indeed, in her best moments Elizebeth must
have thought she had arrived in Eden.

Notes
1 See [ESF17], page 1.
2 See [EF1].
3 Her college diary records her avid enthusiasm at a production of A Comedy of Errors

by the Ben Greet Players, obviously a high point: “But the wealth of power in their
acting which made us see the very street, the Abbey, the gate and the house itself of
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Antipholus, in the face of the bare, curtainless, scenery-less stage!” We can see from this
her enthusiasm for the stage, and her beginning as a lifelong admirer of Shakespeare.

4 She attended public schools in Huntington, and applied to Swarthmore College, a
good Quaker school. The information on her college choice is somewhat contradictory;
apparently Swarthmore chose to reject her application, and her father decided that she
should go to Earlham. Another time, she said her father would not let her apply to
Swarthmore, so it is possible that her father said, “Earlham or nothing.” She once de-
scribed Earlham as “a Quaker college which I always felt I should have attended when I
was unable to obtain admission to Swarthmore College.” She, in her own word, “compro-
mised” on Wooster College in Wooster, Ohio, where she stayed for only two years, 1911 to
1913. An old friend of hers, Mary W. Goldman, wrote, on August 15, 1981, “I remember
Elizebeth telling me of her determination and energy to get a college education with no
help or encouragement from her father.” On the first few pages of her memoirs begun in
the 1960s, Elizebeth wrote that “I had felt that my many generations of Quaker ancestry
on my father’s side should have brought the compulsion, on the part of my father, although
he was no longer a practicing Quaker, to see that I got to a Quaker college. But he was
not interested in my going to college anywhere.” This implies that she felt let-down, felt
that her father should have done better by her than he in fact did. But at least he allowed
her to go; she records a little further on that “I borrowed the money from my father at
six percent interest to pursue the four years of college education.”

Her first job had been as principal of a small town high school somewhere near Wabash,
Indiana, and strangely, she several times in her memoirs remarked that she could not
remember the name of the town. But two old friends from Hillsdale pursued her, two
young men. One of them she was engaged to briefly, Harold Van Kirk. From one fleeting
reference in an interview years later, we learn that “Van” was a “handsome poet and
musician” (see Memoir, [EF1], page 13). He once wrote to her, a year or so after her
marriage, “I have half a whim I’ll never love anybody as I did you, Betty.” The other was
a mutual friend, a young bachelor minister named Carleton Brooks Miller. From a few
remaining letters, we can intuit that Elizebeth broke off her relationship with “Van,” and
that Carleton then attempted to woo her while reluctantly acting as go-between. Carleton
wrote on his church stationery in 1919, discussed the shocking new novel by James Branch
Cabell, Jurgen, in a letter to her, writing that “it really told what a man feels,” and urging
her to read it. There the brief correspondence stops.

5 That she didn’t consider staying in education after only one year–and that year not as
a mere teacher, but as a principal, tells us how little that profession must have challenged
the restless young woman.

6 See [ESF16].
7 The article is undated, but if his age is correct, then the year of the article is 1936,

the year Fabyan died.
8 Apparently it was Fabyan’s habit. In an anonymous and undated article about him in

Adventure, Fabyan is reported to have asked the interviewer, “Young man, do you know
anything?” Upon being told a hesitant, “Yes–,” Fabyan went on, “Well, what do you
know?” When the fellow could not come up with an answer, Fabyan demanded, “Who
discovered America?” “Christopher Columbus.” “Wrong! Leif the Lucky.” And so on,
until the poor lad was reduced to a puddle. He wrote mournfully that he could not do his
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3000-word article on Fabyan.
9 See [ESF12].

10 See [EF1], page 38.
11 See [EF1], page 4-6.
12 See [EF1], page 8.
13 Letter from ES to WF, Feb. 1, 1917.
14 And he reminded her of her father: years later Elizebeth would compare her father

to her flamboyant employer, by which we can infer that her father, like Fabyan, was
domineering and severe. Perhaps he did not know what to do about his headstrong child,
the enfant terrible of his declining years.

15 It later emerged that, though the suit ended in some sort of out-of-court agreement,
that Fabyan had initiated it only to get his claim of Baconian authorship before the public.
From the Oregon News, July 21, 1916,

SHAKESPEARE WINS SUIT Final Chapter Written In Controversy In
Chicago Courts.

CHICAGO. July 21. The closing chapter of the Bacon-Shakespeare con-
troversy in the courts here was entered today when Judge Frederick A. Smith
dismissed the suit of Colonel George Fabyan and dissolved the injunction
granted him by Judge Tuthill, who ruled that the works credited to Shake-
speare were in reality written by Bacon.

The suggestion in Kruh [Kr2] is that Fabyan and Selig conspired to sue each other, one
for publicity for a Shakespeare film, the other for publicity for his Baconian cipher in
Shakespeare theory.

16 See [EF1], page 5-6.
17 In The Great Gatsby (1922) Fitzgerald marks the low class of Gatsby by his “gaudy

pink shirts” and his yellow car, at a time when gentlemen wore white shirts and drove
black cars.

18 Mary “Billie” Burke (1884 - 1970) was an actress best known for her portrayal of as
Glinda the Good Witch of the North in the 1939 film The Wizard of Oz.

19 Source: an undated letter from ESF to WFF, summer 1921 or 1922.
20 This letter has been lost, but has been quoted so many times it is an integral detail

of the story of Billy’s coming to Riverbank.
21 Chisinau (previously Kishinev, Russia) now is the capital and largest city of the

Republic of Moldova.
22 Mrs. Friedman in an interview in 1970 said that he had gone first for a year to a

college in Jackson, Michigan, on a rare government scholarship, but found the education
slack, the atmosphere of the small college stifling. His scholarship to Cornell entailed
summer work as a return for tuition.

23 Letter from GF to WF, date unknown.
24 Letter from GF to WF, date unknown.
25 Letter from GF to WF, date unknown.
26 Elizabeth Gallup, The bi-literal cypher of Francis Bacon discovered in his works,

Howard Publishing Co., 1899. It is about 300 pages, in this first edition.
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27 Frank Gelett Burgess (1866 - 1951) was a Boston-born poet, young adult fiction
author, art critic, and humorist. The quote is from [FF], page 7, which references the
Washington Post, July, 1948 (date and page number unknown).

28 There was a famous Modern Language Association banquet in the twenties at which
George Lyman Kittredge, the famous Harvard professor of Chaucer and Shakespeare,
“proved” that Shakespeare had written the menu.

29The Stutz Bearcat was a sporty roadster that roared calculatedly, being built without
a muffler. This quote is from [EF1], page 7.

30 See [EF1], page 39.
31 Some of the material in this section is from Elizebeth’s unfinished manuscript on

cryptography for children.
32 From an unfinished manuscript by Elizebeth Friedman on codes and ciphers for

children.
33For an interesting example, see the 8th episode in season 1 of the AMC TV series Mad

Men, entitled The Hobo Code.
34 See Kahn [Ka1], pp. 192-195, for further details. A drawing exists of the machine,

and a concise description of its building and its use, though a model has never been found.
Jefferson also used code syllabaries common at that time called, confusingly, cyphers,
usually consisting of two-and-three digit numbers, often a syllable, but sometimes a word
or phrase.
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I remember. I can still see him walking up the steps. I was
on the porch to this house, The Lodge, at the entrance and I was
sitting there on a banister or something. And I saw him come
up the steps. And I’ll never forget his appearance. He was kind
of a Beau Brummel; he was so beautifully dressed and so–there
was no country informality about his attire at all. . . . Yes, he was
sartorial1.

At Riverbank Elizebeth tried her best to “see” the secret messages
in the ancient folios, despite reservations. Though personally devoted to
Mrs. Gallup and her sister, both of whom she admired greatly for their
sophistication and erudition, the young woman did not, almost from the
beginning, believe in the hidden message theory. She saw nearly at once
that whatever message could be gleaned from the texts would not yield to
scientific scrutiny, but was a matter of personal opinion. And she knew
that science was replicable and observable. Important people, writers and
scholars, visited Riverbank all the time, examined the work on the biliteral
cipher being done by Mrs. Gallup and her students, and most went away
still skeptical. Fabyan invited yet other scholars and scientists to come,
determined to persuade them to his viewpoint. All were entertained lavishly,
and prodded towards acceptance of Baconian authorship (or whatever theory
Fabyan was pushing at the moment). One of these was Dr. John Manly, a
scholar with a lifetime of interest in the Bacon biliteral cipher. Manly was the
head of the English Department at the University of Chicago, a philologist
with an interest in ancient cryptic writing, literary ciphers, and such, and an
aptitude for solving codes and ciphers. In addition to being one of the world’s
leading authorities on Chaucer, he was also an expert on the cryptographic
interests and inventiveness of Casanova. Finally disbelieving in Mrs. Gallup’s
method, he devised a test to see if she really could see differences between
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handwritten type fonts. Mrs. Gallup failed the test miserably.
What brought William Friedman out of his genetics laboratory and into

the Shakespeare research was his hobby as a photographer, which must not
have gone unnoticed by Fabyan, who never missed a chance to turn his and his
staff’s enthusiasms to profit. Fabyan must have learned that Friedman liked
photography, both composing scenes and developing and printing film. So
the young Friedman was roped in to photograph the elusive a’s and b’s which
Mrs. Gallup could not quite pin down as Roman or Italic. The intention was
to blow them up so that their details might be studied and compared. Then,
presumably, it would be easier to tell whether they were Roman or Italic
letters, and thus whether they were to be ignored or counted. Elizebeth,
of course, as Mrs. Wells’s assistant, worked with Billy Friedman on a daily
basis.

In his first year, William had become a jack-of-all-trades for Colonel
Fabyan, who, during the visits of the distinguished professors and guests to
Riverbank, would give lantern slide lectures. It gradually fell to William not
only to take the photographs, and develop the slides, but also to run the
machine for the slide shows Fabyan gave with great enthusiasm even, Mrs.
Friedman remembered, if there were only one guest. After her arrival, Fabyan
fetched Elizebeth Smith out at every opportunity, too. She soon caught on
that she was expected to echo his enthusiasm for whatever it was he was
currently talking up. We can imagine that her looks and poise appealed to
Fabyan, who was always good at public relations.

Thus Fabyan kept Billy busy night and day with genetics or Shake-
speare or public lectures, and Elizebeth soon became party to many of the
same activities. Before long, they were working together not only in the
daytime but also in their evening hours.

Yet the two young people, the youngest of all the group assembled at
Riverbank, managed to obtain bicycles and began, in whatever moments
they could steal, to explore the countryside surrounding Colonel Fabyan’s
kingdom. Soon they confessed to each other their doubts that there was
anything at all to Mrs. Gallup’s theory, that to them the differences seemed
to exist only in Mrs. Gallup’s mind, that her choices appeared more and
more merely capricious. During the summer and fall of 1916 as they talked,
swam, walked, or biked the gentle Illinois landscape, William fell deeply in
love with the petite and lovely Elizebeth.

For her part, Elizebeth was seeing the gold of Riverbank begin to tar-
nish. She was by nature more cautious, cooler, less emotional than Billy; she
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began to be not at all certain that the job at Riverbank was to her liking.
Her mother was ill, and she had within the past year been engaged and had
broken off that relationship. Furthermore, Friedman’s family, she suspected,
would not look benignly upon the prospect of his marrying a gentile. Pre-
sumably, her family, too, might have doubts about the propriety of the union,
though nowhere is any such concern recorded. Yet it is also certainly possible
that rebellious Elizebeth was absolutely unconcerned about what her family
would think.

Through the fall she continued too busily occupied to worry about
where her research was leading. As best he could, William carried on his work
in genetics with African violets, fruit flies and grains. Around Christmas of
1916 Elizebeth’s mother’s health, which had been poor for several years, grew
worse, and Elizebeth went home to Huntington for an extended stay and for
what turned out to be the final few weeks of her mother’s life. She wrote to
Billy Friedman, calling him her “Comforter,” and “Billy Boy.” She told him,

I’m in sore need of comfort and ‘rocking,’ . . . [mother] is less
than a ghost–the doctor himself says she has lost anyway fifty
pounds. She is so unlike the mother I know–she has no interest
in anything or anybody, so listless, so unconcerned–she has no
curiosity–she asks for nothing and protests about nothing2. How
can one think of leaving one’s mother when she is like that3?

*

On January 31, 1916, Elizebeth wrote to Billy from Huntington, skirt-
ing his obvious question:

You asked what we have said about –. Dear boy, of course
we have talked about you. That she4 likes you very much, you
already know. As for particularities, I haven’t the heart to tell
you now – it seems so hard to be thinking of anything personal,
when Mother’s life hangs in the balance.

Edna, whom she affectionately called “Enda,” was two years older than Elize-
beth. Edna, to even the sororal silliness, called her little sister “Lizbeth” and
“Lizzy.”

In a letter concerning Elizebeth’s desire for a piano at Riverbank so
she could play, her sister Edna wrote5 to Billy Friedman, “I agree with
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Figure 7: Elizebeth Smith and her sister Edna (source: George C. Marshall Research

Foundation)

your prescription for Lizbeth–recreation, diversion, etc. I tried to tell Col.
Fabyan something to that effect, but my vocabulary wasn’t large enough or
my eloquence forceful enough–anyway, he failed to see the point of my logic.”
Fabyan tried to engage in a shady business deal with sister Edna. Edna wrote
Billy all about it, how she had offered to sell her piano to Fabyan, how Fabyan
said he could buy a new one for $ 75 less than she was asking for hers. “I
wouldn’t give that many cents for the particular brand he mentioned, but
that’s neither here nor there.” She complained to Billy that Fabyan had
offered to pay the freight charges should she decide to send it along to River-
bank, but that the idea distressed her mother, was beyond her means, and
that once the piano resided at Riverbank it would be as good as Fabyan’s.
“Colonel Fabyan expects I’ll be a little short of cash someday and then he’s
going to offer me 10 or 15 dollars for it. He said as much to me that night.”

Edna was two years older than Elizebeth. She had “run off” at sev-
enteen, and married a dentist from Michigan who had died shortly before
Elizebeth went to Chicago. She made her own bid for Billy’s affections that
winter while both girls were at home during their mother’s last illness. In
one of her undated letters to William Friedman, Edna wrote, “If Elizebeth
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only had my capacity for forgetting her troubles – you know, people think I
am an awful cold-hearted, indifferent, unemotional sort of creature – but if I
dared let myself ponder over the experiences of the last year – the Doctor’s
sickness and death – I should go mad, stark, staring mad.”

Elizebeth also wrote to Billy, and in the letters the differences in the
sisters’ natures seem clear: Edna was practical and concrete, or tried to
portray herself as such, while Elizebeth seems to have hovered constantly
on the brink of some dramatic emotional plunge. “My book-bag lies here
unopened,” Elizebeth confessed. “I try to make myself work, but I cannot.
I sit a moment, then spend the hours pacing back and forth from Mother’s
bed, in the vain hope that there is something I can do. It is so awful – Billy
Boy – to look on the face of death like that – the beckoning face – Do you
know it makes me think a lot about – posterity, and responsibility, and all
that?”

But still she wanted her beau to know how hard she was working.

After we got the nurse last week, Edna and I started in to clean
this house from attic to cellar . . . By the time we got through the
cleaning stunt, I was so stiff and sore I couldn’t move. I am still,
more or less. And the backaches have nearly broken me in two.
Last Wednesday night I sat by Mother’s bed without closing an
eye until four in the morning6.

We have a glimpse of her as a sensitive, dramatic young woman from
her anguished letters as the youngest daughter whose lot it was to nurse her
mother to the end; this excerpt, written a month before her mother’s death,
was to her “comforter” and friend, Billy Friedman:

I don’t know yet what the decision is as to the mass or growth,
but they did find a fluid in the heart. They return late this
afternoon to tap the heart. . . At times I feel encouraged and so
hopeful; and then again, it all seems hopeless. . . We must smile
and laugh and talk as usual before her. . . I worried myself into a
nervous chill this morning.

She described the sudden death from influenza in Huntington of a young
man who had been a schoolmate of hers and was to have been married the
next June. “And it flashed over me that–don’t you see? What if it had been
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you? You have grown into my life these last weeks in an inexplicable way. I
wonder just how much it means?” Later she enjoined him to “work hard on
the letter tests–for my sake! You must win– because I want you to!”

Unsure how long her mother would live, heavily burdened by what she
felt to be her obligation to Fabyan, and uncertain whether she would return
to Riverbank, she was reluctant to commit herself to anything. Her letters to
“Billy Boy” are carefully platonic: “It is such a strange, upside-down house–
there is so little one can do–if one could keep busy, the uncertainty would
not be so deadening–answer the telephone and door–and between times stay
by Mother’s side until tears send me away so she will not know–it seems as
if I cannot bear it7!” That letter ended, “How are you? I hope the Novum
Organum8 goes well, and the tests for letters therein are blossoming. If there
is anything I can do, let me know. I’m missing my Comforter. Always,
Elsbeth.”

Once she wrote to him, “I want, oh, so much for us both to achieve!”
By February, she was still signing letters, “The best to you! Elsbeth” and,
“Here’s to one of the truest friends I’ve ever had–Elsbeth.” On the sixth of
February, 1917, she wrote: “I shall write to Colonel Fabyan this afternoon,
explaining as much as possible the situation. If I can do my work here–part
of it– I shall. If Mother is to live only a few weeks or a few months longer, I
think my place is here.” She ended, “Write–I think of you infinitely, though
I can’t say it. Yours, Elsbeth.”

On February 14, 1917, her beloved mother died, and soon Elizebeth
was back at Riverbank. Edna stayed on in Huntington to see to their father.

*

Living at home, newly widowed sister Edna wrote Billy Friedman two
interesting letters which survive,implying that she wished that William would
choose her instead of her younger, more serious, sister. Though she protested
herself “sort of maternal-like” reminding him that she was “at least two years
older than you” she tells him of a letter from Elizebeth to her in which “She
hinted at all sorts of preposterous things.” Edna went on to say, “As for
making Lizbeth jealous, I’m not sure. . . I am going to tell you that I think
E cares a very great deal more for you than she lets herself or anybody else
believe. . . 9.” Finally, Edna told Billy exactly what he could do if it happened
to be her he was interested in: “My idea of real love-making is sort of the
Lochinvar kind– you know the picture you always have of him riding up
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furiously, sweeping his bride up before him with one hand and riding away.
And E. used to be so passive and unresponsive to your caresses, if I were you
I should shake her.”

Billy did not rise to the bait. A week before her mother died, Elizebeth
had written to Billy, “I shan’t tell you how many times I’ve read your letter!
When I get spells like this of asking, ‘Why, oh Why!’ and inclined to wish
I were out of this never-ending world of gloom, somehow things like certain
parts of your letter help to keep me from being a thorough coward. To be
your North Star–Billy Boy, I’d like to be.” Another letter assured him10,
“Yes, I have dreamed about you. I cannot remember what now, but I have
the consciousness that I have done so.”

Edna, during this period, wrote, to no avail, “I’d rather be a fool and a
bonehead and be happy, than have an education and be miserable, suffering
the agonies of the damned, as she does,” portraying her younger sister to
William as something of a flibbertigibbet. Edna invited Billy, in fact, dared
him, to stop over to see her on a trip he was taking, complimented him on
his talent at “rocking.” This particular “talent” William Friedman seems to
have treated both ladies to; it is mentioned elsewhere: while her mother was
so ill, Elizebeth wrote to Billy, “I’m in sore need of comfort and ‘rocking,’ so
I’m bothering you as usual.” A year later, in his letters from France during
World War I, he asked his wife several times if she missed his ‘rocking.”
Probably it was a comforting slow-dance or lap ride in a rocking chair. Years
later, an unnamed admirer wrote to Elizebeth of her Billy, “. . . he’s been the
epitome of the dapper and dangerous man in my mind ever since I first met
him God knows how many years ago at your house . . . thirty years later I’ve
no reason to change my mind. I wonder if any woman has ever looked at
him and seen only another human being.” He must have been an unusually
attractive youth.

But William Friedman had eyes only for Elizebeth. During the spring
of 1917, he prevailed upon her to marry him. William went home briefly
to Pittsburgh to inform his parents. Whether or not either anticipated any
problem is not clear, but on May 8, Elizebeth wrote to him, “My dear–The
wire just came. I am cast into a whirl of remorse, pain, and sorrow for you. I
had the most unutterable sick feeling come over me, and I could hardly drag
my feet upstairs. Oh, Billy, Billy, what have we done? What if your mother
should die?” Later that same evening she wrote, “Your Sunday night’s letter
came and then I went to your place and called Dr. Coffee. He fulfilled my
fears that it was the letter which caused the crash.” The crash, we must
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guess, was Mrs. Friedman’s collapse at the news that her son was marrying
outside their faith.

The elder Mrs. Friedman recovered totally, in fact, from this dramatic
episode which we can imagine only from the single reference to it. She lived
on many years, and, according to the Friedman children, in time came to
love her gentile daughter-in-law. There is some evidence that this may be
an exaggeration; certainly Elizebeth seems never to have been very fond of
her mother-in-law. She told her daughter-in-law that when Mother Friedman
visited, she would sit and cry because her son had married a “shiksa.” It is
not incredible that the elder Mrs. Friedman may have been very admiring of
Elizebeth’s accomplishments despite a personal disappointment.

Despite his mother’s subconscious or conscious efforts to prevent their
marriage, on May 21, 1917, Elizebeth Smith and William Friedman were
married in Chicago by a Rabbi Hirsch. Both listed themselves as being from
Geneva, Illinois, significantly the home of neither. This indicates, it would
seem, an eagerness to forge a new life together, apart from their families
and their old homes. Elizebeth must have agreed to marry Billy impulsively,
as Edna wrote coldly that she was surprised, and reported that their father
found the marriage “very sudden.”

Why were they not just married by a Justice of the Peace? Perhaps
Elizebeth, who clearly had no intention ever of taking on the mantle of Ju-
daism, was simply indulging her fiance. For, although William professed
rationalism, his letters show that in his personal foxhole in France he was no
atheist. It seemed to have been harder for him in general to shake off his
religious beliefs11. Often in his letters home, he began a prayer to God–but
almost always that prayer ended up switching, not very subtly, to Elizebeth.

Elizebeth, it seems evident, was more firmly sure of her view of the
universe, or at least felt no need to conform to traditional Christianity, to
which her Presbyterian-Quaker family had adhered, as is evidenced by the
interesting diary entry for August 13, 1917, in which she prays to, “Oh,
Spirit Without and Within,” suggesting a deistic, or transcendental, view.
Although it was written when she was yet very young, there is no reason to
think that she ever adhered to traditional Christian beliefs.

*

Photographs of Elizebeth during this period, even on her wedding day,
show a brooding, serious young woman, one not altogether happy. Some
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Figure 8: Elizebeth Smith and William Friedman (source: George C. Marshall Research

Foundation)

mysterious labels now take on meaning: on one photo of her just after her
wedding, there is the notation: “And now begins the pensive period.” On
the back of another from the summer of 1917 is written, “Still wondering. . . ”
It seems fair to say that Elizebeth always liked Riverbank less than William
did, though certainly they were in agreement about the questionable value of
much of the work going on there. Yet Fabyan, with his powers of persuasion
and his unending train of impressive people to the laboratories,– people like
Dr. John Manly12, Dr. Wallace Clement Sabine13 of Harvard, who had
built the first sound laboratory in the country at Harvard, and then built
the second at Riverbank, and the charming Dr. Powell of the University of
Chicago Press, not to mention stars of the day, like actress Helen Hayes, were
enough to keep these two bright young people interested and busy for some
months’ time.

Thus they forged at that time the bonds of both their professional and
their personal lives.

On August 13, 1917, four months after marrying William Friedman,
Elizebeth wrote in her diary,

Tonight my Lover-Husband and I made a tryst with the fu-
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ture. The goal is set; will we win? We planned it all–cheek to
cheek facing the swelling power of the new moon–

“Wonder Girl,” he said, “It shall be all for you–only for You!”
As I held him close and caught my breath in the intensity of hope,
he said, “Dear Heart! You are not crying?” And I replied, – “No,
Dear, only praying.” And this was my prayer: “Oh, Spirit With-
out and Within, keep me sweet! Keep me working on and on–keep
me well–keep the Fire Burning!” To Him always I have been “Di-
vine Fire”– may it always be so. One day as we worked together,
and he discussed something with Dr. Powell–while looking at me–
a bit of a note came fluttering to me a moment later: “Dearest!
I have been studying your face. You are perfectly beautiful!”

That note still exists, brittle and yellow, torn from a larger piece of
paper, stuck between the pages of her diary.

Within this diary entry are the earliest clues to what motivated the
Friedmans: both were extremely ambitious young people, on fire to matter in
the world. Already Elizebeth knew that it was for her he would labor, that he
adored her beyond comprehension. For it seems clear that she was everything
he wanted. As the son of an immigrant, albeit that he was always proud of
his intelligence, culture, and Jewish heritage, still, Billy found in Elizebeth
the American dream of a normal girl from a midwest Quaker family with its
determination, self-reliance, and ability, with its most gloriously ordinary of
all American names! Perhaps he saw in Elizebeth Smith his ticket to the
future he hoped for. That she had married him, a Jewish immigrant with
no money, the son of poverty-stricken and powerless Russians, was (from his
letters) obviously to him nearly inconceivable.

As for her, though by her own admission she did not yet love him, it
again seems clear that he was exactly what she needed: a smart man, already
proven in that he had achieved a college education from a fine university
against many odds, including his membership in a religious minority, parents
that were more hindrance than help, and lifelong poverty. Yet he was a man
she could influence, direct, even intimidate should the need arise. She knew
he adored her so much that she would be free to carry on her profession and
take advantage of her mind and her education–in short, that she could do
anything she wanted to, that he was not the kind of traditional man who
wanted his wife to stay home and be a reproductive machine.

For Elizebeth wanted an exciting life, one that included a smart, dapper
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man who knew how to dress and dance and play tennis and charm the ladies,
and make his way upward in the world. She wanted someone who was working
in a field where there was still room for fame and excitement, and the Bacon
biliteral cipher seemed to offer the possibility of that. She wanted someone
who would take her away from Huntington, Indiana, and all that it meant.
She had the dismal example of sister Edna who had run away at seventeen,
only to return home, crushed by her husband’s premature death. Unlike
Elizebeth, Edna had no education, and no way out of Huntington without a
husband14.

[Fabyan] had, you know, one of these long heads and he seemed
to look into the future and could foretell things. He seemed to
know months and months before we were in the war that we were
going to get into the war. He kept coming down to Washington
to talk with the higher-ups here, there, and everywhere.

Throughout the winter of 1916 and into the spring of 1917, George
Fabyan had other things on his mind besides the romance between his two
star employees. One of his chief characteristics was that he wanted to be in
the center of whatever was happening. He saw that Americans would soon
be drawn into the war against Germany. With shrewd foresight, he figured
that code-breaking might become important in this war, and knew that if he
should offer the services of his office at Riverbank, he would get the credit
for what was produced, as well as credit for patriotism.

The sinking of the passenger ship Lusitania in 1915 had already seri-
ously threatened the neutrality of the United States in the European war,
though public sentiment was clearly still strongly in favor of our continuing
the current national policy of isolationism15. In February of 1917 the United
States broke off diplomatic relations with Germany as a result of Germany’s
announcement that it would “pursue unrestricted submarine warfare.” Then
on April 6, a month after a secret message was made public, America en-
tered the war, thus increasing dramatically the Allies’ odds of winning. Mrs.
Friedman in later years recalled that “The reason Congress declared war was
because of the so-called Zimmerman message.”

Named for the German foreign minister who sent it, the Zimmerman
message was a enciphered letter sent (and intercepted) to the German am-
bassador in Mexico City. It urged that Mexico come in to the war on the
side of Germany, attack the United States, and stated that the German gov-
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ernment would turn back to Mexico the three states that the U.S. got from
Mexico; that is, Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona.

. . . my recollection is though we couldn’t pay too much at-
tention to this general kind of thing, we were so busy on actual
deciphering, but . . . [President] Wilson was having a hard time in
Congress. Because Britain had interpreted the Zimmerman mes-
sage, Wilson refused to believe . . . at first. He was trying to get
Congress to get into the war but do it in a gentleman’s way and it
wasn’t working very well . . . When Wilson sent up that message
about Germany giving back three states to Mexico . . . Congress
declared war16.

The Zimmerman message may have influenced Elizebeth in a very important
way; for she saw, this early in her career, how important secret messages
could be, that they were not merely childish games or literary puzzles of
no vital consequence, but that in fact lives, even the fate of nations, might
depend on someone’s ability to decode or decipher a secret message.

Mid-March of 1917 Fabyan, claiming that he was not “a crank or a
theorist,” wrote to the Intelligence Office in Washington, offering the services
of his Riverbank staff to decode any secret messages the government might
intercept. Had the War Department General Staff, War College Division any
idea that Fabyan’s apparent generosity was really a bid to get the government
to come to him instead of a true offer of his staff and library to do whatever
the government needed, they would undoubtedly have been slower to accept
his gracious offer. A later look at the correspondence makes it certain that
what Fabyan had in mind was less national security than the glory of being
regarded as a patriot, and the chance to make a name for himself and his
Riverbank in a time of national crisis.

The government’s first efforts in the direction of cryptography resulted
eventually in the institution of the American Black Chamber in 1920. But
three years before, when Elizebeth Smith began her journey into the strange
world of cryptography and cryptanalysis, there was almost nothing. To be
specific, there existed one Army manual17 written in 1916 by (U.S. Army)
Captain Parker Hitt, and a pamphlet written in 1914 by (U.S. Army) Lieu-
tenant Joseph O. Mauborgne that explained a method to decrypt the century-
old Playfair cipher.

At that time, there were only three people in the United States who
knew anything at all about codes and ciphers. The American Army had
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actually begun a Signal School at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, in 1911. There
they had taught Morse Code to soldiers to expedite communications during
war. Parker Hitt, a cryptologist whose wife shared his hobby, had graduated
from the Signal School and stayed on at Leavenworth to become an instruc-
tor. Just the year before, in 1916, Parker Hitt had written his Manual For the
Solution of Military Ciphers, which was the Army’s single training manual.
“In the United States, Captain Parker Hitt, U.S. Infantry, without any pre-
vious knowledge that either Jefferson or Bazeries had invented a cylindrical
or wheel cipher device, invented one independently in 1913,” Mrs. Friedman
recalled. “He bored a cylinder from a piece of apple wood and sawed from it
the small disks, on the perimeters of which he pasted his alphabets written
on paper strips.”

His original intent was to write to his wife using this cylinder, as she
shared his interest in the science of cryptography. A year later the Hitts “de-
veloped flat sliding-strips of wood, carpentering a shallow wooden container
with channels up and down through which the alphabet strips could be slid.”
Hitt had been informally deciphering secret messages from agents of Pancho
Villa for the United States since around 1911 when New Mexico and Arizona
became the last two of the original forty-eight states.

The Army adopted the cylinder, and for several years this was the only
code-making device available to the armed services– that along with Hitt’s
pamphlet. Yet coded messages were already being intercepted that could not
be read.

Within a month of Fabyan’s offer, Captain J.O. Mauborgne, Chief Sig-
nal Officer for the U.S. Army, had visited Riverbank Laboratories with several
staff officers, and gone away impressed. Mauborgne, in addition to being a
career Army officer eventually attaining the rank of Major General, was also
an artist well-known enough to have exhibited around the country, and a
musician. In 1914 he had solved the difficult Playfair cipher, which had been
in use middle of the nineteenth century–thus proving it to be a breakable
cipher after all.

It was based on a square holding twenty-five letters, five rows
across and five down. The plaintext message would be enci-
phered two letters at a time, a so-called “digraph,” and that was
achieved by within this square taking a smaller square. Suppose
you wanted to encipher THEY. You would look in your Playfair
square and see where H is and where T is, first. Your cipher letters
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would be the letters at the opposite corners of the square. . . 18.

For example, if your square (obtained from the chosen secret “key”) is

P L A Y F
I R E X M
B C D G H
K N O Q S
T U V W Z

to encipher TH, locate the rectangle they are corners for,

B C D G H
K N O Q S
T U V W Z

then record the opposite corners, ZB. Likewise, EY is enciphered XA, so
THEY, after being enciphered, becomes ZBXA.

Once understood, the Playfair cipher is a relatively simple system19.
All double letters are separated by x, so “silly” would be spelled “silxly.”
Letters of each digraph that fall in the same row are (each) replaced by the
letters to their right (or, at the end, going back to the beginning). Letters
that fall in the same column are (each) replaced by the letters directly below
them (or, at the bottom, going back to the top of the column). Letters that
do neither are made into the smaller square illustrated above.

Following the publication of the modus operandi of the system, the
British armed services dropped the ingenious cipher. In later years, Mrs.
Friedman credited Mauborgne with being the first to get the Army to take
an interest in ciphers.

Dr. John Manly was another identified expert. An old friend of
Fabyan’s and Riverbank, he was probably persuasive in urging the Army
to send officers out to Riverbank to see whether the staff there could really
be of assistance.

A Lieutenant Colonel R.H. Van Deman answered Fabyan’s first letter,
admitting that the Army had little in the way of skill or information about
codes or ciphers. Perhaps they could send some people out to see what
Riverbank had to offer. So Hitt, Mauborgne, and Manly were sent from
Washington to check out the peculiar offer from Riverbank Laboratories.
Such was the state of cryptology when the young Friedmans were just getting
started.
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. . . Radio was new and that meant that a lot of things were
going to be going through the air and, of course, the authorities
and other governments as well as the U.S. government would
have to have something that was safe to go through the air, that
other people wouldn’t know what we were talking about because
it would be in the form of cipher20.

Satisfied and grateful for Fabyan’s offer, the Army began at once to
forward all the coded and ciphered messages it intercepted to Riverbank.
William officially dropped genetics, leaving the fruit flies to mate indiscrimi-
nately, the African violets to wilt, and the wild oats to sow themselves. And
Elizebeth left the biliteral behind her with great relief, and set to work on
“real” secret messages. Here at last was work worthy of her energy and
talents!

From literary ciphers to military ciphers was not an illogical
step. . . . There was no way of acquiring any knowledge of the
subject, for military ciphers were so little known in this country,
that the people best informed about them had the merest smat-
tering of knowledge. . . . So we worked as we learned, and learned
as we worked21.

It was about this time that Friedman began, with Elizebeth’s help, a
series of monographs, which would serve later as teaching manuals, on the
subject of cryptology, now known collectively as the Riverbank Publications.

Fifteen years later, Elizebeth wrote22 of this period, “But here was a
situation to be met: a country at war and confronted with the necessity of
reading enemy correspondence. By the end of the war I was more or less
known as a military cipher expert. . . ”

At this point, Fabyan officially reorganized the office, dropped the Ba-
con decipherment from top spot, and switched some of Mrs. Gallup’s workers
to the Codes and Ciphers office. Immediately secret messages began rolling
in to Geneva for the staff of decipherers, headed by Elizebeth and Billy Fried-
man, to unravel. For the first eight months of the war, all the secret messages
that the government intercepted were cabled at once to Riverbank.

We had to learn it by working things out. Colonel Hitt and
Major Mauborgne came out and worked with us for a little while,
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to see that we knew what we were doing and could be trusted
to go on . . . Nobody knew anything about ciphers. None of the
departments of government. From the first day of the war, we
were put into the mill, grinding stuff out23.

Mrs. Friedman recalled that they had under them eventually seventeen
or eighteen other people working full time on cryptanalysis. Friedman had
already written, with Elizebeth’s help, one paper on cryptography, and this
was used to instruct new recruits. In May, Fabyan forwarded fifty copies
of Friedman’s unsigned paper entitled A Method of Reconstructing the Pri-
mary Alphabet from a Single One of the Series of Secondary Alphabets to
the Chief Signal Officer, pointing out grandly that Riverbank Laboratories
was not commercial and that the pamphlets were without charge. It enabled
the Army to recover the mixed alphabets beginning with key words used in
Vigenere-like tables.

Mrs. Friedman recalled that usually the messages would be deciphered
and telegraphed back to Washington on the same day that they arrived at
Riverbank, and often in less than an hour. The ciphers were still fairly simple
ones, for the most part. The science of cryptanalysis was still in its infancy.

During this period, as Fabyan kept in touch with Washington, when he
traveled he often took young William Friedman with him, leaving Elizebeth
behind at Riverbank. Perhaps he was hoping to keep Friedman on his side,
and even to drive a wedge between the newly-weds so that Elizebeth, sharper
and more critical, would leave. Fabyan did not brook criticism, and Elizebeth
had been outspokenly scornful of the Baconians; what might she expose next?

Once on a trip to Washington with Billy, Fabyan hired a taxi to take
them to one meeting, wait while they were there, follow them to a second
meeting to which they were taken by government car all the way to Annapolis,
wait, then follow them back into the city. When Friedman at the end of the
day watched George Fabyan pay thirty-five dollars to the man, and asked
Fabyan why he had been so extravagant, pointing out that they hadn’t needed
the taxi, Fabyan merely said grandly24, “I might have, though.”

Once the link between Riverbank and Washington was forged, inter-
cepted coded messages began to arrive by the hundreds in Geneva, and with
the constant practice, the code-breaking experts got better and better25. The
Hindu messages that culminated in the Friedman’s first public triumph were
among the first to arrive.

During the months while the Friedmans continued living and working
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at Riverbank, they further built up their already-remarkable reputations by
deciphering government-intercepted enemy messages with amazing speed and
accuracy. In his spare time, Billy, aided by Elizebeth, wrote eight papers on
the subject of cryptography which became the major part of the Riverbank
Publications. Fabyan clearly intended to take the credit for them, so Fried-
man’s name does not appear on any as the author. (An exception is No. 19,
in which there is an introductory note signed by William F. Friedman, but
with no indication that he had also written the rest of the essay.) The River-
bank Publications begin with No. 15, which Mrs. Friedman thought was
because Fabyan was planning several papers on the Biliteral Bacon Ciphers
for the first fourteen slots. These were never published26.

From the beginning the Army would probably have preferred to have
the Riverbank group moved to Washington for convenience, but that did not
suit Fabyan at all. He ignored or repelled inquiry after inquiry about send-
ing some of his people there, suggestions about commissioning Friedman and
sending him to France, broad hints aimed at commissioning the entire group.
When, finally, Washington requested directly that Fabyan send his cryptog-
raphy section to Washington, and he could no longer dodge or sidestep the
requests, Fabyan flatly refused. Fabyan controlled all incoming mail, so none
of the workers knew this was going on.

The Army threatened to withdraw all code-breaking from Riverbank.
Fabyan knew they had no one in Washington as well trained as his people, and
he knew they knew it. To forestall any move away from Riverbank, Fabyan
in a brilliant counter-move invited the Army to send him officers to train in
cryptographic work, all at his expense. This was too much for the Army to
turn down. Eighty people showed up for the course in cryptography, and were
housed and fed by Fabyan in a hotel in nearby Aurora, Illinois. The Army
personnel were taught mainly by Elizebeth Friedman for six weeks, after
which they were prepared to man cryptographic units in France. This ploy,
expensive though it was, enabled Fabyan to keep national cryptography at
Riverbank a bit longer. Elizebeth wrote dryly that, though “George Fabyan
had told the Army they might request detail service from any member of
his staff to go to Washington to work, that he never intended to release
anyone. He wanted the Army to come to Riverbank.” A journey through his
correspondence during the years the United States was in the War certainly
confirms that what Fabyan had in mind was less national security than the
chance to make a name for himself and his Riverbank at a time of national
crisis.
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Figure 9: Friedman’s photo illustrating Bacon cipher encryption of “knowledge is

power” using turned heads (source: http://www.openlettersmonthly.com/likefire/

steganography-knowledge-is-powe)

Whatever the subtleties of the transaction, history records that at his
own expense, Colonel George Fabyan set up a training school for codebreakers
for the Army at his Riverbank Estate, and taught them so well that his
graduates formed the nucleus of the codebreaking branch of the U.S. military
for many years to follow. A famous picture (see Figure 9) was taken by
William Friedman in front of the Aurora Hotel in Geneva, Illinois, of the
first class of this school, with a cipher hidden in it. In the photograph of
about 100 people, some of the faces are directed straight at the camera, and
the rest are posed with their faces turned slightly to the right– not so much
as to cause puzzlement to a viewer. If the straight- forward faces are read as
a’s, and the right-facing ones as b’s, then the message “Knowledge is Powe-
” is spelled out in Baconian biliteral. The discerning reader is, of course,
supposed to be able to figure out the final letter, as there were not quite
enough bodies in the picture for the “r” to be formed.

But in Washington, Herbert Osborne Yardley, also from Indiana, a
charismatic and ambitious young code clerk in the State Department, had fi-
nally persuaded the War Department that they needed a cryptography outfit.
The circuitous route to Washington, out to Geneva, and back to Washing-
ton, was deemed too slow and inefficient. So in January of 1918, a small
Cipher Bureau was set up in Washington despite Fabyan. The Bureau was
headed by H.O. Yardley, who was assisted by John Manly. Manly was able
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to recruit graduate students who shared his talents, mostly from the Uni-
versity of Chicago. Meanwhile at Riverbank, the great flood of messages for
decoding lightened somewhat. Interestingly, forever afterwards Fabyan and
both of the Friedmans were sharply critical of Yardley, resenting hugely the
widespread popularity of his 1931 book The American Black Chamber, which
they found self-serving, full of lies, and damaging to national security.

In the early months of 1918, a British cryptographer named St. Vincent
Plett developed a machine for encoding messages while in the field, which the
French, the British, and the Americans all declared to be absolutely foolproof.
Thousands of the Plett inventions were built and issued, when it occurred a
bit belatedly to the Washington Intelligence office that they should perhaps
not have neglected to test the security of the machines by sending some
messages to the Riverbank team, headed by William Friedman, ably assisted
by his wife. Thus six messages were sent, with a total of no more than
250 words. In addition to the machine’s being considered impenetrable, this
number of words was considered an impossibly small sample to be deciphered.
Mrs. Friedman wrote,

It looked like an insurmountable task. A field cipher, used in
war, would be utilized a hundred or two hundred times a day, and
even if the key were changed every day, there would be a great
mass of messages to study. But here we had six short messages
and we were dealing with two alphabets; one moving irregularly
against the other and we had no knowledge of either.

The Friedmans’ only hope was to guess at parts of the message and then
attempt to build up at least part of an alphabet. On a hunch, Billy decided
to try the key word “cipher.” Not very much to his surprise, it turned out
to be correct. Having discovered ”cipher,” he set out to guess at the other
key word, but could not find it. He tried related words, such as “code” and
“device,” but nothing he could think of worked. He then appealed to his
bride for her help.

I was sitting across the room from him, busily engaged on
another message. He asked me to lean back in my chair, close my
eyes, and make my mind blank, at least as blank as possible. Then
he would ask me a question. I was not to consider the reply even
for a second but just give with word which his question brought
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to my mind. I did as he said. He spoke the word “cipher” and
I instantly replied, “Machine.” A few minutes later he said the
answer was right.

Ironically, the first message they deciphered read, “This message is
absolutely indecipherable.” The Friedmans had followed one of Edgar Allan
Poe’s (and Dostoevsky’s) rules for detecting truth. In The Purloined Letter,’
Dupin says that a detective, or any good reasoner, must learn to identify
always with his opponent’s intellect, to guess at what that opponent might
have had in mind, in order to get at the truth. It is interesting to wonder why
the word “machine” had not occurred to Friedman. Mrs. Friedman suggested
that it was because the little hand-operated box before him didn’t look to
“his meticulous mind” like a machine. The encipherer had broken another
rule of code-making, which is that the key word must never have anything
to do with the subject of the message. Both Friedmans were often able to
take advantage of the fact that encipherers all too frequently underestimated
their opponents’ cleverness.

Elizebeth later recalled that Billy went at decoding with the mind of
an engineer and a mathematician, whereas she was better at intuition. Once
when he was on a trip she wrote him, “Miss Jensen and I did the Playfair
in six hours and surprised Mr. Powell greatly. We had it when he came.”
Recalling that this was the cipher that had been considered uncrackable for
a century, this is a remarkable achievement, indicating how far cryptology
had come in a very short time.

Because Fabyan opened all the mail that came to Riverbank, presum-
ably including that addressed to other people, the Friedmans did not know
that Mauborgne in Washington had been urging Fabyan to let them have
certain of the Riverbank people, or all of them, but especially the Fried-
mans, and had offered them commissions and real salaries. In September of
1917 Elizebeth had written the Navy Department to see if they had need of
her, saying she wished to enter Military Intelligence. Billy Friedman wanted
to join the Army with a commission, and go to France as a code-breaker.
It thus seems clear that as early as September of 1917, Elizebeth and Billy
had desired to put Riverbank behind them. It must have seemed strange to
Mauborgne that his letters to them received no answers, and strange to the
Friedmans that their letters went unanswered. A series of letters in Novem-
ber of 1917, between Fabyan and Colonel Van Deman, Chief of the Military
Intelligence Division, proves that the Army wanted to commission Friedman
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and send him to France: Van Deman wrote, “Pershing has asked for four
officers and six clerks for code and cipher work . . . as Professor Friedman is
subject to draft, do you not think it advisable to ask for a commission for
him and send him to France?”

Fabyan threw up a smoke screen, writing back, “I understand from
Captain Powell that you do not consider it a part of wisdom [to commission
Friedman]. . . ”

Fabyan, surely knowing of Friedman’s desire to serve his country abroad,
but wanting him to stay at Riverbank, never told Friedman about the re-
quest, instead informing the Army that they should commission Friedman
and leave him at Riverbank, or “appoint him a Vice-Consul,” or a “profes-
sional witness for the Department of Justice.”

Attempting to bypass this blatant foolishness, Van Deman then wrote
directly to Friedman, but Fabyan of course intercepted the letter, and until
a year later, Friedman did not learn that the Army had tried to offer him a
commission.

Friedman by now of course headed up the Riverbank Cryptographic
Laboratory, and was extremely valuable to Fabyan27. Unaware that the
Army had sought him out, William Friedman eventually joined up anyway,
leaving Riverbank for New York on June 8, 1918. There he shipped out
for Chaumont, France to work for the General Head Quarters of the Amer-
ican Expeditionary Forces (GHQ AEF) as an Army cryptographer. He was
commissioned as a First Lieutenant, and began his work in France in July.

Elizebeth stayed on at Geneva, growing increasingly disenchanted with
Riverbank and the Shakespeare ciphers she had been steered back to and,
most of all, Colonel Fabyan. In later years she spoke scornfully of his lack of
education, and found ridiculous Fabyan’s claims that he, a self-made man,
had built a facility that “would rival the greatest universities” In later years
she spoke to close friends of his vicious exploitations of people working for
him.

Intellectually snobbish, Elizebeth also attributed his gullibility about
the Bacon Biliteral Cipher to his lack of education. What now became clearer
than ever to her was the uselessness of that work after doing useful war work.
As the Washington Codes and Ciphers office under Yardley took over, and the
messages received at Riverbank dwindled proportionally, naturally Elizebeth
had no excuse for not returning to work on the biliteral cipher, if she were
to stay at Riverbank. Her husband was overseas, her own work was not
what it had formerly been, and when eventually she turned up the evidence
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Figure 10: Elizebeth with William in his Army uniform (source: George C. Marshall

Research Foundation)

of what they called “Fabyan’s skullduggery,” his sleazy interference in their
lives, a serious breach opened between her and Fabyan. William Friedman
would feel for the rest of his life that his employer’s meddling had cost him a
higher commission and a stronger start in life. William Friedman remarked
many years later that Fabyan hated Elizebeth much more than him because
Elizebeth was wise to Fabyan nearly from the beginning. Fabyan may have
hated her for another reason: according to friends, Elizebeth hinted broadly
that he had been interested in her in ways that overstepped the limits of
professionalism28.

Fabyan, Elizebeth said later, never stopped badgering her to keep on
with the biliteral, his pet theory.

Manly and the Waberski trial

In this section, we take a detour to examine the testimony of a colleague of
Elizebeth, Dr. John Manly, in order to give the reader a concrete example
of the type of testimony that Elizebeth herself gave so many times in her
career.

Lothar Witzke, also known as Pablo Waberski, was arrested in Arizona
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on February 1, 1918 crossing from Mexico into the United States. A 424-
letter cryptogram was found sewn into the left upper sleeve of his jacket.
In his 1931 book [Y], Yardley describes his detailed solution of the cipher.
However, as Kahn points out [Ka2], Yardley did not solve the cipher, John
Manly did (assisted by a Miss Dickens, who was probably a trained crypto
clerk). As this is an important occasion in American history, it is worthwhile
having Manly’s description of his solution of the cipher. This was taken from
the court testimony Manly gave at the Ft. Sam Houston military trial of
Waberski, which concluded on November 2, 1918.

Manly edited a section of the transcript of that trial that explains most
lucidly the process which led codebreakers like himself and Elizebeth Smith
Friedman to a successful decoding of the spy’s secret messages, and must
typify the testimony she gave at so many trials. The material below can also
be found among the papers of Elizebeth Smith Friedman collected at the
George C. Marshall Foundation, Lexington VA.

Q. Do you recognize these papers?
A. Yes.
Q. What are they?
A. This one is a cipher message submitted to me for solution.

The other contains my decipherment and a translation of it from
German into English . . .

Q. Is there any possibility that another cipher expert could
obtain a different decipherment?

A. It is not possible.
Q. Is the translation correct?
A. It is as accurate as I could make it, and no correct trans-

lation could differ from it materially.
Q. Can you explain to the court the method by which you

obtained the decipherment?
A. I will attempt to do so if you will interrupt me for questions

on any point that is not entirely clear.
Q. Proceed.
A. The first step was to ascertain the general type of cipher.
Q. What do you mean by type?
A. Ciphers may in general be divided into two types, substi-

tution ciphers and transposition ciphers. Substitution ciphers are
those in which the letters of the original message are replaced by
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other letters of the alphabet, by figures, or by arbitrary signs.
For example a may be represented by s or any other letter, or by
7 or any other number, or by a triangle or any other sign. In a
transposition cipher, on the other hand, the letters of the original
messages are kept but are transposed from their normal positions
in the words of the message to other positions according to some
definite system.

Q. Is it necessary that they should be transposed according
to a system? Could they not be transposed unsystematically or
capriciously?

A. An unsystematic transposition would not give a cipher but
a jumble of letters which could not be read by the person for
whom the message was intended. He is able to read the cipher
only because he knows the system of the disarrangement and from
this knowledge is able to restore the disarranged letters to their
original positions forming the words of the original message.

Q. How do you determine to which type a cipher message
belongs?

A. By counting the letters and making a frequency table,
which is then compared with a normal frequency table. If the
agreement between the two tables is close, the cipher belongs to
the transposition type; if not, it must be a substitution cipher.

Q. What do you mean by a frequency table?
A. A table which shows how many times each letter of the

alphabet is used in a message of given length, say 100, 200, or
1000 letters. The normal frequency tables are based upon larger
counts, say 10,000 letters, and show the number of times each
letter may be expected to occur in a passage of similar length.

Q. Are statistics thus obtained accurate and absolute; that is,
does a letter always occur with the same frequency?

A. The statistics are accurate but not absolute; that is, vari-
ations from the normal frequencies occur according to subject
matter and in short messages. Thus in messages of less than 100
letters the variations are often considerable, but not enough to
make the frequency table unreliable.

Q. Do the frequency tables differ for different languages?
A. Yes, but there is a general resemblance between the fre-

quency tables for the principal western European languages, such
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as English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, etc.
Q. With what frequency tables did you compare that obtained

from this message?
A. With the tables for English, German, and Spanish.
Q. Why those languages?
A. Because the paper was found in the hands of an alleged

German spy who had been operating in the United States and
had lately come from a Spanish speaking country.

Q. What was the result of the comparison?
A. The frequency table showed that the message was a trans-

position cipher and suggested that it was German.
Q. How was this conclusion indicated?
A. As the message contained no q’s, it was almost certainly

not Spanish, for the word que is very common in Spanish. As
it contained only two w’s it was probably not English, for in a
message of this length there should have been approximately six
w’ s. Besides, the very high frequency of e and n indicated that
it was German.

Q. What was the next step?
A. To find and bring together letters which certainly must

have been together in the original message. A beginning was
made by making use of the fact that in the German language
the letter c never occurs except before an h or a k. A list was
therefore made of all the c’s in the cipher and the positions which
they occupied, and a similar list of all the h’s and k’s and their
positions. It was then discovered that certain of the c’s were
separated from one another by the same intervals as certain of
the h’s, and it was concluded that these c’s belonged with these
h’s. As it further appeared that each of the h’s was separated
from its corresponding c by an interval of 108 letters, it was safe
to conclude that the first step in the transposition of the original
message had resulted in moving each letter 108 spaces from the
letter preceding it.

Q. How could this be done?
A. By writing the letters of the original message in columns

of 108. This would give four columns, but as there are only 424
letters in the message the last column would be short by eight
letters. (Here he writes the message on a blackboard for the jury.)
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Q. Is it possible to read the message in the form obtained by
this process?

A. No, this is only the first step in the decipherment. The
cipher has now been reduced to groups of four letters (the last
eight groups contain only three) . The letters are in the correct
order in the groups, but the groups are not in proper order and
still require to be rearranged according to the proper system.

Q. How was this done?

A. The process is long and difficult. It was easy to bring to-
gether groups which would make interchangeable German words,
and parts of sentences, but it was necessary to bring them to-
gether in accordance with some system or we could not be sure
that the result was the original arrangement.

Q. What did you do next?

A. We experimented with arranging the groups into columns,
because a transposition by columns is a very common form of
cipher. As there were 108 groups, which would give either three
columns of 36 groups each or six columns of 13 groups each or
nine columns of 12 groups each or twelve columns of ten groups
each, we tried the arrangement into twelve blocks or columns of
n1ne groups each, as being the most probable arrangement, and
this proved to be correct.

Q. How did you proceed?

A. Examining the columns for groups which could be fitted
together with certainty I observed that the first group in the
second column was KMEX. As the bearer of the message had
just come from Mexico, I assumed that the group which followed
it would complete the word Mexico, probably spelling it with a
K, as is usual in German. The only group which gave this word
was the group IKOP in the fourth line of the same column. I
then examined the message to see if the first line of each column
could be joined to the fourth line to make good German words
or parts of them. This supposition also turned out to be correct,
and I knew that I was on the track of the system. The successive
columns gave the following results (the slanting lines marking off
the words or parts of words):

1. SCHAFT I AL
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2. K/MEXIKO/P

3. B/ZUSENDE

4. SKI/ALS/RU

5. ICHEN/DER

6. N/KOMMA/ IH

7. SEND/PESO

8. EHOERIGE

9. EHEIM/AGE

10. ANSUCHEN

11. ICHEN/KON

12. D/SEINE/C

I then examined the groups thus formed to see which pointed to
an unmistakable continuation. The most promising was number
9, in which the letters EHEIM were clearly the last letters of the
word GEHEIM, meaning secret, and the letters AGE clearly the
beginning of the word AGENT, meaning agent. As this group
began with the first line of column 9, the group preceding it was
looked for in column 8. The only group in that column ending
in a G was group 8. In like manner the continuation of the ninth
group of eight letters was looked for in column 10, and was found
in line 3. NT?PU. Experiment showed that if one of the twelve
groups of ten letters that had been obtained could be extended
in a similar manner it would give intelligible parts of German
words and sentences. For example, number 12 thus extended gave
EN/UND/SEINE/CODE/T. The T following CODE suggested
the word TELEGRAM, and the letters necessary to make it were
found in the two following columns–ELEG, line 6 of column 2,
and RAMM in line 5 of column 3. As every one of the groups
could be extended in similar fashion by taking the sixth and fifth
lines of the next two columns, it was clear beyond a doubt that
the system discovered was the system used by the cipher makers.
The result of this step of the process was to give twelve series of
nine groups each, showing the same series of intervals between
the first letters of the groups. It is clear from an examination
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of the beginnings and ends of these series that they will fit into
one another in only one possible order, and this order gives the
message as deciphered.

Witzke/Waberski was found guilty and sentenced to death. However,
in 1920 President Wilson commuted his sentence to life imprisonment. In
1923 President Calvin Coolidge, ordered him deported to Berlin.

Notes
1 See [ESF13], page 6.
2 During her mother’s last illness she wrote to William Friedman, then just a friend,

of “battling wills with my father” over calling in a specialist to see her mother. It was her
idea to do so, but her father insisted that the family doctor, whom Elizebeth remarked
that she had little faith in, was good enough. It would not seem too far-fetched to read
into this attitude a fatalism on the part of John Smith that his daughter did not share.

3 Source: an undated letter from ES to WFF, 1916.
4Referring to Elizebeth’s widowed sister Edna.
5 Source: undated letter from Edna to Billy Friedman, January or February 1917.
6 Source: a letter from ES to WFF, January 1917.
7 She described one particularly awful duty: I held Mother’s hands while they painted

her back with iodine, gave the hypodermic, and froze the spot with cocaine, and then the
agonizing tapping needle–and the suction–I felt it all–every pain–and saw them draw more
than two quarts of bloody fluid, mixed with fibrinous matter, drawn from her left side.

8 This is a work by Francis Bacon that Mrs. Gallup turned her attention to, in further
search for secret messages. At one time Col. Fabyan hired a rather well-known professional
type-designer named Goudy to study the types in the first edition copy of the Novum
Organum, with an eye towards publishing the results. Fabyan never made Goudy’s report
public, undoubtedly because Goudy did not find what the Colonel wished him to.

9 Source: a letter from Edna Diniens to WFF, January or February 1917.
10 Source: letter from ES to WFF, February 6, 1917.
11 According to his son John, Friedman wrestled with problems of faith and doubt all

his life to some extent.
12More on Manly is given in a section below.
13 An American physicist who discovered Sabine’s Law of Acoustics, a mathematical

formula which gave the basis of architectural design of acoustically useful rooms–inventor
of Sabinite acoustical tile. Source: Wikipedia.

14 Edna later to returned to trade school and become a physical therapist.
15 In all, 128 American citizens died in this episode. But it turned out that the Lusitania

did carry “contraband” as well as tourists–over 4000 cases of small arms ammunition,
among other things.

16 Texas, Arizona, and New Mexico were the states offered by Germany to Mexico. It
is of interest to cryptanalysts that the Zimmerman message, while the majority of it was
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solved, enough to be sure of the meaning, has never been completely deciphered, even
though the Friedmans and others worked on it from time to time in later years.

17 David Kahn wrote in [Ka1] that it was outdated as soon as it was published.
18 See [ESF13], page 36.
19 Dorothy L. Sayers’ mystery novel Have His Carcase describes a cryptanalysis of an

encrypted message of the Playfair cipher.
20 See [ESF17].
21 See [ESF4], page 1.
22 See [ESF4], page 2.
23 See [ESF13], page 34.
24 See [EF1], page 17.
25 On March 8, 1924, The Washington Star credited Major Joseph 0. Mauborgne with

“discovering” Friedman. Mauborgne stated that Mr. Friedman, while a member of the
military intelligence service in France, “broke some of the most difficult codes that ever
faced strategists, and made possible an insight into the military messages of the Germans
(that) contributed a great part towards the success of the allied armies.”

26Riverbank Publications 15-22 are collectors’ items today, still much in demand, as
are two more written by Friedman but not attributed to him, and numbered, illogically,
50 and 75. (When asked why those numbers, ESF had no idea.) After Colonel Fabyan’s
death, Mrs. Fabyan willed the remaining booklets to Friedman, and Friedman left them,
as part of his collection, to the George C. Marshall Foundation, where their sale today
supports recent additions to the excellent cryptologic collection of that library.

27Bellovin, in his paper “Mysterious Checks from Mauborgne to Fabyan,” points to
evidence which suggests Fabyan was, at least in part, paid for providing cryptanalytic
services to the War Department [Be].

28Virginia Valaki to David Gaddy, 1990.
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He [William Friedman] proceeded at once to GHQ of the AEF
and went to work in the unit under the command of Colonel Frank
Moorman. Colonel Moorman had been placed in command of this
unit because he was a Signal Corps officer; all such work at that
time was under the Signal Corps of the Army, and Moorman had
been one of the less-than-handful of Army officers who before the
war had delved slightly into the subject of code and cipher.

– Elizebeth Friedman, [ESF10]

During the nine months that Billy was in France, Elizebeth first con-
ceived the idea of an alphabet book for children, and outlined it, and even
began a rough draft1. She also outlined a book that would not appear for
many years (see [FF]), the book that would lay to rest once and for all the
idea that Francis Bacon wrote the plays of Shakespeare. She occupied her-
self fretfully, deciphering messages at Riverbank that were either overflow
from Yardley’s office or too difficult for Yardley’s office, and working on the
now-detested Bacon Biliteral Cipher when there was no military deciphering
to be done. She learned more about the military ciphers being developed.
However, as the military deciphering became more and more infrequent, she
decided to leave Riverbank to return to her father’s house in Huntington.

The letters from Elizebeth to Billy during the nine months of his ab-
sence, June 1918 to March 1919, do not exist. Anyone looking at Elizebeth’s
life is forced to ponder the meaning of this omission; it is unlikely to be a
mere accident that her letters to him have been lost or destroyed. It may
have been that Elizebeth was embarrassed at her own letters enough to de-
stroy them, yet proud enough of his adoration of her to let the world see
his. She was private, and controlled, and may not have wanted the world to
know of her emotional excesses, whether they arose out of love or petulance.
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For there is no doubt whatsoever that Billy would have kept, and did keep,
every letter of hers. And yet those letters have vanished.

But Billy’s letters to Elizebeth still exist. They are letters as letters
were meant to be: entertaining, informative, nostalgic, passionate. It is
difficult to summarize the relationship between these two people, especially
with only one side of the correspondence. Still, there are enough references in
his letters to what she wrote about Riverbank, or him, or their lives together,
or her opinions on various matters, to render certain conclusions valid.

Although both were absolutely committed to the relationship, if one is
the lover, and the other the beloved, then William was clearly the lover2. He
adored Elizebeth unstintingly. It is clear that he worshipped her; more and
more, he fixed on her in his memory, becoming her slave, while she, cooler and
more reserved, perhaps pulled back from this degree of passion, and this led
to anxiety on his part. Often his letters took the form of prayers, but always
she was the goddess to whom he prayed. “Divine Fire,” or “Dearest Woman
in the Universe,” or “Flower-Face You Darling,” they began. He wrote of a
cable he was going to send: “This cable will read apparently harmless, but
each letter and punctuation mark on it is but a group standing for a whole
phrase which I wish I had the power to vary–but have not.” This sort of
paragraph is typical, some variation of it appearing in nearly every letter:

Dearest, Fairest Flower that ever bloomed–I love you madly.
Every time I think of you my heartbeat quickens – and with it
comes the ache of loneliness ever more painful. Woman Dear-
est, My Beautiful Elsbeth, why do I love you? There can be
no complete answer ever–because you are you! Because you are
Wonderful! Because you are the Goddess Divine to whom I pray
and at Whose feet I lay my self and all, and for whom I’d give
life itself. Because you are so beautiful. And because your soul
and spirit and heart are as fine, sweet, and pure as your body
is beautiful. And because you are brilliant and quick and clever,
and have a mind of your own. And because you can soar away
into the clouds and still remain planted firmly upon solid ground
and reason. And because you can dream and be practical. And
because you can be mighty serious and play Rita Bita Girl3. And
because you are my Rita Bita Girl. And because I love you to
distraction and because of a billion other reasons. And because
I love you, love you, worship you, and now tell me, –do you love,
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and why do you love, –Your Biwy?

Full of promise and apprehension, he wrote,

I shall try to overcome the many imperfections in my makeup
to the end that The Flame shall never go dim . . . I am so very
glad that you took me on the promise of my turning out to be a
good husband, and I turned out to be not only that but a good
lover, too. You have told me that, haven’t you? And you still
feel that way?

He evidently wrote more often than Elizebeth did; he wrote nearly
every day, and sometimes more than once a day. From his lengthy letters,
we know that Elizebeth did not write so often. “The boys tell me they were
here a whole month before they got any mail so I suppose it will be the same
case with me. . . just imagine–6 weeks and not a word!” Once in August he
complained, “One small and rather melancholy letter from you in about three
weeks!” Once he told her how pleased he was that she had received from
him fourteen letters in two days. In December, he wrote, “No mail. No mail.
God, how long?”

He wrote more passionate letters than she did, for he begs her to write
more freely: “But Adored One,why worry about the Censor? In the first
place, even if he did see your letters he’d know nothing about them in a
minute after glancing through the contents. And they don’t censor mail
coming over to officers anyhow.” His frequent harping on this lets us know
that she was “cooler” in her expression in letters. Yet she recorded in her
diary while he was gone, “And Beloved Mine, who made Life, which was
Hateful to me, to blossom and grow sweet, here is something that I would
copy for You, as it is typical of our Love, I hope!” What follows is an excerpt
from a novel she had read describing how infinitely the speaker adores her
husband. Perhaps Elizebeth could not write with the abandon that he could,
but could tell him of her love through the words of another.

Billy’s letters were filled with social politics of military life, the following
excerpt being typical:

Walking down the street yesterday with Lt. Woellner4, we
passed Colonel Hitt. Lt. W. called my attention, and I went
up to him, told him I had messages for him from his wife. He
seemed very glad to see me and flustered me. He was with some
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full-fledged colonel. This is what he said to me: ‘Well, I am
indeed very glad to meet you and to see that you are here. I have
heard a great deal about you.’ That, just as I introduced myself,
and again at the parting. I wonder what the other col. must have
tho’t to see a stripling of a first lieutenant who had to crane his
neck to look up at them. Col. H. is a very tall man, he actually
towered above me, and you know I’m not small5. I have to go see
him, at the first opportunity. . .

These letters suggest that William was well-aware of how lucky he was
to have found a woman like Elizebeth as a soul mate. Indeed, a constant
theme is his modesty, approaching an inferiority complex, balanced with
flattery:

You–why, you are my Being–my real complement–as I hope
to be yours. I say hope to be because I realize that until I grow
in spirit, in depth and breadth in all human qualities to a greater
extent than are in my possession today, I cannot be your full
Complement–You are so Wonderful, so Divine!!

Once, when she told him he was “indispensable,” he responded with
delight, expanding upon the idea for pages. This seems a rather mild word in
comparison to most of his. His letters tend to be more dramatic in phrasing
and hers less so.

At times we can feel Billy’s loneliness for her: “And how I loved to
have you play ‘kid’–and have a bit of a tantrum now and then, when I would
‘pank” You little ‘imp’–you knew that I liked you to act that way, didn’t
you?” His enjoyment at a playful dominance is here made clear. He often
threatened her with spankings, but only in the most playful tones. And
the letters frequently fall into baby-talk. Never terribly fond of swimming
himself, he would chide her not to swim too long nor too often, lest she get
chilled and become ill. She paid no attention at all to his wishes. From the
beginning, she was the dominant partner.

He often dreamed of her being unkind or distant, and commented, “Isn’t
it funny how that sort of dream comes so often. . . shows you how fearful I am
that your love may turn from me.” But it is not surprising at all when one
considers his fear of losing this jewel among women that he had, against all
odds, won. Once he abjectly begged her forgiveness for forgetting the exact
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day of the month of her birthday, even though he had sent her presents.
This apology might indicate that she had criticized him for missing the date
exactly. But he noted their anniversaries without fail, on the twenty-first of
every month. He asked her on Fridays to “light the candle and just think a
silent prayer for your lover.” In December, he gently reminded her that, as
a Jew, he preferred not to take note of Christmas.

About the War, he commented,

with me, it is merely a case of having to help put a wild animal
where he can’t harm the rest of us–an unpleasant job that has
to be done for the self-preservation of the rest of us. The war
will not make better men or women out of us, I don’t believe. In
most cases it will call forth all that is low in human nature–hate,
beastliness, savagery. And the sooner it is over the better for
Humanity. I hate the Huns with an unspeakable fervor–for what
they have done to Humanity.

Yet Billy was also full of entertaining stories: he described the bed
duvets, the loose down comforters so common in northern Europe, telling
Elizebeth that the soldiers referred to them as “liver pads.” He delighted in
telling her of the strange French customs, most of which he found appalling:
“My landlady insists upon putting maple syrup in my drinking water. They
think water gives rise to dreadful diseases of the internal organs evidently.
When a man takes 2 or 3 tumblers of ordinary water he has a crowd of
astonished people watching him, shaking their heads and probably in doubt
as to his sanity. I think the French bathe, but only rarely and upon due and
proper occasions only, perhaps holidays.” His letters to her often took on a
humorous tone as well, “Oh, I forgot to tell you about their streets. They are
all absolutely uniform in one respect–there isn’t a straight street in France,
one gets dizzy making the turns. It took me all week to learn how to get to
my house alone!”

He recounted his travails with amusing charm:

But Honey, after a fellow has carried a thousand-ton grip, and
walked 10 miles and hadn’t a wink of sleep in 48 hours, and had
wandered about lugging the said grip for 25 minutes looking for
a street which was somewhat in the vicinity not over 500 yards
away, and knew the name of the street, and the number of the
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building, and the name of the hotel, and had asked countless
people the way and no 2 could agree, and we finally got there by
the Grace of Coincidence (in running into the same chap who had
shown us the way ten hours before) and then to get lost inside
the building when you knew the floor, and the room number, and
when you were so dog-tired that you couldn’t stand up, and so
cannibal-hungry that you could eat Hooverized toast and relish
it–well it was too much!

There are hints in his letters of family dynamics: “It is a pleasure to
write to your daddy, my sweet. . . because he does not expect it as a duty, and
because he is appreciative, though why he would think so much of my letter
or of me is more than I can tell you . . . ” Once, when a brother of his, Max,
tried unsuccessfully to borrow some money from Elizebeth, and she tattled,
Billy responded immediately, “I quite agree with you about financial affairs
at home, and I have written them about it. It is only time and fitting that I
look out for my own family first. They will just have to get along somehow.”
He explained to Elizebeth about his folks that “the only thing they can see
is the friends’ and relatives’ opinion in the matter.” He went on to complain,
“. . . they are . . . so finicky about what ‘people will think.’ ”

In one letter Elizebeth wrote to Billy so spitefully that he commented,
“So the family think I’m queer, do they? Good: I’ve been working for exactly
that for a year.” Stung by the remark, he chastised her in the next sentence
ever so gently, asking her how it would make her feel if he had taken that
attitude towards her family. Without her side of the correspondence we
cannot know her reply, but a month or so after, in another letter, he was
able to write, “I’m glad you wrote to mother. . . ”

A typical concern about his own parents he expressed thusly: “Oh,
Honey, the folks at home will be so disappointed about your not coming
. . . Of course the financial end of it is very serious, but then the sorrow it will
buy them. However, you do just as you see fit.” Here is a clear example of
the situation he felt himself to be in: he wanted her to go and see his parents,
but was quick to reassure her of what she already knew–that he would choose
her over them, in case that choice ever had to be made. “Honey, don’t let
my father’s perennial troubles bother you, we’ve got our life to live . . . I’ll try
to smooth things out.” Billy seems to have been perfectly comfortable to be
the placator, but also clearly had made his choice and would abide by it.

Upon an occasion when Elizebeth had apparently rebuked Billy for
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drinking wine with dinner, Billy wrote, “As for the wine habit, you need
have less fears on that score. Good French wine is good but the average is
very very poor and we haven’t the funds to buy the good.” Later in their
lives together, both would enjoy cocktails and wine at dinner, but coming
from a stern midwestern background6, Elizebeth may have equated wine-
drinking with all its possible attendant ills. Gambling once, William lost
fifteen dollars, and the next day wrote to his goddess to confess, and pledge
to her “. . . never again will I play cards for money.” A pity that we cannot
have her response, whatever it was.

He never faltered once, not even in the face of unquestionable stubborn-
ness on her part. When she refused to correspond with his parents, he wrote
to her, “About their not writing you after your decision not to write them,
don’t bother your dear head about it. If they loved you as they say they do,
they would see it.” However, before he left France, he wrote to Elizebeth
that his folks were happy at his selection of her, and apologized for causing
them such grief a year before.

Fiercely proud and protective of himself, his work, and his office, he
was quick to judge his fellow officers who fell short of his expectations: “Lt.
Milliken seems to have gotten everybody down on him by his foolishness . . . I
fear he was a poor choice from the standpoint not only of personality but
also ability. From certain indications I fear that the Riverbank stamp and
seal is rather below par around here with some folks.”

Once he complained,

This detail is assigned to officers for one week–just to come
at 8:15 to relieve the night man. Well, Childs [sic] never came a
single time before 8:30 or 8:40–his early shift . . . But I find that
none of the men are very prompt. Sailor said I was the only one
who relieved him at 8:15 without fail when my turn came. Well,
why not? A duty is a duty to be performed.

In fact, an attitude that the Friedmans were to share all their lives had
already developed, as some of the letters will attest: for example, about a
chap he had known at Cornell running an office in Blois, he wrote, “Only
with him, it has been as with others you and I know–somebody else is getting
or trying to get the credit.” It was always to be the Friedmans against the
world. In this letter can be noted a theme that was to become a leitmotif of
their lives. They both had a touch of paranoia, he more than she, certainly,
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Figure 11: Elizebeth Smith and William Friedman (source: George C. Marshall Research

Foundation)

but the tendency was not helped by the fact that they both responded to
perceived slights in similar ways. Had Elizebeth been able to persuade her
husband of a more objective point of view, she might have been able to
mitigate the paranoid reaction when it came up instead of reinforcing it.
But she increasingly saw slights in the same way that he did.

*

About his work in France, William wrote little. Yet intuition is a major
weapon of the cryptanalyst, and occasionally, we are given a glimpse into the
working mind of William Friedman: in August of 1918 he wrote, “I had one
of those idea days yesterday–you know what I mean, Honey, when something
comes out of the clear blue. Most of the men were somewhat surprised at it
and all thought it quite remarkable.”

And he was sharply critical of some of his fellow officers: though he
had confessed to her that he was somewhat experienced at the time of their
marriage, he wrote from France, “I am filled with a sense of shame when
I see the American officers here going around with some of these terrible
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French girls. . . ” and renewed his vows of chaste devotion to his goddess.
“Remember our premarital conversations? But I see better now. . . ”

What Billy was doing when not writing to his beloved was, of course,
cracking German secret messages. The first modern telegraph had begun in
France in 1794, with a semaphore system repeating from one hilltop to the
next. Messages could cover 150 miles in less than twenty minutes. Within
a few decades, there were thousands of stations serving all of Europe. Billy
was in charge of the code section of General Headquarters of the American
Expeditionary Forces (GHQ AEF) in Chaumont, France, while Lt. J. Rives
Childs7, was in charge of ciphers. Rives Childs had been trained at Riverbank
by the Friedmans, especially Elizebeth. He would later become an ambas-
sador for the United States, and co-publish the journal, Casanova Gleanings,
on the little-known but outstanding cryptological activities of Casanova.

At the GHQ AEF, most of the work was slow, difficult, intricate, and
grinding, but sometimes something happened to make things easier. In later
years General Dennis E. Nolan would say8 that “the AEF was on the lookout
for the type of man who would work on a puzzle until he got the answer, a
sort of a cross-word puzzle fan.” Though Billy hardly ever mentioned work
in his letters, we know that twice the AEF had lucky breaks; once they were
able to salvage a master-key to German naval codes from the sunken cruiser
Madgeburg, and later they salvaged one from a Zeppelin forced down near
Chaumont.

A few months before Billy went to France, in March 1918, when the
Germans were getting ready for their greatest offensive, the Americans were
given the unintended gift of a Rosetta Stone. The Germans suddenly began
to use a new cipher to be certain their plans should not be learned. The
Americans knew from experience that a new cipher probably meant a new
offensive, so they redoubled their efforts, keeping operators on the line all the
time. Within two days a U.S. Signal Corps operator intercepted a wireless
message in the new German code. As the U.S. operator listened, the German
operator asked the sender to repeat the message in the old code, as the new
code books hadn’t arrived yet. The sender complied, and thus our experts,
who knew the old code, learned the new one before the Germans were even
familiar with it9.

Back at Riverbank, Elizebeth continued, as she later put it, “active
work for World War I in military cryptographic systems, solutions thereof,
and training others therein.”

But the government, finally accepting that Fabyan had no intentions
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of sending a single one of his people to Washington, had begun deciphering
more and more of the messages in their office there, and the military cipher
work at Riverbank had dwindled to a mere trickle. Fabyan kept nudging
Elizebeth back towards the Bacon Biliteral, and she kept resisting. Once
she went to him and complained, claiming that she did not think she was
earning her salary (by working at the biliteral when she did not believe in
it). She also claimed self-righteously that with so little to do, her conscience
was bothering her.

Finally, there is the hint, from old friends, off the record, and from
Elizebeth herself, that Fabyan made untoward advances towards her. This
seems quite believable in that he seems to have made an effort to keep William
and Elizebeth apart; even in his first meeting with her in Chicago there is
perhaps a foreshadowing of a desire on his part to win her. Perhaps Fabyan
had to “win” every woman with whom he came in contact. At any rate,
this remains in the area of hearsay only, but surely would have added to the
weight of her need to leave Riverbank.

*

Once while he was in France in 1917, William Friedman wrote to his
bride back in Illinois what was to become a paradigm of their future together:
“When you were wrought up about something or other, or when I had had a
bad day, how our spirits joined in mutual protection and comfort–and peace
came to us.” Apparently during their year apart, Elizebeth had come to
realize, more than she had previously, what a rare jewel she had found in her
Billy. The following poem is the entirety of her surviving words to him while
he was in France. It is dated July 1918, and is reproduced here not for its
literary merit, but for its sincerity of feeling.

Life Itself At Twenty-Six

There was a time when for my love
I did not care.
The hot wooing, the passionate kisses Left me cold.
I yielded to him
Because he was good to me.
And compassion led me to return his kisses
When his longing eyes and eager heart spoke,
“I wish you cared as I.”
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And then after a time
He became my all in all.
I worshipped his very step upon the courtyard
Coming to me.
I lived for that.
My heart sang, carolling bursts of ecstasy.
My days were filled with fruition, For they were lived for him
With his vivifying presence in my soul.
And then my love
Came no more to see me.
No more the longing cry “I wish you cared as I.”
No more the joyous cry, “We love.”
Oh, Heart, is it always so?

This poem elicited from Friedman a combination of an inability to make
response and an even deeper worship of Elizebeth. It did not occur to him,
apparently, to be angry at what had been at least to some extent, play-acting
on her part. At first his responses seem to have been choked up, as if he were
having a hard time even getting the words out. He admitted, “I didn’t know
. . . you didn’t love me then. Some of your letters, though, told me.” Her
confession evidently made a very deep impression upon him, for he referred
to it in every letter for a while. Eventually, after some weeks, he reflected,
“Tis far better to have had you marry me on faith and hope–then to have
you fall deeply in love with me, than the other way around.”

On July 31, 1918, Billy wrote, “What a full sensation came over me
when you wrote, ‘Sometimes I wish I were going to have a child.’ Wife
Mine, dear Heart, often I wish that were true right now; often I feel that in
many ways we made a mistake.” Although even commenting on this may
seem prurient, this remark tells us clearly that the Friedmans had already
departed from the old ways. Both Elizebeth and Billy obviously were the
products of families that happened according to certain religious, ethnic and
cultural norms. However, the Friedmans had pretty clearly decided that in
their case things would happen otherwise10.

The problems at Riverbank were a constant topic in his letters. On
July 28, Billy wrote to his wife, “If the Col. doesn’t act decently, we can
move. I’m not so sure but that a move would be a good thing for us. I
like him and he has been fairly good to us and all that but there is no
use in being slaves and feeling as though one were under a perpetual sword
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unsheathed. . . don’t let him slip anything over on you. . . He surely is a queer
combination of goodness and harshness, squareness and unfairness.”

When, in September, Elizebeth learned of Fabyan’s trickery of the year
before and wrote Billy about it, he wrote back that he intended to tell Yard-
ley, the head of military intelligence, the whole sordid story: “I guess the
fault lies with Col. F. more than with anybody else because we have no way
of knowing what all he wrote nor how he antagonized them.”

In his anger at George Fabyan, Billy wrote to Elizebeth in October, of
the day he had left Riverbank for France: “Did I tell you what he said to me
the last few moments? ‘Was Elizebeth at the office today?’ ”

“No Sir.”
“Why not?”
“I looked at him in amazement and was so thunderstruck I could hardly

reply. ‘Well for one thing, she was helping me pack up and get things ready.
And for another, it was our last day together.’ ”

This incident, too, would seem to support the theory that Fabyan
wanted to ignore the devotion of the couple, to pretend that theirs was still
a relationship that he could orchestrate.

Lieutenant Woellner’s wife Betty was at Riverbank also, and apparently
Billy and Woellner in France discussed the situation back home, and Lt.
Woellner grew so incensed that he instructed his wife to leave Riverbank.

William urged Elizebeth to send applications to the Code and Signal
Section of the Navy Department, fantasizing on paper that perhaps she would
get sent to France also! We do not have her application, but an undated
letter from the Navy Department directs her to the Code and Signal Section,
and a letter dated September 12, 1918, from Captain John M. Manly of
the War Department in Washington indicate that she had applied for a job.
Manly responded favorably to her application and told her that if she knew
Spanish or German and if she were willing to risk trying to find a room
in overcrowded Washington, that they could correspond further. The lack
of further correspondence probably implicates George Fabyan once again as
meddling in her affairs.

Billy continued his prodding from afar. In August he wrote her, “My
last two years have gained lots of experience. I feel that I have a certain
amount of brains and ability. I won’t get lost in the world, and might get
lost at Riverbank.” He remained doubtful but open-minded about what
Elizebeth was doing, writing on September 9, “About a book on biliteral. I
think it had better be unwritten as yet, but of course I don’t know what kind
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it is.” On September 29 he wrote his wife, “I want you to do some useful
work. Biliteral is not useful so far as I know, in this affair.”

Fabyan was not going to let go his best two cryptanalysts without a
fight. He wrote to Billy on September ll,

E’s nerves have been getting the best of her, and you know
how tender-hearted she is and one thing and another, with the
result that she has been suggesting to Mrs. Robinson that she
take a day off or take a vacation, etc., which Mrs. R. has done a
number of times, interfering with the routine and making more
or less trouble for Miss Cumming. I told E that she would have
to stop this sort of thing and at the same time I told some of the
other girls that they would have to be careful about some of their
talk at the table, showing them how small things could raise the
devil with the servants around here.

Fabyan is typically maddening in the vagueness of his complaints. Elize-
beth left Riverbank on September 11, and returned on the twenty-first for
her things. On September 21, Fabyan wrote to Billy that Elizebeth had come
back to Riverbank to say she was leaving to return to Huntington and take
care of her father and be Assistant Librarian at the Carnegie there for fifty
dollars a month.

He gossiped on, “At present we have Major Runcie, the Librarian of
West Point, with us. He is much interested in the Biliteral, and is urging us
to revamp it. Elizebeth has found reasons why she should throw it aside and
go to Huntington and I think she has persuaded herself against her own best
judgment. Sentiment has always ruled her actions and she does not seem to
be interested in the future.”

At least, she was not interested in a future at Riverbank or Huntington.
For all her pride in her paternal forebears, Elizebeth, the youngest child,
did not feel particularly close to her family, for in 1949 she wrote, “As the
youngest in a large family, most of whom had scattered by the time I reached
teen-age, I have kept up contact only with my eldest sister Mrs. (Eathel)
Thomas, and with my sister Mrs. (Edna) Diniens, who was the only member
of my family near my own age.” Eathel, the oldest child, was seventeen years
older than Elizebeth. Even Elizebeth and Edna did not remain particularly
close. One reason seems to stand out: Edna was evidently in love with
William Friedman most of her life.
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It cannot have been easy for Elizebeth to go home to Huntington, but
it was not as bad as staying at Riverbank would have been. With Billy away,
and no useful work for her to do at Riverbank, and perhaps with Fabyan
making her stay there uncomfortable, she could not stay any longer.

Fabyan in October wrote Billy a letter in which he marshaled a number
of reasons why (in his opinion) Elizebeth had decided to go: she had been
having trouble with her teeth; a certain Miss Helming’s influence had not
been for the best; and Elizebeth wanted to write short stories. “I told her
the existing circumstance would not be favorable to experiments and that
she’d never been made to work if she didn’t feel like it.” Finally he told Billy
that he had told Elizebeth that Riverbank was her home, and that Billy
expected her to stay there until his return. Miffed, Colonel Fabyan added
tersely at the end of the long letter to Billy in France, “She left here Saturday
leaving no address presuming to be gone two weeks.”

Elizebeth had indeed left Riverbank, disillusioned and frustrated, sneak-
ing out without letting Fabyan know until the morning of her departure, and
had returned home with the stated lofty intention of caring for her widowed
father, who had by then had two strokes from which he had only partially
recovered.

Fabyan tried to get her to return. He held out interesting trips and
work to lure her back: “Occasion made it desirable to send some people
to Washington–I was sorry you were not here to go . . . I am expecting two
students and want to rush them through the course . . . and would be glad
to have your assistance . . . We are getting out a number of pamphlets and I
would very much like you to do the proofreading. . . ”

Elizebeth responded haughtily that her father needed her.
Billy continued from afar his loving support, his gentle prodding: “But,

Inspiration Gold, why don’t you tell me more about yourself? The censor
won’t get you. . . ” He once wrote to her, “How violently happy it makes me
to hear you say that you are shameless in your love for me!” Sentimentally,
he wrote, “Last night the band played ‘Somewhere a Voice is Calling”–and
oh, what memories it brings back. Do you recall our playing together? We
should not have given up the practice, Love-Girl. But I know who has been
the Cause. . . ”

In Huntington, Elizebeth worked mornings and afternoons until the
library was closed on account of the Spanish flu; at home she cleaned the
house, and fixed a hot noonday meal for her father every day, and William
congratulated her on all that she was learning about how to be a wife. Billy
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remarked that he wished she had gone to Washington to seek work.
Fabyan wrote to her in Huntington, hinting of mysterious new devel-

opments at Riverbank, and added, “I thank you for your offer to read and
correct proof but on account of the character of the work, it would be neces-
sary for you to be at Riverbank where you could consult with Dr. Nolan.”
Billy’s solicitous letters show us his utter support of her decision to leave
Riverbank, his own chafing at the tyranny of Colonel Fabyan, and his loving
sympathy for her situation, and admiration at her handling of it.

Meanwhile, Fabyan made his report to Billy that “the library in Hunt-
ington has been closed for five weeks because of influenza, so she has had -
but [she said] as the library was opening the next day she could not return
[here] even temporarily. She said she could not leave her father that long. . . ”

And on January 9, 1919, Elizebeth wrote snappishly to Colonel Fabyan,
“Quite impossible for me to come to Chicago at present. Deemed it unnec-
essary to wire you, as you suggested. . . ”

The war, meanwhile, had ended in November 1918. Back in October,
Friedman had written to his wife, “The wildest kinds of rumors are afloat:
about the Kaiser abdicating and Turkey accepting all conditions–great days,
aren’t they?” Three days later, on October 13, 1918, he wrote, “. . . the
German complete acceptance of terms came today.” And on October 15, “I
have had enough of Kaiserism of the William or George or Henry type.”

On November 10, Billy had written, “Tomorrow, the 11th day of the
11th month, at the 11th hour–and we shall know whether hostilities are at
an end.”

On November ll, 1918, Armistice was declared, with the Germans forced
to accept the responsibility for their aggression.

George Fabyan believed that he could lure his prize students back by
pretending to assume that they had both only been on extended leaves. On
November 2, 1918, he wrote to Elizebeth, wanting to know “if your vacation
has not been long enough to suit you.” Just after the Armistice, he wrote to
William in France, “You have had a long enough vacation. Come home–the
war is over; your salary has been running on. You should return at once
to Riverbank.” It was typical of Fabyan that he disregarded the fact that
thousands of men needed to be transported home, as well as the obvious
fact that Lieutenant William Friedman could not come home until he was
released from active duty.

In fact, although by the end of the month the cipher office was closed
down, still Lieutenant Friedman could not go home, and was detailed to
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help with the official history of cryptography in the War11–which was finally
finished in March 1919. During the intervening months Friedman was to
find some time on his hands, during which he took trips to Paris, and some
smaller towns in France. A book reviewer once wrote of Friedman’s work
in France that he “had a clearer grasp of reality than the politicians and
soldiers who made use of his craft.”

Meanwhile, we know from his side of the discussion that Elizebeth urged
him to think of returning to school to finish his PhD, while Fabyan wrote,
on December 16, 1918, “The facts in the case are that you are practically
loaned for the emergency. That emergency no longer exists and in justice
to yourself, your own future, and myself, I think the sooner you return to
Riverbank the better.”

Billy wrote bitterly to the Colonel on December 9 that, had Fabyan
not intercepted, read, and failed to give him his mail, “I should be a grade
higher now, Elizebeth should have been richer by much valuable experience,
and our financial affairs would have been in a far better condition today had
we started then.” Money was a lifelong concern of Friedman’s, though he
did not express that concern in the open12.

Still, despite his criticisms of the Colonel and his institution, Friedman
amazingly enough during the fall and winter of 1918 did not close the door
on the possibility of his and Elizebeth’s returning to Riverbank; one can
only conclude that, though Billy found unconscionable Fabyan’s persistent
interferences, he also believed the man to be a genius, and worried about
missing out on the opportunity of a lifetime should he cut the connecting
cord.

Because of woeful traffic conditions, lack of ships and facilities, and
general disorganization, it took the Army in France a long time to get de-
mobilized. Soon Billy’s letters moved from hope of an early homecoming to
frustration at not being able to leave, not knowing when he would leave, and
worry over Fabyan and Riverbank. On January 28, 1919, he wrote to Fabyan
firmly, “We shall not return under any circumstances.” Elizebeth stayed in
Huntington.

Subtly, during the first World War, and especially during the months
they were apart, the Friedmans developed what would be the psychic balance
of their relationship: despite the fact that he wrote to Fabyan, “We run our
business together,” it was she who was the adored, and he who worried that
he might not measure up13.

Years later, her son described Elizebeth as “hot-tempered politically
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and with friends, but cooler in love. . . ”
Yet in spite of her relative coolness, in the very midst of the maelstrom,

far away from her husband, angry at her employer and alienated from the
only meaningful work she had yet been able to do, she found the heart to
write, in January, in her sometime-diary,

At times the heart swells with an intensity of feeling too deep
to utter. As I contemplate the Old Year just gone–can it be possi-
ble that so much happened to one small person in one short year?
So much of Despair and Hope, of Joy and Sorrow? The wonderful
little Mother gone to return no more–the event of Marriage–the
Miracle to happen, to fall in love with one’s Husband–to play, to
work, to hope, to struggle together in the wonder and glory of
Love? Can I still be I? I who believed there could be no happy
marriage in this world of pitifully human things? Who had struck
bottom in Despair and Lost Faith?

Notes
1This remains unfinished in her collected works, in the George C. Marshall Foundation.

It is also available online at archive.org.
2 As Carson McCullers claimed in The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, in any relationship there

is inequality – one is the lover, and the other the beloved.
3 John Ramsay Friedman says that this was pronounced “ritta-bitta” as in “little bitty”

girl.
4 Lieutenant Woellner and his wife had been part of the Riverbank group. During the

War, his wife also stayed at Riverbank, but Elizebeth scorned her, for Betty Woellner was
absolutely taken in by the Bacon Biliteral, at least for awhile. Eventually, Betty too left,
at her husband’s direction.

5 Actually he was often thought of as small by his colleagues, though he was average
by modern standards, standing about 5 foot 8 inches.

6 Additionally, later we shall describe Elizebeth’s work with the Treasury Department,
decrypting Prohibition era Mafia messages on illegal liquor shipments.

7 Childs was an ex-newspaperman from Virginia who had cryptanalyzed several im-
portant German transmissions in a double transposition cipher they called ALACHI (see
Kahn [Ka1], pages 337-339) , thus winning instant fame in the small field of military
cryptography

8 New York Herald Tribune, April 21, 1920.
9 From an interview with Major General Dennis E. Nolan, in the New York Herald

Tribune, April 21, 1920. In 1944, the New York Herald Tribune related an amusing story
relative to Friedman’s experience in France, and how the Americans had to learn the
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equivalent meanings of British terms, and how confusing that was, for what the Americans
called “restricted,” the British called “secret,” and what the Americans called “secret” the
British called “most secret.” It seems that John O’Reilly, a war correspondent overheard a
tired American Army lieutenant obviously working with sensitive material, settle himself
in a bed roll and mutter, “Comfortable, comfortable–equals British most comfortable.”

10 In this regard, the Friedmans were very modern; the term “birth control” was first
used in 1914, public discussion of its methods resulting in major demonstrations against
its founder, Margaret Higgins Sanger, in the years following.

11The interested reader may wish to consult chapter V in “The Friedman Lectures On
Crytptography,” available as a scanned pdf online.

12 According to his son John Ramsay Friedman, October 1990, William told him he did
not want to be seen as a “money-grubbing Jew.”

13 For he wrote, in late June, 1918,

Oh Dear One, how sad I feel when Memory also brings back those few
moments when we were both out of sorts, and were not all the Lovers we are,
should have been. And I know it was all my fault, Honey. I, man-like, forgot
that there are certain little things which are un-understandable to a mere
man. And unknowingly, and wholly unconsciously, I hurt you. . . . That last
night when we were returning from the city, after the performance, do you
remember, dear? You chided me for not paying much attention to you. Oh,
Love-Girl, dear Elsbeth mine, if I neglected you, please overlook and forgive.
It was the excitement and the novelty of it all. You know what. And I really
was so self-conscious. So many people were looking, and I felt that I’d yell
any minute. It was that and nothing more–oh yes- -and my feet1 I mustn’t
forget the agony of those shoes and puttees! Honestly, I hadn’t had so much
pain in my life!
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By the end of the war I was more or less known as a military
cipher expert, but I was better known as the wife of my husband
who, having been persuaded by me to forsake Genetics for Ciphers
and Codes, had . . . made a reputation so startling that I regarded
the task of catching up to him as being altogether hopeless.

Elizebeth, directed by telegrams, traveled east to New York to meet
her husband’s ship. Once back together, they of course had no further need
to write, and so we can only imagine that their reunion was all that they
hoped for. At any rate, they went to Pittsburgh almost at once to visit her
in-laws.

At Billy’s family’s in Pittsburgh, Elizebeth recalled, they had long dis-
cussions about what they would do. “We discussed our future and both of
us spoke quite firmly as well as frankly that we didn’t want to go back to
Riverbank.” While they were in the east, Friedman arranged for several in-
terviews with big companies, for he had apparently decided not to continue
in the military and his commission had only two more months to run. He
planned to go into industry, and wanted to find a job with some company
that had a laboratory in which he could devise and carry out experiments.
He felt he was good at “scientific analysis.”

When Billy arrived on American soil, Fabyan had a telegram waiting,
followed by a letter directing him to return to Riverbank at once, and hinting
of “new developments” and some new students he expected to get. About
the students, he warned Billy not to mention anything,– possibly because
the fact of the new students’ arrival turned out to be no more than a figment
of George Fabyan, invented to persuade Friedman to come back.

Elizebeth later recalled [EF1]:

Everywhere that my husband went to talk about a job and the
possibilities of the future, because there were many things that
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had been brought into play during the war–modern machines and
methods of doing certain types of work to help reach accomplish-
ments sooner–he stayed in New York for a while and got ap-
pointments with various big companies . . . Everybody said, “But
where has this been all these years? –here we have this wonderful
science all opened up for us now and where has it been hiding?”

But as Friedman applied for, interviewed for, and did not get, job after
job after job, the young couple began to realize that they were being somehow
monitored. Fabyan apparently had them literally followed, for every single
place Friedman went to interview, a telegram appeared from Fabyan, ordering
him to return to Riverbank at once. A strange flexing of muscles, it was as
if Fabyan were saying, You will not find other work. You will have to come
back to Riverbank. Fabyan offered them their own terms; he offered them
more money; he offered them a thousand dollars each as payment to cover the
time they were gone from Riverbank; he offered them twice the salaries they
had made there before; he offered to double whatever other salary William
Friedman was offered. But in fact, in the end Friedman was offered not one
single job.

Two reasons seem apparent: certainly it is difficult after any war for
a country to assimilate thousands of returning soldiers and accommodate
them with jobs, since in their absence adjustments have been made, others
have been hired; but also it certainly looks as if Fabyan were poisoning the
Friedmans’ chances to do anything else except return to Riverbank. Elizebeth
was more certain of this than Billy was, as her later bitterness shows. Billy,
throughout it all, continued to express a certain fondness and admiration for
Fabyan, despite everything. Even if Elizebeth revealed to him that Fabyan
had made advances to her, he could have interpreted that as mere good taste
on Fabyan’s part, and thus a flattery to him. This especially since there is
no hint that Elizebeth was even tempted by whatever Fabyan proposed.

After a discouraging month, after what must have been much soul-
searching, after all Billy’s success in France and then his seeming failures
upon returning– the young couple were either worn down by Fabyan’s powers
or convinced by Fabyan that things would be different if they returned to
Riverbank. Fabyan sent them train tickets to come to Chicago to talk. They
went, but probably only because no other jobs had become available.

Still, they did not go creeping back with their tails between their legs.
This time they set up some conditions: they would live not on the estate,
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Figure 12: A drive on Fabyan’s Riverbank estate (source: George C. Marshall Research

Foundation).

but in a rented house in the town of Geneva; they would have the freedom to
prove or disprove the biliteral cipher; they would keep regular office hours;
they were not to be ”used” except as cipherers; they would be paid regularly;
they would have the use of a car of their own; their names would appear as
authors of any writing that they did. Fabyan agreed readily to all conditions.

It must be noted that, for all her profession of devotion to her father,
Elizebeth seems to have been able to leave him and Huntington without a
backward glance. The old man had recovered somewhat from his two strokes,
now was better and able to get around, and Elizebeth once commented that
he had the same need as Fabyan to order everyone’s lives for them.

Fabyan, despite the new set of “rules,” still manipulated the Fried-
mans. None of the promised money in past salary or double salary was ever
forthcoming. The two thousand dollars never materialized. Their checks
remained exactly the same as before the war, thirty dollars a month. The
Friedmans tried vainly to make Fabyan keep his promise to allow them to
prove or disprove the biliteral cipher. They had decided that Mrs. Gallup
was a victim of self-deception, and recruited John Manly’s aid in attempting
to get Fabyan to consent to some psychological tests for her. But every time
arrangements were made, Fabyan would cancel or change the tests.

Fabyan’s power never failed him. Mrs. Friedman told the story of how
Fabyan, taking Billy along on a trip to Boston to visit his family there, refused
to wear a tuxedo to a formal dinner, as he found it an affectation. Billy,
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always a meticulously careful and proper dresser, showed up at Fabyan’s room
before dinner correctly arrayed in his tuxedo, and Fabyan made him go back
and change to less formal clothes, in support of his employer! Uncomfortable
to be under-dressed, angry at Fabyan, still the immaculate Billy went back
to his room and did as he was told. Such was Fabyan’s power.

Once Fabyan made Friedman walk a block to purchase a newspaper for
three cents, refusing to pay seven at the hotel. Yet, to impress someone, he
once hired a limousine to take them one block to a meeting, that they might
be seen arriving in splendor.

George Fabyan decided that William Friedman, now an expert, should
write some pamphlets on the solution of military ciphers, and William obliged
him – with the new understanding, of course, that he would get credit for
his work. William’s book The index of coincidence and its applications in
cryptology was the final monograph he wrote this time at Riverbank, and one
of several he was forced to leave behind when they left Riverbank hurriedly
in December. This was the pamphlet that Friedman himself considered his
greatest contribution to the field1. This was the one that Fabyan would have
printed two years hence in France, and despite Fabyan’s promise to have
his name appear as author of anything he wrote, William would receive no
credit. So devious was Fabyan that he had two copies specially printed and
bound with Friedman’s name as author on the title page and sent to him,
apparently assuming he would never see any of the other, unattributed copies
and protest2.

On April 28, the Friedmans received a letter from Major H.O. Yardley
of the War Department, offering them positions in his newly formed Black
Chamber. Friedman was to be a First Lieutenant in the Regular Army, at a
salary of $ 3000 per annum, and Mrs. Friedman was to work with him, at
the salary of $ 1520 a year.

Billy accepted the offer in behalf of Elizebeth and himself, on the first
of May.

But Fabyan worked on his conscience, as Billy wrote to Yardley that
he could not come at once, “. . . having left much work unfinished at River-
bank. . . I will know by June 30.” We do not know what Elizebeth’s response
to this was. Yardley accepted the delay.

On July 1, 1920, Yardley wired Friedman to “Come at once.” But
Fabyan insisted on referring to the Friedmans’ leaving as “a breach of loyalty
to Riverbank.” To placate him, Billy agreed to “finish up one or two things”
for Fabyan.
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A telegram followed: AUG 1 OK. HOY

Other telegrams followed. It was decided in Washington that the secret
office should be located in New York: PERMANENT OFFICE OPENS NO 3 E

38TH ST NY INSTEAD WASHINGTON

For two more months, the Friedmans stayed at Riverbank in what seems
to have been a crisis of indecision, but may also have been uncertainty about
working for Yardley3.

On October 2,1920 Major Joseph O. Mauborgne, Chief of Research
and Development for the Signal Corps, whom both Friedmans had of course
known and worked with at Riverbank, and whom both respected enormously,
wrote, asking William to take a test for the Signal Corps. Friedman was
willing, but if he entered the service again he felt it must be at a higher rank
than Lieutenant.

When Friedman went for his medical examination, he was surprised to
be turned down by the examining board for a heart murmur4. Soon it came
to light that Fabyan’s brother- in-law headed up the medical board at Camp
Grant, where he was sent for the examination. This is of interest because
Friedman, distrusting the results, had another test made, which showed his
heart to be quite sound. The circumstantial evidence suggests that Fabyan
had once again tried to play God by having the test results falsified to prevent
Friedman’s leaving. On the other hand, Friedman’s heart trouble in later life
may suggest that he did have some sort of a structural or functional problem
with his heart; such problems often give hints of their existence years in
advance of any life-threatening manifestations, so it is possible that the Army
examiners caught a heart murmur while the civilian doctor did not.

But by the time Friedman had the second medical test results, the Army
had already turned him down, and would not consider his case again. Fur-
ther, unaware of what the Signal Corps examination would cover, Friedman
had failed the “electricity and magnetism” part of it. He later complained
that code work, his area of expertise, comprised only a tiny percent of the
test. Finally, although he balked at being a “mere lieutenant” after his distin-
guished service in France, the selection board had ruled that “a man cannot
be granted a commission in a grade higher than that which he held during
his emergency service.” Though Mauborgne recognized the problem, he was
powerless to change the ruling.

Finally Mauborgne offered Friedman a place in the Code Compilation
Section as a civilian worker on a contract basis. On November 27, 1920,
Major Mauborgne wrote what must have been the deciding letter:
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The point is, Friedman, that we need your services with the
Government and that we would like to have them for a continuing
period of time regardless of what kind of a job we call it or what
work it is that has to be done, so long as it has to do with codes
and ciphers. We feel that it would be a great misfortune if the
Friedman family were to retire to some other kind of a job.

Gratified to be needed so unconditionally, still Elizebeth felt that they
had to scheme to escape the “prison” of Riverbank, and sneak away before
Fabyan found them out, for they were certain that he could and would throw
a wrench into their plans5. Elizebeth had told Fabyan6 that Riverbank was
“like a desert island.”

In these unsettled months, she had informed Fabyan that she wanted
to write short stories, and had continued work on her alphabet book for
children. Also in these months, she continued to think about the one book
that would come to fruition, the book quelling, once and for all, the notion
that Bacon had written Shakespeare’s plays. But her genuine affection for
Mrs. Gallup was such that she did not want to write it while her mentor was
still alive and could be wounded by it.

One of the things Billy and Elizebeth worked together on was a chart
for beginning cryptanalysts, titled The Solution of Ciphers. It is, as a chart,
perhaps easier to understand than a written description. Although it refers to
the writings of Parker Hitt and John Manly, it is self-explanatory in its clear
directions to novices how to first decide whether the cipher is transpositional
or substitution, the transpositional being the simpler. In a step-by-step pro-
cess, the user is instructed how to determine from Incidence of Probability
Tables (which Friedman also worked out at Riverbank) what language the
cipher is in, and so on.

A letter of November 30, 1920, from Mauborgne, specifies Elizebeth’s
first assignment: “. . . services in connection with the reconstruction and re-
vision of a confidential staff code and the construction of three field codes,
constructed in accordance with general specifications communicated confi-
dentially by the Chief of the Engineering and Research Division.”

Elizebeth and Billy wrote letters of resignation dated December 16,
1920, planning their departure to coincide with George Fabyan’s sailing for
France on December 17 to received the French Legion of Honor. Mrs. Fried-
man later commented that Billy was reluctant to leave in this manner; he
thought it was too cruel–but that she had persisted [ESF16] .
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They left Riverbank for good just before Christmas, telling Fabyan
only the day before they were due to depart. He took the news more calmly
than they had expected, thus leading Billy to observe in a letter to Major
Mauborgne, that he suspected “that this indicates a very dangerous atti-
tude.” Billy warned Mauborgne, in an undated, handwritten note, “I sup-
pose the least we can expect is for our personal reputations (Mrs. Friedman’s
and mine) and perhaps honor to be very much questioned or damaged with
everyone with whom the Colonel will come in contact on this visit.” This
may have been accurate, or it may have been that taint of paranoia which
would more and more color and mar the Friedmans’ lives.

They spent Christmas with Elizebeth’s father in Geneva, and reported
on January 2, 1921 to the Signal Corps in Washington as civilian workers,
at much the same salaries Yardley had offered them eight months before.

It must be said that, underlying all the resentment they felt towards
the paternalistic and manipulative Fabyan, the real reason the Friedmans
could no longer stay at Riverbank was that they had nothing more to learn
there, and they knew it. The government no longer sent secret messages to
Geneva; they had enough good people in Washington by then. The Bacon
biliteral was a dead horse; Fabyan probably knew it as well as the Friedmans
did, but he was reluctant to let go of what seemed to be his ticket to world
fame and acceptance among the scholars he so envied, and from whose favors
he was now, more or less permanently, excluded.

The relationship between Elizebeth and William, and George Fabyan,
was to continue, albeit stormily, for five years. Fabyan energetically manip-
ulative, Elizebeth and her husband felt endlessly frustrated and betrayed.
In fact, only with Fabyan’s death in 1936 would they be completely free of
him7.

Notes
1 For a concise explanation of the publication’s contents, see David Kahn’s [Ka1], pages

376-384.
2 Fabyan was not the only devious character in this drama. In France, General Francois

Cartier, chief of the French military cryptologic bureau in World War I, saw the pamphlet,
was much impressed with the contents, noted that it was without an author, and had it
translated and published at once, backdating it to 1921, to make it appear that the French
version had come first.

3 H. 0. Yardley’s later book, The Black Chamber, was considered a pack of lies by both
Friedmans. In their personal copy1 in the collection at GCMRF1 there is hardly a page
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without a damning comment. Friedman was in addition resentful of his rank, and also
disliked him personally for taking credit for work done by others, though in 1920 Yardley
was still largely unknown to the Friedmans.

4 Mrs. Friedman told this story as happening the first time her husband wanted to leave
Riverbank. It is not likely that the same thing happened twice, and documentation and
correspondence prove that this false medical documentation occurred during the autumn
of 1919, not the spring of 1918.

5 Letter from WFF to ESF, Dec. 1919.
6 Letter from GF to WFF, September 11, 1918.
7 Colonel Fabyan died in 1936, and his wife about two years later. After her death,

at which time Riverbank was given to the state of Illinois for a public park, Friedman
received the bulk of the Riverbank pamphlets (he was the author of all but two of them),
for which he never received any credit. His Index of Coincidence, written in 1920, Kahn
and other authorities feel is the foundation of all modern cryptanalysis.
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On the second of January, 1921, the Friedmans both reported to Mauborgne
to begin work as civilians. Elizebeth had never been so far from home before,
when they arrived in Washington on January 2, 1921. Elizebeth wrote in
[EF1]:

Housing was very scarce, in fact unobtainable, as was proved
by the fact that we had been in Washington exactly one year
before even one apartment in any part of the city became avail-
able, although it was a daily pursuit of mine to cover the field for
available living quarters.

Joseph O. Mauborgne was in charge of the Research and Development
Division of the Signal Corps, the communications arm of the Army. In the
months since the War, the Army had recognized and acknowledged its need
for field codes, so the desk work that the Friedmans did consisted of revising
old codes and building new ones for future Army field use. The War had
taught that codes must be changed frequently, and that they had to be two-
part codes: one part for enciphering, and the other for deciphering. The
Friedmans’ first assignment was to invent three Army field codes, which they
did together, using an AT&T machine called a tele-printer, whose major
drawback was that it was so large as to be impractical for field use. This was
an important step in Mrs. Friedman’s growth as a cryptologist: Elizebeth
was hired to construct codes, and building codes turned out to be quite
different from cracking them.

Codes were becoming popular in the civilian sector of the United States
at this time, as well as in the military, and the construction of codes for
industry and for personal use was much in demand. In the first half of the
twentieth century the commonest use of codes was to reduce the cost of
telegraphic messages in the worlds of business and industry when the cost
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of telegrams, the swiftest method of communication, was tallied on the basis
of the number of words. It therefore became popular to develop codes in
which one word represented entire thoughts or ideas. During the years of
telegraph’s popularity, many businesses used codes for communicating in
economical ways. In 1934, Jack Littlefield1 observed,

Every time I receive a cablegram in code, . . . I rip it open and
discover inside the single mysterious word BIINC. Then I turn
to my code book and find BIINC: “What appliances have you
for lifting heavy machinery?” For years I have been on watch for
OBNYX (Escape at once). . . but [it never seems] to arrive.

Elizebeth was from the beginning much in demand. Meanwhile, the
young married couple enjoyed immensely life in the big city. They were
forced to settle temporarily in a piano studio furnished “with one grand
piano and one upright,” and hardly any other furniture. The owner taught
lessons in the daytime, and the Friedmans lived in the apartment at night.
Washington had four legitimate theaters, “. . . and I, who had grown up in
rural Indiana, was starved for the theater. We attended, at least three times
a week, one performance or another.” Both were delighted with the mild
climate of the Potomac Basin after the rough midwestern winters.

Elizebeth wrote in [EF1]:

I recall very vividly the inauguration in March of 1921 of
Warren Harding. As now, the inauguration ceremony took place
on the East Capitol steps. However, there were no seats provided,
no amphitheater arrangements, just the bare ground for those
interested who came to stand around the bare steps with the
ceremony taking place . . . with little formality. There were no
microphones in those days and so the audiences were perhaps
smaller because everyone knew that it would be impossible to
hear in the open without a set of earphones.

The Friedmans formed a quartet with Mauborgne and another woman
who had worked in Elizebeth’s office at Riverbank: Billy played the violin,
Elizebeth the grand piano, the other woman flute, Mauborgne the cello,
which “would wring your heart out.” On summer evenings, Elizebeth liked
to remember, people would gather in the street below their open windows to
listen to their music [ESF18].
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After a year, the Friedmans found a five-room unfurnished apartment
at the Argyle, on Park Road and Seventeenth Street, and spent an idyllic
year there. The foyer was large enough to hold a grand piano, and so they
purchased one. There was a glassed-in porch where Billy in his spare time
“developed some minor, smaller inventions in the world of radio” [ESF18].
Mrs. Friedman “retired” from the Signal Corps to “stay home and write.”
One assumes that they had decided that it was time to begin a family. They
had, in their son’s word, “fantastic” parties with crypto-based games, pro-
gressive dinners, menus in code. A friend years later recalled2, “The night
we went, I was a very junior Army wife–we were given a coded menu. The
first item was a series of dots done with a blue pen. The brains at the party
worked over the number of dots in a group when it occurred to me it had to
be ‘blue points’–(oysters) –and it was! I had done my bit and from then on
I was quiet.”

The apartment they rented was at the end of the Mt. Pleasant car
line, and Billy rode to work with an Admiral William Smith who became
interested in a cipher machine in which the Navy had invested a great deal
of money. Named after its inventor, the Hebern machine, with “five wired
codewheels. . . intertwining in a cipher of hideous nightmare complexity. . . ”
was thought to be undecipherable3. In fact, an anecdote in the codebreaking
world tells it that Edward Hebern, a California businessman, who had patents
on wired rotors predating anyone else, got the attention of the government
a decade earlier by presenting them with a contracted-for machine, which
unfortunately did not work. When pressed on the issue, he is said to have
told them, “My contract did not specify it had to work.” Supposedly as a
result of that, all government contracts since have included the specification
that the machine has to work.

At any rate, be that truth or mere folklore, a woman named Agnes
Meyer, a PhD mathematician who had worked with Mrs. Friedman for the
Signal Corps, was so taken with the Hebern machine that she quit her job
with the Navy, and went to work for Mr. Hebern. The Navy had ordered
$ 75,000 worth of the machines to put into service on their destroyer force,
and the machines were in production.

Through Agnes Meyer and then Admiral Smith the Friedmans learned
about the Hebern. They never believed any machine could be invulnera-
ble. On a bet, Friedman agreed to try to break the cipher, and the Admiral
brought two of the machines around for Friedman, with some ciphered mes-
sages. It was claimed that if an A was enciphered as K, the machine would
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have to go through eighty million revolutions before that particular A enci-
phered as K would show up again.

For six weeks, Mrs. Friedman recalls, her husband sat at night just
staring at the machine, trying to think of a way in. She always claimed to
be baffled at machine ciphers. Her gift, she was quick to say, was intuition,
leaps from a first and last letter to the entire word she was looking at, for
instance. Time after time she instinctively got the right answer through
what she called luck but what was, really, more of a mosaic of information,
built up month after month, year after year, as she patiently worked away at
secret messages. Finally, she remembered, after six weeks of looking at the
machine, and talking to her about it in language that was not always clear, it
came to her husband how to solve the machine’s mystery, and within hours
he had the messages deciphered.

He gave them to Admiral Smith. As a consequence, the Navy reneged
on its contract to buy the machines, as Friedman had proven the machine was,
of course, like all others, vulnerable. So Hebern was left, halfway through
production of the equipment, uninsured. He died soon afterward, bankrupt.
After Hebern’s death, Mrs. Friedman said4, the family sued the Navy for
fifty million dollars in damages and losses, and finally settled for $ 50,000.

Mrs. Friedman was working for the Navy Department at the time;
because of Agnes Meyer’s defection to the Hebern project, Mrs. Friedman
had agreed to take her place. The Navy tried other portable keyboard cipher
machines, including one called a Hagelin machine.

Boris Hagelin, a lifelong friend of the Friedmans, was a Swede with a
cipher machine manufacturing company in Switzerland, the largest in the
world. Once the Hagelin company tried to persuade the Navy that Mrs.
Friedman’s group of cryptanalysts needed a code-building machine. The
Navy thought so, and sent the representative of the company to show a
machine to Mrs. Friedman. But Mrs. Friedman refused to even let them
demonstrate one, saying5 that “our office does not make ’em, we only break
’em.”

In the summer of 1922, Elizebeth took a trip of more than a month
back to the midwest 6. Billy’s adoration for her continued undiminished,
for he wrote longingly, “Honey, the house has been like a tomb,–and I miss
you dreadfully. Nobody to kiss and squeeze. Nobody to carry pickaback.
Nobody to‘barf.’ Nobody to play kid with. And nobody to love and tease.”
The letter is signed, “Your lonely old bear of a husband, who misses his Rita
Bita Girl, Biwy.”
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From Riverbank she wrote back to him, “. . . I miss you more when I’m
around a lot of people like this than when I’m home alone and you away. I’m
always comparing you with the people around me–to their detriment!”

On this trip, the issue of William’s parents arose again, and Elizebeth
wrote,

No–I’m sorry if I’m hurting you, but I shall not go home
through Pittsburgh. Your argument about its being the shortest
route to Washington is a wild one, but even if it were true, I
should not listen. This is my five weeks and I shall live them to
the end as my whims dictate. I may come home, not by Buffalo,
but by Timbuctoo! Who knows? So please don’t make yourself
sorryful by asking me again to do it. Let’s s’det it! What matters,
so long as I love you!

It is interesting that Billy reported to her in a letter while she was gone
that Yardley had said, “Elizebeth has an edge to her.” Elizebeth on her part
professed not to understand what Yardley meant. She sent her Billy a love
cipher at the end of a note,

ETORONRI
JADEMMA

which turns out to be a double rail fence cipher, read from lower left to upper
right. However, unlike the following rail fence cipher,

2 4 6
1 3 5

this one is read like this:

2,3 6,7 10,11
1 4,5 8,9

and therefore reads jetadoremonmari, or je t’adore mon mari – I love you,
my husband.

And they exchanged minor episodes to stimulate each other’s jealousy.
He spoke of taking to dinner a friend’s wife; she wrote of a man following
her around to social events for two days; each told the other to have a good
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time. She wrote, “Well, see how many more hands you can hold! The time
grows short!”

After a year in their pleasant apartment, the Friedmans found a house
to lease in the country, in rural Alta Vista7, Maryland, five acres of woods
with nothing one could see in any direction. At first, they were delighted
with8

. . . this comfortable old house nestled in the great mass of. . . tall
forest trees; its acre or more of apple orchards; its garden with
the more than one hundred kinds of prize iris. . . the spot on the
knoll in the forest at one side of the house where the hammocks
and open fireplace were. . .

They lived there for two years, and called the house Green Mansions
after the Hudson novel of that name9. The house was a comfortable three-
story frame with a big wide wrap-around porch. Though Elizebeth was
officially “retired” at this point, someone or some agency of the government
was always “on the doorstep,” wanting the solution to some cipher or code,
so Elizebeth remained busy. In these days, too, it became fashionable for
businesses and even individuals to have private cipher systems, so she had
as much work as she could do creating her own ciphers.

After only one year of retirement, Elizebeth was pressed back into ser-
vice as Chief of the Code-building Section of the Navy, starting in January
of 1923. In her year off, she had not become pregnant. But, as has happened
to many women, she did soon after her new job began10.

Elizebeth’s and Billy’s first child, Barbara, was born on October 14,
1923, while they were at Green Mansions11.

In a blank book imprinted, “What I Know About the Future of Cot-
ton and Domestic Goods . . . by George Fabyan12” Elizebeth kept a diary of
Barbara’s babyhood–Barbara’s every move, of course, revealing the child’s
beauty and brilliance. What else could they have expected from their first
baby13?

A series of helpful child nurses and housekeepers enabled her to continue
her career even when her children were very young. The first was Cassie, a
much-loved black Baptist woman. She took care of Barbara. During the
late months of 1923, the Navy called Mrs. Friedman in as a consultant to
straighten out for them their communications systems section, and Elizebeth
set to work to make minor but necessary changes.
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Glimpses of family life shine from a diary Elizebeth kept day by day
for a while.

Her daddy was much amused the other morning when Barbara
rushed into the bathroom where he was shaving, brushed him
aside, and dropped a piece of waste paper into the waste basket.
She was “cleaning up” and had found it. Something prompted
him to investigate and he found it to be a dollar bill! He told us
[Elizebeth and Cassie?] with great glee and added: ”Daughter is
beginning early to squander her daddy’s money!”

Never was there a more doting mother:

. . . and now within the last week she says I don’t know in an-
swer to questions. When I first told her father of it, he scoffed
saying the concept of not knowing a thing was impossible at
her age. But as I pointed out, she does not use the separate
words. . . it is rather one elided sound–IDONTKNOW, a perfect
imitation. When using the expression she uses it at the correct
times always–when that answer is appropriate. . . she strings to-
gether consonants impossible to an English tongue–I noted this
afternoon her hurling a sentence at Cassie made up of the follow-
ing, pfnr-pfnh-hnwhwp.

Elizebeth still had plenty of work, from all the departments under the
Treasury, but was able to work at home. In 1924 she went back to work, this
time for the Department of Justice.

But the happiness Elizebeth and Billy felt at Green Mansions did not
last. They asked to be released from their lease even before two years were up,
and left the quiet forest house and moved back to the city for a combination
of reasons. Not owning Green Mansions, they could not make necessary
repairs and alterations. But more to the point, Billy did not like the hour
commute to Washington; two hours a day on the road took too much of his
time. Elizebeth complained that because they lived in the country, people
were always dropping by. As she said in her Memoirs (see [EF1], page 54):

During our little more than two years’ residence at Green
Mansions, we learned two important lessons about living and peo-
ple. We learned,for example, that anyone who has a country place
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Figure 13: Elizebeth with Barbara and John, 1928 (source: George C. Marshall Research

Foundation)

or a watering place never becomes lonely; indeed, one hardly has
an opportunity to do what one wishes or even one’s chores on the
place because everyone who drives for entertainment and passing
of time on weekends and summer evenings, invariably drops in on
one. We, I suppose, entertained more people at an outdoor cook-
out supper in one year there than we would have in five years or
more in a city house and garden. The other. . . lesson we learned
was. . . that “rich people never pay their bills.”

It seems sad that their “lessons” there were such negative ones. Con-
cern about money–indirect in the case of Green Mansions, of course– was a
continual theme with the Friedmans. Instead of feeling flattered that their
friends came to visit, they felt rooked.

The other complaint is more direct. Their son John believes it was
his father’s fear of anti-Jewish bias that made it hard for him to collect
what money he felt was owed him. An incident involving Edward B. “Ned”
McLean while they lived at Green Mansions was but one of many cases in
which the Friedmans felt short-changed.

During Warren Harding’s brief and crime-riddled administration, many
scandals occurred, including that one named after Teapot Dome, Wyoming.
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These scandals appear now to be less Harding’s fault than the fault of the
corrupt cabinet members which that affable but weak man unknowingly sur-
rounded himself with. Harding, at the advice of his Secretary of the Interior,
Albert B. Fall, transferred government-owned oilfields reserved for Navy use
in Teapot Dome, Wyoming, and Elk Hills, California, from the Department
of the Navy to the Department of the Interior, whereupon Fall leased the
oilfields, without any public competitive bidding, to Harry Ford Sinclair of
Sinclair Oil, and to Edward Doheny, another private oil operator, in return in
each case for large personal interest-free “loans.” Fall was subsequently con-
victed of conspiracy and accepting bribes, and went to prison. Doheny and
Sinclair were acquitted, though Sinclair ended up in prison for other crimes
committed during the time of the trials14. William Friedman was called in to
the case to decipher the private correspondence that proved the guilt of Fall
and the others. About that case Mrs. Friedman commented ([EF1], page
52):

To this day we have never understood how Edward Doheny
was not guilty, since he was the payer of the bribe, yet Fall was
guilty of accepting the bribe.

Edward Bell McLean, the wealthy but vacuous publisher of the Wash-
ington Post, was close friends with Fall, Harding, and Sinclair. A tragic
figure, he was questioned in the Government Investigation of the case in con-
nection with being an “errand boy” and passing coded letters between Fall
and the others in the Teapot Dome scandal. Questioned about his interest
in the oilfields, he denied knowing anything, could not “remember” loans,
telegrams, or conversations, and laid the blame at the feet of his drinking,
bridge, racetrack and poker buddy, Fall. At the time of his deposition it was
concluded that he was mentally deficient to a degree that he could not stand
trial15. Thus he escaped the clutches of the law.

At any rate, “Ned” McLean murkily concluded from the Teapot Dome
scandal that it would be unsafe to continue in his life and work without a
private code. He called William Friedman in and requested that Friedman
invent him one. Friedman, being busy, was available only as director of the
work. Because Elizebeth had by then retired to stay at home and “write
books,” it fell to her to do the actual work of compiling the private code for
McLean. A contract was drawn up and signed by both parties, and Elizebeth
and Billy spent approximately six months working out a two-part code, she
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working all day in the second-floor study of Green Mansions, and he working
with her in the evenings after he had returned from the city. Part One was
the code itself, with the English plaintext in alphabetical order, for encoding.
Part Two was the code words in alphabetical order, for decoding.

Since there are 26 letters, as opposed to only 10 numbers, letters afford
the most variety. More than 100,000 five-letter groups can be formed into
pronounceable syllables that differ from one another in at least one letter.

A message could more readily be encoded than enciphered. But a code
was not as safe as a cipher, as code books could quite easily fall into hostile
hands.

But a cipher was unsafe in this regard: to crack the cipher message
uncovers the system–thus allowing all other messages in the same cipher to
be read. A code, even if ten percent of it is understood, may still be ninety
percent incomprehensible.

When the code was completed, Mr. McLean apparently did not want
to pay them, and Mrs. Friedman expressed bitterness then and later that
“rich people never pay their bills.” One wonders if McLean had enough
intellect to understand any code. He was an alcoholic and a compulsive
gambler, extremely inarticulate during the Congressional hearings to which
he was summoned. He had married the foolish and wealthy debutante Evelyn
Walsh, who early on became addicted to morphine; they became notorious
for their parties, their glamour, their excesses, including their purchase of the
unlucky Hope Diamond. They were closest friends with the Warren Hardings.
Elizebeth Friedman later recalled16 her horror at being at the McLeans’ one
day and seeing the McLeans’ four year old daughter sucking a baby bottle
and crawling about beneath the table in that grand house, while the older
children were being fed by servants out of jars and bottles which the food
came in.

The McLeans survived the kidnapping of their favorite son, for whom
they paid one million dollars ransom, only to have the boy killed several years
later when he stepped in front of a car. McLean was judged insane in 1934,
at his then-estranged wife’s instigation, and died in 1941 in the same asylum
in Maryland where another famous American, Zelda Fitzgerald, spent her
last days17. Eventually McLean did pay the Friedmans, but not without a
great deal of trouble on their parts.

In town, the Friedmans built a house to their specifications, “a quarter
mile south of Chevy Chase Circle, west of Connecticut,” to which they moved
in late 1924. Elizebeth recalled18, “Last Thursday we moved to the new
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house. She [Barbara] is interested and pleased with everything though shy
to embarrassment (to me) of the passing stranger.”

Cassie moved along with them. In October 1925, around Barbara’s
second birthday, Elizebeth took her for two weeks to visit grandparents in
Pittsburgh, and sister ”Enda,” then living in Detroit, where Barbara and
Enda hit it off famously. No comments at all refer to Pittsburgh. From her
(Barbara’s) diary, we learn that her parents were surprised when Barbara
knew what a church was, as “neither Billy nor Cassie nor I have ever told
her.”

Billy made the baby a “pamphlet” of animal pictures, as she loved
visiting the zoo. And Barbara could name every animal in short order.
People in stores stopped and gaped at her beauty and charm; such a baby
had never been born into the world before!

On July 28, 1926, the Friedman’s son John was born, and the diary
continues. The birth was announced by Elizebeth, William, and Barbara,
accompanied by a photograph of all the family. “Where’s the baby’s daddy?”
Barbara demanded, the first day Elizebeth was home from the hospital. She
continued to ask. Elizebeth recalled19,

Apparently, it was no effort for her to grasp the idea of me
as the baby’s mother; but his daddy–that was a different matter!
Within a few weeks after John Ramsay’s birth, Barbara designed
herself out of whole cloth the ”sisser” she had expected, named
“Dor-fy.”

Barbara, as could be expected, wanted to be top dog. “Get him out of
the way, Mother,” she would cry. “I’m going to do a funny trick!” Once when
Barbara was nearly four, Elizebeth wrote, “She plays hostess to whoever
happens to come, in an unassuming manner with real charm. She is gracious
to everyone, friend or stranger, known or unknown at home or abroad. So
much for our doctrines of never consciously teaching her anything. I have
tried to pour in ultra-violet and vitamins and let the rest take care of itself.”

The loyal dog Krypto, though wonderful in the country, was a nuisance
in town, tearing up gardens, and knocking over garbage cans. He was even-
tually traded to the landscape gardener the Friedmans had hired to finish
the outside of the new house and lay a lawn, and soon after, he was killed.
Mrs. Friedman felt his loss deeply. There followed “hundreds of dogs and
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cats,” in Barbara’s words, but usually the dogs got run over–and none ever
held the place in their hearts that Krypto had.

In later years Elizebeth wrote of one of her brothers, “As for the rest of
my family, I could-or-can take them or leave them: but Clyde was my very
favorite-favorite relative.” When reporting on her siblings when she herself
was 56, she mentioned only seven and did not know even the addresses of
several of them. So the strange attitude she developed towards her second
child may not have been so strange for her.

In March of 1928 came the first mention of John Ramsay in the baby
book since his birth– a confession, one feels, made after Elizebeth had read
back over the journal–and it comes as something of a shocker.

Here no records whatever of the Son. Perhaps because he’s
always been such a problem. So utterly different from Barbara,
John Ramsay the Willful, John Ramsay the Violent, John Ram-
say the Gleeful. So stubborn, so tempestuous, so determined,
and yet so gleeful and so exuberant–his mirth excited by so little,
his hilarity so whole- souled. And then in a flash, fury and rage
takes its turn.

Whereas Barbara has always been such a reasonable child,
and so understanding of whys and wherefors [sic], John Ramsay
cannot be reasoned with at all. If Barbara desired an unsalutary
thing, she could be diverted into another channel. Not he.–Force
only prevents him from achieving an unwise act, and that at the
cost of his temper. He is vindictive, somewhat cruel, but at the
same time, very lovable and affectionate.

Other differences: Barbara has always loved “pretend”–she
not only played it herself but could be persuaded to eat, for in-
stance, by our pretending to give the alternate bite to a toy animal
or doll. But John Ramsay scornfully waves aside any animal we
pretend to feed. 2) Barbara has been very fond of all sorts of
toys, and has adored books. John Ramsay has never cared in
the least for any toys, except for a very slight interest in dolls,
and very lately (19 months) an interest in mechanical toys. He
pays . . . no attention to books or pictures. 3) Barbara loves music
and adores having songs sung to her, and sang herself before she
was a year old. John Ramsay slaps me if I attempt to sing to
him, and the only music he seems to like is very noisy Victrola
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music. 4) While Barbara’s every movement has been dainty and
graceful and well- poised, she has been careful of taking chances.
John Ramsay on the other hand has appeared rather awkward
and clumsy, but has been perfectly sure of himself. . .

John Ramsay talks very little. He says Daddy (he calls me
Daddy, too). . . One lesson John Ramsay has learned–the sense
of property. If he is told, “Barbara’s dolly,” or “Daddy’s pipe,”
. . . he will give it up. It is about the only point on which we have
scored.

With only one more entry (about Barbara’s cleverness in asking, “Well,
why doesn’t Mother Nature make enough policemen?”) the diary ends on
this sad note.

Though officially retired, Elizebeth Friedman was much in demand,
usually, if what she modestly claimed was true, for whatever work her hus-
band was too busy to do. For the coast guard, Customs service, IRS, all the
agencies under the Treasury Department, she did freelance codebreaking.
She had a secret service badge, but never wore it. She went into Washington
to pick up work, took it home to complete it, and returned it when it was
done.

In the year that the Friedmans arrived in Washington, another source
of secret messages developed, which would assure Elizebeth plenty of work
for many years.

Notes
1See Jack Littlefield’s article in The New Yorker, July 28, 1934.
2 Letter from Mrs. W. Preston Corderman, October 2, 1981.
3 For more details, see Kahn [Ka1], page 385.
4Edward Hebern died in 1952. For more details on the Hebern machine and the Fried-

man’s, see [ESF12] and [EF1].
5 See her Memoirs [EF1], page 46.
6 As usual, her letters are not as passionate as her husband’s. “Biwy, old dear,” she

begins. But his letters start, “Dearest Mine.” Elizebeth reported on visiting soldiers in a
hospital where Enda was working as a physical therapist: “A one-legged chap asked Enda
yesterday with a perfectly solemn face if I were married, and on her affirmation–still with
that solemn face,- asked if she thought I might be induced to give up my husband for
him!”

7 Now a densely populated section of Bethesda, Maryland.
8 See her Memoirs [EF1], page 56.
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9 The 1904 novel Green Mansions: A Romance of the Tropical Forest was a “lost world”
fantasy romance by William Henry Hudson.

10 It was not an easy pregnancy; Elizebeth suffered from pernicious nausea that lasted
for almost the entire nine months. Few records exist for this time, but we learn that she
retired once more on the first of May, giving pregnancy as the reason.

11 Following a long labor and difficult birth, Elizebeth’s pain was so great that a series
of X-rays was made, which indicated for the first time that her pelvic girdle was severely
damaged from the birth, and from a previously undetected congenital flaw. There followed
a series of casts, steel braces, and special girdles that she would wear off and on for the
rest of her life, but the detection explained her frequent back-aches, and enabled her to
plan for and go safely through another pregnancy three years later.

12 This was clearly one of Fabyan’s jokes. Elizebeth, thriftily, used it as a diary of
Barbara’s early years. The diary is in the GCMRF.

13 After Barbara was born, they got an Airedale Terrier dog named Krypto and a cat
named Pinklepurr (indicating that they were A.A. Milne fans). The diary entries are
adoring.

January 1925. Another instance of Barbara’s quaint imaginativeness: she
spends hours sitting by the puppy’s pen watching it, and much of the time
plays in that spot. But yesterday she was playing with many Christmas toys
. . . when I saw her choose from among them three toy animals, a bear and
two dogs, and deliberately carry them to the puppy’s pen and set them down
as close as possible to, and facing, the pup. Then she went back to her own
play.

Barbara remembers Cassie singing Baptist hymns all day long. She stayed with the
Friedmans until her death from cancer in 1932. When Barbara began to walk and would
disappear into the woods, Elizabeth could whistle for Krypto, and know that the baby
was in whatever direction the dog came from.

14 passim, Teapot Dome, Burt Noggle, 1962
15 The weak only son of a powerful empire-builder, John R. McLean, he was left an

enormous fortune at the death of his father. Everything was left in trust, and layered with
many conditions-which suggested that his father well knew of his son’s incompetence.
“Ned” never went to college, tried to run the newspapers his father left behind, including
the Cincinnati Enquirer, the St. Louis Dispatch, as well as the Washington Post. Very rich,
sporadically generous, strange and easily spooked, he has baffled historians to this day:
perhaps he really was the dupe, providing comic relief to a fascinated public–or perhaps
he really was involved. His frantic activities to avoid testifying suggest some guilt. Thus
ended another of the “brief American dynasties,” in the words of Mark Sullivan, in [Su]

16See her Memoirs, [EF1], page 54.
17 Information about McLean is from Robert Plunket’s delightful (and overlooked) novel,

[Pl], and the Washington Daily News, March 4-24, 1924.
18 The babyhood diary, in the GCMRF.
19 The babyhood diary, in the GCMRF.
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Prohibition

I was for many years a combatant in the war against one
kind of organized crime–smuggling, be it narcotics or alcohol. To
prevent being caught, criminals must adopt methods of keeping
under cover. At times they must even keep what they say under
cover–thus they sometimes use codes and ciphers– hence, on this
score I entered the battle1

Billy Friedman wrote to his wife in July of 1918 from France, where
he was deciphering German secret messages for the American Expeditionary
Forces, “. . . you have been responsible for all that I’ve done so far, little as
that has been.” A month later he wrote, “You’re lots smarter than I am
in ciphers.” Although his words were written out of loving adoration and
therefore not to be taken at face value, the Prohibition years in this country
were to prove his words true. What he meant was that his wife’s leaps of
intuition, her ability to read partial deciphered messages, to grasp the whole
from only parts, were remarkable even by his own standards.

Prohibition, sardonically termed The Great Experiment, was an exten-
sion of the nineteenth century temperance movement.The widespread abuse
of alcohol throughout the country, which reached its zenith in the early nine-
teenth century, was widely regarded as the greatest of social ills. The earliest
settlers in this country, unable to grow the kinds of grapes that could be
made into decent wine, quickly turned to the harder brandies that could
be made from many of the native fruits, the rum which could be imported
cheaply from the West Indies, and of course the excellent liquor which they
soon learned could be made from Indian corn or maize; that an abundance
of hard liquor was readily available to all comers. Early American and Euro-
pean writers observed that preachers were drunk in their pulpits, that judges
snored drunkenly at their benches, and that even children in school and at
home were drunk from morning to night. The liquor undoubtedly helped to
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insulate those early Americans from the cold, helped to quench the constant
thirst brought on by eating salted meat and fish, and in general eased the
stresses of colonial and frontier life. Within a short time, hard liquor became
a peculiarly American political tradition. When George Washington ran for
the legislature in 1758, he doled out a quart and a half of rum, beer, wine,
and brandy, for every vote he got. When he later became our first president,
he was still handing out booze for votes2.

Familiar to students of American history is the fact that when the new
government tried to raise money by imposing a whiskey tax soon after we
became a nation, it was faced with our first war, the “whiskey rebellion” and
forced to send in militia. Many Pennsylvania farmers and distillers preferred
facing redskins to facing revenuers, and moved westward to continue making
their whiskey untaxed. It may have been the British attempt to tax America’s
tea that precipitated the war for Independence, but at least some historians
believe that the Molasses Act of 1733, designed to make the colonists stop
drinking rum, was the real culprit.

Liquor was a mainstay of eighteenth century America, and in fact, there
were early warnings that hard liquor would destroy us as a nation. Well before
1800, Thomas Jefferson, certain that a healthy wine industry would prove an
antidote to the enormous social problem of public drunkenness, began serious
viticulture at Monticello. That is a story in itself, but Jefferson overcame
native root louse, poor soil, and the resulting undrinkable wine, to produce
decent wine in the Virginia mountains.

Several states passed temperance laws soon after the turn of the nine-
teenth century, but most were quickly repealed. Gradually, the emphasis on
temperance gave way to outright public demand on the part of the zealous for
government prohibition of all alcoholic beverages. Prohibition became one
of the most important political issues in the first two decades of the twen-
tieth century, and finally, after the first World War, on January 28, 1920,
the eighteenth amendment to the Constitution was passed over the majority
opinion of American voters, thanks to the efforts of a very vocal minority.
This new law forbade the manufacture, sale, import or export of intoxicating
liquors. It took the Volstead Act, named for its sponsoring Representative
from Minnesota, to also forbid the drinking of intoxicating beverages, defined
as anything with more than half of one percent alcohol3.

The nation’s typically stubborn frontier response to all this was to
become more addicted to drink than ever, and even more unruly about it. It
was said that liquor was supplied, in broad daylight, to City Hall in New York,
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by police officers. Bootlegging was common in the very halls of Congress.
The law was obviously doomed from the beginning.

Prohibition never even came close to achieving its aim of a dry society,
but for thirteen years it provided an excellent training ground for criminals
of many sorts. When Fiorello LaGuardia was elected Chairman of New York
City’s Board of Aldermen in 1920, he estimated that there were a quarter
of a million speak-easies in New York, that it would take a quarter of a mil-
lion police officers to enforce the law in that city, and that another quarter
of a million policemen would be needed to keep the others in line4. This
observation by itself, despite his many successful efforts to reduce political
corruption, suggests he did not intend to take this particular law very seri-
ously.

Inevitably moonshining and bootlegging could not be squelched; and
during the years of Prohibition home stills proliferated like cancer cells, and
a defiant nation drank any way that it could, its annual percapita consump-
tion actually increasing. As foreign liquor smuggling became a lucrative and
dangerous business, Elizebeth Friedman’s talents were called upon to help
outwit some of the worst lawbreakers. She was at pains to make clear that
she drank, during Prohibition, only wine, and that only in Europe, where the
law of the United States held no sway. But she felt that the country never
recovered from the strain Prohibition placed on the courts, and the boost
Prohibition gave to organized crime. Still, she was committed to keeping the
law.

Although the Canadian Government itself cooperated in the
efforts of the US to enforce the law, there were Canadian citi-
zens on both the East and West Coasts who became fabulously
wealthy (selling liquor to citizens of the United States.) One
such corporation in Vancouver, British Columbia, was sued by
the United States, after Prohibition was repealed, for seventeen
million dollars in lieu of the taxes that corporation would have
paid had its smuggled liquor been imported to the US legally5.

It fell to the government to prevent liquor being brought into this coun-
try, which necessitated engaging the Coast Guard to intercept messages com-
ing in at any point on our nearly 20,000 miles of coastline. Radio was the
only method by which seagoing vessels and buyers or brokers on land could
communicate, so these liquor smugglers were compelled to adopt codes and
ciphers to conceal their messages’ meanings.
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In 1925, shortly after the Friedmans moved into the Chevy Chase house,
Elizebeth was approached by Captain Charles Root6, an Intelligence Officer
for the U.S. Coast Guard. He wanted to develop counter-intelligence work
by the Coast Guard, and needed the expertise that only Elizebeth could
provide. By this time, Prohibition had been in effect for about five years,
and the liquor smuggling business was getting bigger with each passing day.
Captain Root had been working with Harry Anslinger7 , who was a vice-
consul from Nassau in the Bahamas. The warm seas between Florida and
the Bahamas, between Florida and Cuba, between New Orleans and Belize,
on the east coast of Central America, were major routes of the smugglers.
The entire Pacific Ocean was another, with liquor being smuggled up from
Mexico, down from Canada, and across the Pacific from the Orient. Elizebeth
went back to work8, this time again as a “special agent.”

The smugglers used every possible sort of ruse and trick: sometimes
decoy boats were sent out to cruise around empty at the same time as the
laden ships: if a patrol vessel approached, the empty speedboat would pick
up speed and run, hoping that the Coast Guard would take up the chase
while the real smuggling vessel made a clean getaway. Sometimes, cases of
liquor were netted together with huge blocks of salt and glass balls and sunk
at an agreed-upon pickup point. The pickup boats knew just how long it
would take the salt to melt and the cargo to rise to the top, and so the boats
could avoid an obvious rendezvous.

*

Up to 1928, Conexco used a general crypto-system for all the ships9.
However, starting around 1930, each ship in Conexco’s fleet used a different
cipher system. They had a Pacific fleet of about 40 ships (mostly motor boats,
but some steamships and other types of sea vessels), about half of them active
and in working condition. By combining Coast Guard surveillance with her
own decryptions, the intelligence office was able to chart where each ship was
at a given time. These charts and activity logs, collected over a period of
time, were very useful in court testimony.

The astonishing number of messages Elizebeth Friedman deciphered is,
of course, the result of hard work and persistence10. However, to give a feeling
for the scope of effort involved, we recall an item from one of her intelligence
reports. In an off-hand comment she mentions that just before William
Friedman left for an extended trip to Europe in the early 1930s, which she
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was planning on taking as well11, a change was made in the codebook of
the Conexco supply ship Malahat. It took about two months to break the
new code, after which Elizebeth could leave the remaining straightforward
decryptions to her assistants and leave for Europe to join her husband.

*

In a typical case, a collier, or coal ship, named the Maurice Tracy, was
not known or suspected to have any connection with liquor smuggling at all.
But Elizebeth had deciphered a series of messages which included information
that during a smuggling operation between two unidentified ships a man had
been lost overboard. A check on the crews of incoming ships in the area
enabled the government to identify the Maurice Tracy as the ship that had
lost a sailor. She was boarded and seized, and found to be carrying 2474
cases of liquor, worth about $ 200,000.

As long as the Maurice Tracy had not been a suspect, there had been no
reason to conceal the station’s whereabouts that gave them directions. Now,
not only did the government seize the ship, but also the next day the shore
radio station which directed the criminal activities of the ship was seized by
Justice Department agents.

In the case of the Holmwood, the vessel of that name had painted the
name of a legitimate freighter, The Texas Ranger, on her side, had gotten
past the port authority in New York, and was headed up the Hudson, when
intercepted ciphered messages alerted authorities to the deception, and the
Albany Customs and Coast Guard apprehended the ship at Haverstraw, New
York. Later the entire cargo was sold for a quarter of a million dollars.

Mrs. Friedman loved to tell her story about how she thinks the saying
“The Real McCoy” came into being. Although it was pro forma for all smug-
glers to proclaim their products pure and uncut, this was more often than
not a lie. Sometimes between source and destination, liquor was cut with
water as many as five times. One of the most famous rum-runners of those
early years was Captain William McCoy, who became known for the excel-
lent full-strength liquor he always sold. Everyone wanted McCoy’s liquor, so
naturally other rum-runners began claiming that theirs was McCoy liquor.
One might buy goods labeled as McCoy liquor, then find it disappointing.
Thus began the saying, folks sought “The Real McCoy.”

In her Memoirs, Elizebeth recalled12
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. . . a great deal of this liquor came from the Bahamas and for
that reason Mr. Anslinger, Vice-consul in Nassau, had become
almost fanatically interested in this illicit dealing. He had per-
suaded the Justice Department to establish a Bureau of Foreign
Control, and he had become the head of it.

Elizebeth, with the condition that she could work at home, went to
work as a special agent for Mr. Anslinger’s Bureau, and began analyzing
coded and ciphered messages from various sources. In light of the revealing
diary entries, it must have been with some relief that she hired Caretta to join
Cassie in taking care of the children, yet with some regret, also, at leaving
Barbara–and possibly some guilt at leaving John Ramsay, who was less than
a year old. They got along and sang all day, Barbara remembers. Later came
Alice Evelina, Blanche, Mrs. Celery, “Aunt Mary,” Nellie, Gertie.

Quite soon after hiring on at Mr. Anslinger’s Bureau, Elizebeth re-
ceived a ciphered message from Havana, Cuba. When examined, it turned
out to be a transposition cipher with an unknown keyword. An eager young
assistant whom she had just hired suggested “Havana”– but Mrs. Friedman
pooh-poohed that, and would not even try it, as it was just too obvious.
The young man tried it anyway, and when it proved to be right they quickly
solved the cipher, leading Mrs. Friedman to declare that in the future she
would not be so rigid.

At first, the smugglers’ codes and ciphers were easy; most could be
cracked in a few hours at most. Several were simple transposition ciphers,
or substitution ciphers like the anagrams in daily newspapers, easily broken
with only a small bit of text. But when it was discovered by the encipherers
how easily their secret words were read, they upped the ante, adopting more
complicated ciphers and codes.

By April of 1927, the Coast Guard had accumulated a huge number
of messages, with more coming each day. When the Nation is involved in a
war in which we are not combatants, it is the Treasury Department which is
charged with enforcing our neutrality, not the Armed Services. Prohibition
was viewed as a war, and eventually all the agencies dealing with secret
writings were pulled in under the umbrella of the Treasury Department, and
Elizebeth transferred, still as a special agent, to the Customs Investigative
Service in the Bureau of Customs. Gone were the days of simple ciphers and
simple solutions–and of simple arrangements. Elizebeth began to organize a
more efficient system.
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For example, a Coast Guard Base at San Pedro, California, had for-
warded a pile of messages by which she was able to break into a system in
current use on the Pacific coast. But instead of then wasting time laboriously
deciphering each message, she traveled by train to California in July of 1928,
and instructed one man, a C.A. Housel, in how to decipher messages encoded
in that system. Mr. Housel was then able to do the actual deciphering. She
did this kind of training in several places in the west, on the Gulf Coast, and
on the Florida coast.

Thereafter, she could use her time to solve whatever devious new “sys-
tems” the smugglers might conceive, and return the messages written in those
systems with the necessary keys for their deciphering to the local agents.

Code systems required much more text for solution, “comprising as they
do conventionalized dictionaries wherein a single code group such as AVAST
or QWJER may mean as much as a whole sentence.” There were many com-
mercial codes and public codes available at the time, and a common trick of
the smugglers was to use a commercial code and then encipher it. Sometimes
in addition numbers were added. Sometimes new letters were substituted for
old letters in the codes. As the smugglers began to communicate by short-
wave radio, three government agencies operated wireless intercept services,
and there was great rivalry among the three, according to Mrs. Friedman, to
“get” messages and try to decipher them. It was she who suggested consoli-
dation of that service, and in November of 1930 she proposed a central unit
that would include a training office for warrant officers assigned there for at
least one year. Then those trained men would be sent into the field to take
charge of distant stations under the central unit.

With her new system, Elizebeth was able to stay one jump ahead of
the smugglers. As time went on, her work became more and more difficult.
The plain text meanings were not any longer translated into any known code,
but into new and arbitrary codes known only to the sender and the receiver.
Commercial code builders grew more adept at putting together new codes. In
cracking a code, Mrs. Friedman had to build up the vocabulary, or virtually
reconstruct the entire code book. Her past experience with this was much in
her favor, but in addition, frequently there were still encipherments built on
top of these codes: one constantly changing cipher system involved adding
the daily date to each message. A date shift cipher works this way: one prints
the plaintext message to be sent, repeats under it a given date in numbers,
for instance 051238. The number under each letter shows how many places
forward the reader must shift to get the enciphered letter. Of course, the
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Message as sent: MJFAK ZYWKB QATYT JSL QATS QXYGX OGTB
Cipher alphabet
applied resulting

in Acme lets BARRY OIJYS where and when WINUM fuel
Acme code nos. 08033 53725 25536
subtract 1000 07033 52725 24536

ABC Code, 6th. anchored in harbor are you sending

Figure 14: An actual message, with the decryption steps taken by Elizebeth
Smith Friedman, in the Conexco case.

receiver must know the original date, or group of numbers being used. Some
date shift ciphers change every day as the date changes.

She described one of the more complicated systems13:

The correspondent prepared a message for sending by find-
ing the plain language in the ABC Code, 6th Edition, and the
numeral code group therein was recorded. To this number was
added 1000. The resulting number was then found in the Acme
Code14. Here the letter group opposite the number was recorded
and then to this was applied a mixed cipher alphabet. The result-
ing letters were sent out as the secret message. The process. . . is
in reality very laborious, and takes an infinitely longer time to
transcribe, even by the correspondents thoroughly familiar with
the modus operandi.

The message Elizebeth received was no more complicated on the surface
than the simplest transposition cipher. She was able, from the arrangement,
to determine that it was an enciphered telegraphic code. Any one of hundreds
of public codes might have been used, and she needed to solve the cipher
to discover which one actually had been. Painfully, the cipher alphabet was
built up, revealing code groups of the Acme Code. But no intelligent meaning
could be reached from the Acme Code, so it was obvious that further steps
were necessary. An actual message, with the steps explained, is shown in
Figure 14. Note that come words of the message were enciphered using only
a combination of the Acme Code with the ABC Code, while others were
enciphered using the ABC Code with the ABC Code, plus an additional
translation cipher (shifting by 1000 in this case).

Final message:
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Anchored in harbor. Where and when are you sending fuel?

Often what was called one cipher system actually comprised four or five
encyption methods, as in the example above. Thus it can be said that the
science of cryptography grew much more sophisticated and difficult because
of Prohibition.

In 1929, according to Mrs. Friedman’s records, more than twenty con-
tacts between delivery ships and pickup boats per week were prevented be-
cause agents knew in advance of plans, and could casually station their boats
between the two meeting vessels, thus forcing fully laden ships to return to
their foreign sources without having made deliveries. Because of Elizebeth’s
work, many vessels were forced to operate at points beyond territorial wa-
ters, so in addition to their being thwarted at breaking the law, there were
enormous expenses to the owners of the illegal vessels in terms of time and
money and delays.

Sometimes there were light moments at the end of the dark tunnels of
confusion through which Elizebeth had to feel her way: Elizebeth recalled one
smuggler named Andrew, whose many problems she learned of by decoding
his ship-to-shore pleas. Once Andrew sent a complicated coded message
asking for new boots, size 18. Another time Andrew wired his mother that
he had need of a new glass eye. These messages were in a system she had
been working on between Vancouver, British Columbia, and ships at sea. In
one day Mrs. Friedman intercepted the message, “INFORM ANDREW HIS
WIFE JUST HAD TWINS,” and the return message, “SORRY ANDREW
HAS NO WIFE.”

Her work during these busy years was not without the relief of humor.
In fact, she collected and saved some of the more amusing messages: “GET
TO HELL OUT OF IT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. EDDIE MAD,” read
one. Men on boats at sea for a long time got bored, ran out of clothes,
missed their wives: “SUGGEST POSITION WELL CLEAR OF BLANK,”
“CUTTER THERE DAILY,” “TEL WIFE SEND DOZEN SOCKS SIZE
11.” Later a message from the same source read “BELIEVE OR NOT WE
HAVE 3 NASTURCHAMS BLOOMING. TELL WIFE.” And a third, also
from this source, sounding a bit desperate: “OWNERS SHUCHONA AND
TWO WOMEN IS HERE. WILL NOT LEAVE UNTIL GET RELIEF.”

*
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On March 23, 1929, black headlines in major newspapers screamed,
“Prohibition gone mad,” when American agents sank a ship carrying liquor.

The I’m Alone was a famous rum-runner15. She was trim and fast, a
125-foot schooner launched in 1923 and registered in Canada as a British
ship, but believed by Coast Guard agents to be operated by Americans. She
had for years been suspected of being a contraband carrier, but whenever an
American patrol boat encountered her, she was beyond the three-mile coastal
limit.

Canada made on the one hand valiant attempts to uphold American
law; on the other hand, there was no Prohibition in Canada, so the Canadian
government was not overly concerned about where its vessels delivered liquor.
Of course the Americans were anxious to intercept vessels and search them
for contraband.

On March 22, 1929, the cutters Walcott and Dexter, patrolling the
Louisiana coast, received a radio message which ordered them to capture
the I’m Alone, board and search her. She was notorious for evading cutters.
Equipped with a pair of one hundred horsepower engines (which was a lot at
the time) and a radio with a range of about 1,000 miles, for nearly six years of
rum-running, she escaped Coast Guard detection. This time, the I’m Alone
fled towards Mexico, and the Dexter followed for more than a day, signalling
her to stop, then firing on the schooner for more than an hour before the
vessel sank 200 miles off the Louisiana coast, her Canadian flag still waving.
One of her crew members was killed in the action. The Dexter then picked
up the captain and the crew of the I’m Alone and returned them in chains to
New Orleans. When the captain and crew of that ship were questioned about
ownership of the vessel on their return to New Orleans by the Dexter, they
appeared ignorant, describing a man known to them as Dan Hogan, whom
they had seen on the boat, who had been present at unloadings. They readily
admitted smuggling liquor, but convinced the government that they did not
know who owned the I’m Alone. They thought the boat was Canadian,
owned by a company located in Nova Scotia, where the boat had been built,
and where it was perfectly legal to ship liquor.

Out of incidents like this one have come no less serious consequences
than war, as was pointed out in newspaper editorials all over North America
at the time. The point at which Elizebeth Friedman entered the case was
after the I’m Alone was scuttled. The issue was that this ship flew a Canadian
flag and the sinking became an international incident [Hy].

Declaring that the sinking of the Canadian vessel was not justified, the
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Canadian government demanded reparation of $ 386,000, and an apology
for sinking a Canadian ship on suspicion only, in international waters. The
United States claimed they were within the twelve-mile limit at the outset of
the pursuit. Canadian reckonings put the ship at least fifteen miles offshore.
Because there was no Prohibition in Canada, and it was not illegal in Canada
to export liquor, relations between the two countries were already strained.
The owners of the ship could not be discovered, though U.S. agents believed
the I’m Alone to be an American ship, running under a Canadian flag for
obvious reasons. The case dragged on.

Six months later, in November 1929, Elizebeth was sent by the Coast
Guard to Houston, Texas, to solve some messages subpoenaed from Western
Union and expected to implicate some defendants who had been indicted in
southern Texas. She stayed in Houston long enough to decipher “a whole
trunkful” of messages, turned them over to the authorities, and returned
to Washington. On the way home, she stopped off in New Orleans at the
Customs Office, there to deliver twenty-seven unsigned cable messages orig-
inating in Belize that apparently had nothing to do with the Houston case,
or any other case then under investigation, yet certainly had to do with
smuggling operations.

She pointed out to the Customs agent there, Edson Shamhart, a mes-
sage addressed to MOCANA, an unregistered cable address in New York,
reading “YOCAJ LYNEKYOECKMEDLO EPUJSOGARP YASAP.” She
felt the Mocana address was somewhere in Montreal, Canada, but the mes-
sage was not in cipher; it was in code. She had cracked part of the code, but
not all of it. Some letter groups such as YOCAJ and YOECK had no mean-
ing in the Private Supplement to Bentley’s Code, which she had discovered
was the code used for the rest of the message. The other letter-groups were
not transpositions or ciphers of any kind. She had, of course, checked every
code book at her disposal, and finally had to assume an absolutely private
code that would yield to no one but a person knowing the absolutely arbitrary
meanings of YOCAJ and YOECK. So the decoded message read, “YOCAJ.
700 YOECK, 1200 DOLLARS. TELEGRAPH POSITION OF YASAP.” No
one could have gone farther without a codebook. Another decoded message
read “YIZAB, ZYRLA, 400 DOLLARS. SHIPMENT OF 2000 YINOS, 800
YINRA AND THE OTHER EXPENSES.”

The entire batch of telegrams was like this. Elizebeth assumed that the
letter groups referred to names of people, as in YASAP, and goods of some
kind, as in YINOS, but she could do nothing more, as the private code words
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could have referred to anything–bananas, bed-springs, or beets,– as well as to
cases of brandy or whiskey or other contraband. She left the messages with
Shamhart in the hopes that they would somehow tie in with work that was
being done there, as Belize was the point of origin of a great many messages
to and from smugglers.

Within hours, Shamhart realized that the messages Mrs. Friedman had
brought him jibed with known sailing and contact dates of the I’m Alone,
and known cargoes. He was now able to equate YINOS with Scotch whiskey,
and so on. What they now had to find was who really owned the I’m Alone,
and his nationality.

The cable address MOCANA led agents to a New York hotel, and to
a man whose name Mrs. Friedman was able to guess, from the code name
Harforan, referred to one Joseph H. Foran. The message address was in care
of Western Union, the Hotel McAlpin, New York. Customs agents staked out
the hotel, and soon identified Joseph Foran tentatively, from descriptions, as
the man called Dan Hogan, known as the Al Capone of Louisiana, and known
to have been present at unloading the I’m Alone. On November 21, “Dan
Hogan” was arrested and charged with conspiracy to violate the national
Prohibition Act. He escaped from agents once and moved to another hotel.
But he was then found by tracking his girlfriend, a hairdresser called Marie,
to his new place. Agents had only verbal descriptions of Dan Hogan, and
he nearly escaped a second time by denying he was Hogan; but he turned
instinctively at the moment when someone called out the name “Dan,” giving
himself away.

He had continued after the sinking of the I’m Alone, to follow the same
operations. Subsequently he admitted to being the sole owner of the I’m
Alone, which meant that the boat was indeed an American, not a Canadian,
ship. Once this was proven, the United States was exonerated. In a good-will
gesture, the government paid around $ 50,000 to the innocent survivors of
the sinking–to the family of the man killed, and to the sailors who had lost
everything they owned when the schooner went down. But of course, as the
ship was proven to be owned by an American, no longer was there cause for
Canada to demand close to a half million dollars, and no longer was there
fear over the possible implications of an international incident. Before it was
over, Big Jim Clarke, chief witness for the prosecution, was shot to death. In
the subsequent hearings, it was upheld as a point of international law that a
smuggling ship picked up in territorial waters can be chased out to sea, can
be sunk if necessary, without infringement of international law. Ironically,
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when “Dan Hogan” finally went to jail, Prohibition had been over for two
years.

According to [Hy], in the Joint Final Report of Jan. 5, 1935,

. . . the Commissioners declared that they found as a matter
of fact that, from September, 1928, down to the date when she
was sunk, the I’m Alone, although a British ship of Canadian
registry, was de facto owned, controlled, and at the critical times,
managed, and her movements directed and her cargo dealt with
and disposed of, by a group of persons acting in concert who
were entirely, or nearly so, citizens of the United States, and who
employed her for the purpose of carrying intoxicating liquors from
British Honduras designed for illegal introduction and sale in the
territory of the United States.

As a result, no compensation was paid in respect of the loss of the ship
or the cargo. The I’m Alone case was one of the most important ones from
the perspective of international relations. According to [Hy],

It bears testimony to the reasonableness of the requirement
that a respondent State should not, through the agency of an ar-
bitral or other agency or commission, be subjected to the burden
of paying damages necessarily accruing to the direct benefit of its
own nationals.

Elizebeth Friedman’s collected papers [EF2], contain examples of de-
cryptions from the I’m Alone. One example is given in Figure 15.

*

As described by Mowry [Mo]:

Convictions for conspiracy required the construction of a case
connecting the ship, the illicit shore station and its operator, and
the ‘bosses’ controlling the operation. The only way to accom-
plish this was through the encrypted messages originating in the
New Orleans office of Consolidated Exporters and transmitted by
their illicit radio station which would show that the defendants
actually directed the movements of the smuggling vessels.
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Figure 15: Elizebeth Smith Friedman cryptanalysis (source: George C. Marshall Foun-

dation).

Hundreds of encrypted messages between the ‘black’ ships and
their shore stations had been intercepted by the Coast Guard
Intelligence Office in in Mobile, Alabama, and many more were
seized by the special agents when they raided the syndicate head-
quarters in New Orleans. All of those messages were forwarded to
Coast Guard headquarters, where they were deciphered, decoded,
and indexed by the Cryptanalysis Section.

Meanwhile, at the time of the Houston trial, Elizebeth was summoned
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back to Texas as an expert witness. She recalls in her Memoirs16,

As I sat in the back of the courtroom with Malcolm Mc-
Corquodale, the young Assistant District Attormey, I heard the
names of (the six or seven disreputable-looking) defendants, “Frenchy”
Arnautou, Joe LaRosa, and John “Little Business” Ratliffe; when
these names were read off by the clerk of the court, the young
District Attorney nudged me and said, ”This is the case in which
you appear.”

Judge Hutcheson requested the attorney for those defendants to arise.
Much to Mrs. Friedman’s surprise, up rose an extremely buxom over-made-
up young woman with flashing black eyes and hair, chewing gum loudly. At
an intermission Mrs. Friedman got an explanation.

Sadie Bevalacqua, for that was the woman’s name, was a local girl of
Italian parentage who had gone briefly, and not very successfully, to school
in Galveston. She had married a local businessmen, also of Italian heritage,
supposedly either a smuggler or perhaps merely reputed to be mixed up in
smuggling. Among their friends and associates were the defendants in this
case, Mr. McCorquodale told Mrs. Friedman.

Sadie’s husband had made some money, enough to take his beautiful
young wife back to the homeland, Italy, for a visit. On their return, the
Immigration Service found her passport in order, but not his, as he had been
born in Italy and apparently never naturalized. He was sent back to Italy,
and Sadie was left alone in Galveston. She did not accompany him back nor
follow him back to Italy, and they had never been reunited.

Instead, Sadie presented herself to the Texas Board of Examiners, who
constituted the whole authority to say whether any person could practice
law in the state of Texas. No law school degree was required, not even an
apprenticeship of “reading law” in another lawyer’s office. It was entirely up
to the state board to grant or deny a license to practice law. Apparently
Sadie pleased them, for she was granted a license, and began immediately,
and with quite some success, to defend her old friends and business associates
who, because they disagreed with it, would not support the law of the land
during Prohibition. Though Sadie had never even succeeded in graduating
from high school, she apparently had an aptitude for the law17.

There was considerable argument in the Galveston courtroom
when the United States Attorney, M.H. Holden, wished to intro-
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Figure 16: Elizebeth Smith Friedman with briefcase (U.S. government publicity photo).

duce the telegrams passing between Belize, Galveston, and New
Orleans which Mr. Holden maintained. . . were proof of the con-
spiracy charge.

The judge finally allowed the telegrams Elizebeth Friedman’s office had
deciphered to be introduced as evidence, but warned that a connection be-
tween the defendants and the persons named in the cipher telegrams must
be shown.

Elizebeth, as the translator of the messages, was sworn in. She had
already assessed the jury as being uneducated and intellectually substandard;
she was therefore very careful to explain in the simplest language possible
how she had deciphered the telegrams, doing her best to keep the jury with
her.

Sadie Bevelacqua was then allowed to cross-examine Mrs. Friedman.
The code word “coconut” had been used in the telegrams to designate liquor
in cases, and the rest of the messages had been in a simple cipher system.
Sadie, sashaying around in her tight dress, asked Mrs. Friedman about a mes-
sage from a company called Melhado and Son to one of the defendants which
translated ADVISING CANT SEND MORE THAN 10,000 COCONUTS.
Sadie asked her, “Do you know whether Melhado and Son raise coconuts?”
Mrs. Friedman said of course she did not know, feeling it improper to add
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what everyone in the courtroom well knew: that the Melhado Brothers were
well- known as being in the liquor business, and one of the largest importers
and exporters in the American hemisphere.

But Mrs. Bevelacqua, stalling and shifting her gum, said, “But your
Honor, this ‘code’ and ‘cipher’ I do not understand.” The judge turned to
Elizebeth, requesting, “Please explain.”

Having been gentle and careful in her handling of the jury, Mrs. Fried-
man, now irritated, this time launched into an explanation replete with ev-
ery complicated technical term she could dredge up, directly addressing Mrs.
Bevelacqua.

Sadie struggled to her feet in about three minutes, saying, “I object.”
The entire courtroom broke up with laughter, as no attorney objects to an
explanation he himself has asked for.

But Judge Hutcheson was not amused. Pounding his gavel to quiet
the courtroom, he said, “You asked for the explanation, now you’re going to
listen to it!”

The outcome of that case was that Judge Hutcheson decreed that there
had been no clear connection shown between the telegrams and the defen-
dants, although, Mrs. Friedman later recorded, it was well-known among
observers in the courtroom that the names of the people to whom the tele-
grams were sent were aliases of the accused.

Though Prohibition’s repeal eventually took away some of Sadie Bevelac-
qua’s clientele, she went on practicing law in and around Galveston for many
years, according to Mrs. Friedman. “But there, as elsewhere,” she concluded,
“those who had learned the ways of the easy money in the liquor smuggling
game, doubtless continued in allied branches which also afforded easy money
gains.”

*

In 1924, when she began working for Prohibition, Mrs. Friedman ob-
served that there were only two general cipher systems in use, and those
changed every six months or so. But by the end of the decade, she wrote,
‘The primary or elementary types are by far the most uncommon today.” In
1930 she estimated that she had deciphered 3300 messages in “nearly fifty”
distinct and different cipher systems. But by then her efforts at streamlining
operations had increased the efficiency of the government’s deciphering unit
enormously; for example, on September 29, 1930, a Vancouver shore sta-
tion operated by the Consolidated Exporters Company (Conexco) sent word
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to the rum-runner Corazel which operated along the Gulf coast: “HARRY
CANNOT TAKE GOODS NOW. PROCEED FIFTY MI EAST BRITTON
ISLAND AND GIVE TO LOUIS WHEN HE COMES.” Immediately the
message was reduced to plaintext, forwarded to the Commissioner of the
Gulf Division, and the ship intercepted.

Prohibition was then a decade along, the most unpopular legislation
that had or has ever been passed in the United States. Not since the Rev-
olution had Americans practiced such disregard for the law. Al Capone,
small-time New York gangster turned liquor mogul, moved to Chicago and
made over $ 100 million a year for a decade. He was regarded by many as
a living legend. The Federal Government was losing its battle against the
growing number of smugglers.

In 1933, Elizebeth testified first before a grand jury and then dur-
ing the trial in New Orleans of one Albert “Bert” Morrison, land agent for
Conexco. The Consolidated Exporters Company was by far the largest and
most powerful international smuggling syndicate in existence during Prohibi-
tion, practically monopolizing liquor-smuggling in the Gulf of Mexico and the
West Coast. Elizebeth took on this juggernaut more or less single-handedly,
determined to break the back of their illegal operation. Conexco, which cost
the United States government billions of dollars in lost revenues, had begun
its operations nearly the day that the Prohibition amendment was declared18.
In another case, in 1931, a single tax adjustment by the United States against
Conexco netted the country $ 119,885.00. The judgment, appealed, was up-
held in court because of Mrs. Friedman’s deciphering of messages.

Often a ship might be seized by Customs Authorities and found “clean,”
since an investigation might take place weeks after contraband had been
unloaded, distributed, and sold, or when a ship was “light” between as-
signments. There might be no physical evidence to substantiate smuggling
charges at all when government agents boarded a vessel. Yet Customs were
able to prove many times, through Mrs. Friedman’s intercepts, that the ship
in question had certainly been involved in smuggling. The importance of
Elizebeth’s work is difficult to overestimate.

In 1929 alone more than forty vessels, with an aggregate value of well
over a million dollars, were apprehended entirely because of Elizebeth Fried-
man’s deciphering of their intercepted messages.
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Elizebeth Friedman’s triumphs over Conexco’s illicit commerce won her
national notice and approbation19.

*

According to the Plattsburgh (New York) Daily Republican, on Monday
April 13, 1931,

. . . federal prohibition agents struck a decisive blow at liquor
smuggling through New Orleans and coast cities of Mississippi
Saturday with the arrest of three alleged Capone agents, two
Canadian distilleries and the owner and operator of an illegal
radio transmission. Arrest of more than 100 persons was expected
by prohibition officers before nightfall. Warrants were issued for
several Mississippi Gulf coast county officers, some of the biggest
bootleggers in New Orleans and others.

Bert Morrison of the Vancouver Consolidated Distillers, as well as three al-
leged Capone agents, Nathan Goldberg, Al Hartman and Harry Doe, were
among those arrested in New Orleans.

The Bert Morrison Case turned out to be the largest smuggling case
of the entire Prohibition era, a conspiracy case involving five leaders and
eighteen of their employees in a syndicate that owned a fleet of rum ships,
hundreds of trucks, and several wireless stations, and shipped millions of dol-
lars of liquor through New Orleans to the midwest and the entire east coast.
The trial was the culmination of a long effort on the part of our government
to apprehend and convict the land agents of the Consolidated Exporters Cor-
poration of Vancouver, British Columbia (addressed in telegraph and wireless
as CONEXCO). Colonel Amos Woodcock, Special Assistant to the United
States Attorney General, a famous attorney who had been Director of Pro-
hibition for the United States, conducted the case for the prosecution, and
said at the time of the trial that the government had spent a half a million
dollars and two whole years in preparing for the case, indicting more than one
hundred people. By then it was certain that Prohibition would be repealed,
but the government continued to prosecute the biggest cases for several years
following, as the revenues it could collect upon a conviction were enormous.

It was absolutely essential to connect the ring leaders with the actual
operations of the smuggling vessels. The only way that could be done was
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through radio messages originating in the office and illicit radio station of
Conexco that showed that the defendants were actually directing the move-
ments of vessels. Woodcock testified that the most important evidence was
a long series of intercepted messages over several years relating to the move-
ments of a considerable number of vessels and speed boats, their cargoes,
points of contact, and financial transactions. Bert Morrison, along with
twenty-two other defendants, was convicted and received maximum sentence
and fine. Morrison had been operating as the land agent for Mexico and
British Honduras, making arrangements for the selling, shipping, landing,
and distribution of liquor. His co-defendants in New Orleans were the people
who aided in one or another phase of these operations.

The defendants appealed as a matter of course, but their sentences were
sustained by the Court of Appeals. The defense tried to discredit Elizebeth
Friedman’s abilities, claiming that because she could not name the exact
brands of liquor from her decipherments, that her cryptanalysis was merely
a matter of personal opinion. “Seven defense attornies (sic) jumped to their
feet and protested in behalf of the twenty-five defendants on trial. . . ” began
one newspaper story. Mrs. Friedman was asked by the defense attorney,
Edwin H. Grace, if the cipher word for alcohol could just as easily mean
bananas or coconuts. As had become her habit, she asked for a blackboard
and demonstrated to the court how she had reached the plaintext “names.”

“It is not a matter of opinion, but a matter of science,” she told them.

The defense attorneys had more or less naggingly continued
questioning for sometime trying to trick me in one way or another
and one of the things that they hit upon was to state that the
names of liquors which I had used in the decipherment of the
messages were not produced.[It] appeared by the same method
as the general body of text. I sought an opportunity to silence
the cross-examination in a decisive manner.

The letter groups under discussion that she had deciphered included
GLNORE, DIXI, SOCBN, MELWOD, SEGRM, GUGHEM, RGAL, DNBAR.
For her demonstration, Mrs. Friedman chose OLD COLONEL, with three
o’s and 3 l’s, and the word ALCOHOL, all words out of the messages she
had deciphered, showing how there was only one way to decipher the words
of any message, and that MELWOD was deciphered by the same system. By
that time jury were nodding their heads in understanding, and the defense
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attorneys “were nervously indicating that they had been through enough of
this black and white proof.” Mrs. Friedman then concluded by informing
the jury decisively, “I am an expert on codes and ciphers, not on the brand
names of liquor.” She later noted that it was her good luck that the at-
torneys had pounced on the names of the whiskies, as they were the only
odd “words” in an otherwise simple cipher. When the newspapers came out
the next day, dramatizing the entire event, they called the cipher “the most
complex of ciphers,” leading Mrs. Friedman to retort, “Rubbish. Simplest
of cipher systems in existence. Single substitution.”

A series of articles about the Bert Morrison Case appearing in the
Atlanta Journal irritated Mrs. Friedman because headlines read:

“DEFENDANTS SCORE AGAIN IN TRIAL OF GREAT LIQUOR
PLOT, ”

and

“NEW ORLEANS COURT FREES EIGHT OF TWENTY-FIVE TRIED
FOR RUM CONSPIRACY. ”

The article described how eight of the defendants were found guilty of a lesser
charge than conspiracy. Clearly, the reason it angered Mrs. Friedman had
little to do with any moral stance on the subject of liquor, but was because it
appeared to discredit her abilities. But of course it also demonstrates what
the public’s opinion of Prohibition was. It was not long before Prohibition
was repealed.

During this period, the Cryptanalytic Unit consisted of Mrs. Friedman
(Figure 16) and one clerk. Colonel Woodcock commended Elizebeth Smith
Friedman, the star witness, in a letter which Elizebeth was especially proud
of. Woodcock stated in a letter to the Coast Guard that he did not believe
it would have been possible to win this case without her testimony.

I am taking the liberty to bring to your attention the unusual
service rendered by Mrs. Elizabeth Smith Friedman in the trial
of the largest smuggling case which the Bureau of Prohibition
had made during the last two years. I prosecuted the case in the
United States District Court at New Orleans. Mrs. Friedman
was summoned as an expert witness to testify as to the meaning
of certain intercepted radio code messages. These messages were
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Figure 17: Photo of Elizebeth, William and their son John (age 9) thaken in the mid-

1930s (source: George C. Marshall Research Foundation)

sent to and from Belize, Honduras, New Orleans and ships at
sea. Without their translations, I do not believe that this very
important case could have been won. Mrs. Friedman made an
unusual impression upon the jury. Her descriptions of the art
of deciphering and decoding established in the minds of all her
entire competency to testify. It would have been a misfortune of
the first magnitude in the prosecution of this case not to have
had a witness of Mrs. Friedman’s qualifications and personality
available.

Notes

1See [ESF10], page 1.
2See Carson [Car].
3 The act was later modified to allow 3.2 (proof) beer, which was actually 1.6 percent

alcohol. This is because American proof is twice the percentage of alcohol by volume.
4See the Memoirs, [EF1].
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5See Memoirs [EF1], page 57-60. In another case, in 1931, a tax adjustment against the
Consolidators Exporters’ Corporation was upheld by the courts for one hundred nineteen
million dollars (see page 12 of the “West coast” intelligence report F23 in B4 of Elizebeth
Friedman’s collected papers).

6 A short biography of Charles Root can be found on the USCG website, http://www.
uscg.mil/history/people/RootCharles.pdf.

7 Later, Anslinger was made the first Commissioner of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_J._Anslinger.

8 In light of the revealing diary entries, it must have been with some relief that she
hired Caretta to join Cassie in taking care of the children, yet with some regret, also, at
leaving Barbara–and possibly some guilt at leaving John Ramsay.

9A reference for this section is the material in B4, F17 and F23, in Elizebeth Friedman’s
collected papers.

10 Up to some time in 1931, Elizebeth Friedman was only assisted by one clerk untrained
for crypto work (see B5, F6 in her collected papers). However, after 1931, she was, at
times, helped by six trained assistants. With the exception of their jointly-authored book
[FF], Elizebeth Friedman and her husband generally kept their work separate from their
home and family life. William did invent cryptographic games and puzzles for his children
but, for the most part, he and Elizebeth did not help each other solve problems from work
at home.

11See Clark [Cl].
12[EF1], page 58.
13See [ESF3], page 6-7.
14 The Acme Commodity and Phrase Code was a book published in 1923 by the Acme

Code Company. It contained standard condensed terms designed to shorten telegrams and
save money.

15 This case is clearly described in the articles by David Mowry [Mo], Joseph Ricci [R]
and Nancy Skoglund [Sk].

16 See [EF1], page 97. Also the Sadie story is told on [ESF14], with great laughter and
embellishment.

17 This may not be as outlandish as it on first sight appears. In 1917 Texas had the
first U.S. woman governor, Mrs. James “Ma” Ferguson, who took over after her husband
had been impeached!

18 On one occasion her quick interception and deciphering of messages resulted in break-
ing up a plot to smuggle 100,000 rounds of ammunition to Cuba on a boat called the
General Testa. And in addition to actual seizures, because of her intercepts thousands of
proposed contacts were aborted in all our coastal waters.

19 George and Henry Reifel were brothers who had worked for Conexco. Indicted on
a criminal charge of smuggling liquor into Seattle, Washington, they posted a bond of a
quarter million dollars, which they then forfeited by leaving the United States and not
returning. They realized their conviction was a certainty if they returned for their trial,
because they knew that the government possessed deciphered messages by E. Friedman
about every movement for years of their smuggling liquor into the United States, including
dispatching of mother ships, intermediate ships, and speed boats, exact amounts of cargo
delivered, even to the names and brands of contraband.
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Narcotics

Cryptanalysis has its dull moments, even its despairing ones.
On the other hand, when I have struggled for long, weary hours
(which sometimes stretch into weeks) on a problem that has ap-
peared utterly hopeless and then suddenly burst through to light
and a successful solution, then the work has its thrills. . . when I
am summoned by telegram to a city two or three thousand miles
away, to read several thousand messages to be used in a court
case the following Monday, I think with a sigh of the sheltered
life of the man who sits in a museum and spends thirty years
deciphering one page of Hittite1.

In addition to illegal liquor, narcotics were being regularly smuggled
into the country during the twenties and thirties, and, as a result of the
Alien Act of 1920 curtailing immigration drastically, there was a great traffic
in illegal aliens. Thus, though Prohibition quickly became one of our nation’s
least laudable chapters, Elizebeth Friedman learned a great deal during those
years which enabled her to continue in her work. Just as Prohibition had
taught criminals high-powered methods of smuggling, Prohibition had taught
Elizebeth Friedman how to intercept smugglers.

After Prohibition was repealed, the smugglers turned what they had
learned to advantage. They continued to smuggle liquor to avoid the high
taxes on it, and to the list of items smuggled were added narcotics, perfumes,
jewels, and even Pinto beans on the Mexican border.

It is perhaps redundant to note that the first half of the twentieth cen-
tury was not an easy time for women to achieve their own levels of compe-
tence. Yet Elizebeth Friedman had a career both important and glamorous.
She traveled alone at a time when only the daring did; she raised two chil-
dren and retained the utter devotion of her husband for his lifetime, while in
her working life defeating smugglers and spies. Sometimes she checked into
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hotels under aliases. Frequently she was attended by bodyguards or tailed
by intelligence agents.

Publicity stories about Mrs. Friedman during the twenties and thirties
reflect the attitudes of the times: once while she was in Mexico working
on deciphering Mayan hieroglyphs, the Hillsdale Alumnus reported that the
school’s star graduate “Mrs. Elizabeth Smith Friedman was on a visit to
Mexico. . . and could not be at the reunion.” Perhaps they felt her activities
to be just a little un-ladylike. The Washington Daily News on May 3, 1933,
reported that “The Government . . . brought to the witness stand in Federal
Court a pretty woman ‘scrypt analyst’ or code-reader.” That same year The
New Orleans Item called her, “a pretty little woman who protects the United
States.” Part of her success was undoubtedly that she did not look the part
of a spy–which was of course a desirable trait for anyone in espionage. The
San Francisco Examiner in 1934 reported coyly that “this attractive young
matron. . . has caused many of the biggest international smugglers to wind up
behind bars.” And in 1938, the Washington Herald stated, “Mrs. Friedman
does not look the part she plays in government affairs: is small and slender
with bright curly hair tinged with red lights, and intelligent blue eyes.” A
Dutch painter who portrayed her in 1930 painted those same eyes green.
Actually, her children say, they were hazel.

In 1930, Elizebeth tried to persuade the Coast Guard that it should
centralize its organization in order to act more quickly and efficiently to
frustrate smugglers. She argued that centralization would reduce aimless
activity, reduce the mileage of Coast Guard cutters because the course and
contact positions would be known sooner. She pointed out the potential
savings of fuel, wear and tear, and time, to the Coast Guard.

*

The case of the Ezra brothers

In May 1933 the Ezra brothers were arrested in California for distribut-
ing narcotics on the West Coast of the United States. Elizebeth Friedman
was able to decipher the messages that the smugglers used.

Shanghai
While today we make think of Shanghai as a beautiful Chinese city

with ultra-modern architecture, it has an interesting history as a geographical
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region supporting an international settlement zone not beholden to the laws
governing the rest of China. A “city” wall was built for the first time in
1554 to protect the town from raids by pirates. It was 33 feet high and 3
miles in circumference. This walled section segregated the native Chinese
from the foreigners. In 1854, the Shanghai Municipal Council was created to
manage the foreign settlements (organise road repairs, trash collection, and
so on). Until the 1940s, these foreigners lived outside of the walled section
of Shanghai and outside the laws of China.

Opium trade in China
Edward Isaac Ezra (1882-1921) was a wealthy Jewish businessman liv-

ing in the international settlement of Shanghai2. His business profits were
from the importation of opium (illegal in China but legal in the international
settlements), and real estate. Indeed, in 1915, Edward Ezra was elected head
of the Opium Combine and he remained as head until the 1920s.

Edward was the oldest brother of twins Isaac Isaac Ezra and Judah
Isaac Ezra (born 1892). At the same time Ezra was leading the legal cartel,
he was also organising an illegal opium smuggling and distribution network,
involving his younger brothers, Isaac and Judah, and some Chinese asso-
ciates. Chinese national “Paul Yip” (Ye Qinghe) partnered with Edward
Ezra in opium smuggling, from the 1910s to his arrest in 1925. When it was
exposed, Ezra was granted immunity from prosecution by testifying against
Paul Yip, who received an 18-month prison sentence3.

After 1925, Judah and Isaac both moved to San Francisco, where they
were among the very first to import narcotics from Asia to the United States.
The Ezra twins formed a connection with organized crime figures in the U.S.,
as well as with Paul Yip, after his release from prison. In May 1933 the Ezra
brothers were arrested in California for distributing narcotics on the West
Coast of the United States. Despite their guilty pleas and co-operation with
authorities in testifying against their confederates, they were fined $ 12,000
each and were imprisoned for twelve years. After their release from prison,
the Ezra brothers were deported.

For further details on the Ezra brothers and a history of narcotics smug-
gling in China, see [MP].

The ciphers seen in the Ezra Case
Elizebeth Friedman worked on the Ezra case in the 1930s, and the

following account is basically summarized from her written report, the only
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known detailed discussion of this case4.
Federal investigators had uncovered narcotic smuggling activities in San

Francisco by means of mail drops5 with ciphered messages. For example,
a letter was picked up at a letter-drop in San Francisco. The letter was
addressed to “A. F. William, Esquire, 289, Times Square, London” but was
intended for Judah Ezra. It described a shipment of narcotics which would
arrive June 2, 1933, having departed from Shanghai on May 12. Using a
combination of codewords and plain text, the letter contained the list of
narcotics in the shipment (cocaine, heroin, opium), packed in tins which
were hidden in drums of tung oil. Here is an example paragraph from the
letter:

The first thing I want to tell you is that our shipment is going
to be shipped on today. It consists of 520 (5) tins wyrvo and 20 (1)
tins sample, 70 (oz) wyset, 70 (oz) wyssa, 40 (oz) wysiv belonging
to the New company and 400 (5) tins of wyvro belonging to the
Old company. An extra 2 tins of wyrvo is to be shipped together
with by Mr. K. for other reasons.

The drums were numbered, so that the drums with hidden compartments
could be revealed by codewords. The vessel used was the Japanese motor
ship Asama Maru, loaded with 50 drums of tung oil. Eight of the drums
contained narcotics.

Since the ship was actually intercepted, Elizebeth Friedman was able to
determine the meaning of these codewords (e.g., wysiv means heroin, wyssa
means morphine, and so on).

The cipher used is a variation of the telegraph code used in Bentley’s
Complete Phrase Code. An example of a message sent between the Ezra
brothers in San Francisco and their agents in Shanghai can be found in
Figure 18.

The first column of letter-groups make-up the message as sent by cable.
The second column of letter-groups represent the result of the application
of the transposition of the middle three letters of each five-letter groups
as cabled, the second column being the code-groups from which the plain
language makes consistent sense.”

Some of these groups represent a number, some the name of a boat or
a person, and some a commonly occurring phrase. For example, “WDVUF”
stands for “drum number 38,” “OVPOD” stands for “please,” and “YAUPL”
stands for “Paul A. Yip.”
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February 17, 1933 - Merryfield - San Francisco

YACTF YALIF
YALIE YACTE

LYWUY LYNVY
WYNVC WYWUC
WYZXS WYPOS
WYPOY WYAXY
WYDED WYDAD
WYDAF WYDEF
WYELO WYDHO
WYDHM WYELM
AESIK ALAVK
LLAVP LESIP
WUKJE WYVWE
PYVWO PUKJO
IYDED IDVUD

...
OVPOD ODVAD

...
YAUPL YEKUL

Figure 18: An encrypted message used by the Ezra brothers.
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The newspapers have the following report6:

A woman succeeded in outwitting the master minds of an
international narcotic smuggling ring, it was learned today.

As a result, the activities of Judah and Isaac Ezra, stubbornly
hidden by the brothers since their arrest, are now an open book
to federal authorities.

The woman is employed in the de-coding office of the gov-
ernment at Washington D.C. A mass of correspondence in code
between Judah Ezra and the leaders of the ring in the orient, had
baffled experts. The woman, whose name was withheld, finally
solved the key.

With the complete information in his possession, United States
District Attorney Henry H. McPike said today that he will de-
mand the maximum punishment, seventeen years in the penti-
tentiary and a fine of from $ 10,000 to $ 100,000 for Juda Ezra.

The latter, McPike said, promised to uncover all of the ac-
tivities of the smuggling ring, but it is apparent now that he
concealed enormous shipments.

The twin brothers are in the county jail, awaiting sentencing
by Federal Judge A. F. St. Sure, scheduled for September 2. Both
have plead guilty.

*

The Holmwood case

The Holmwood case is a prohibition-era investigation concerning events
up to and including the seizure of the SS Holmwood in October 5, 1933, in
the Hudson River, and the subsequent trial of the smugglers. The New York
Intelligence Office (of the Coast Guard, as part of the Treasury Department)
used Elizebeth Friedman’s cryptanalysis of telegraph messages between the
Holmwood and shore-based agents.

The SS Holmwood was a steam ship made in 1911. It was a New
Zealand passenger/cargo ship with dimensions 50.4 x 8 x 3.9 m and equipped
with a triple expansion steam engine and a 1 singleboiler engine, capable of
78 n.h.p.7.

The Holmwood case was one of the last of the important Prohibition-era
cases. According to Treasury Department documents8, the investigation of
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the liquor smuggling operations of the Holmwood ranged from 1930 to 1934.
The first interception was November, 1930, by the New York Intelligence
Office of the Treasury Department. The Coast Guard operated radio stations
which monitored rum-runner telegraph stations. Usually these were in a
telegraph cipher-code but sometimes they were in plain English. For example,
it was reported that at 15:05 on October 3, 1933, Radioman First Class B. E.
Howell, of the New York Intelligence Unit, intercepted the following message

Anchor the boat in good place immediately. Take all men off
in one of life boats. Hide the life boat if possible. Come ashore on
New York side. Call [undecoded phone number] when you come
ashore. PA code.

This message was preceded by a telegraph cipher-code

JDSLE 2221 1612 WJJE .... DEMPY.

which was decoded (by the office of ESF) as

Heave your anchor immediately and get underway. Stand up
the river towards Albany.

This led to the seizure of the Holmwood. Elizebeth Friedman wrote a strong
commendation letter for Radioman Howell for his hard work and dedication
to service.

*

Gordon Lim Case

Gordon Lim was a wealthy Chinese businessman who lived in Vancou-
ver, British Columbia9. Lim was a cultured and intelligent man, educated at
Peking University in China, and Oxford University in England. He owned a
rare gem importing business, the Wat Sang Company, and was suspected for
years of operating a large drug smuggling ring by the Canadian authorities.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) investigation into Gordon Lim,
headed by Corporal Haywood, took 18 months. The Canadian Department
of Pensions and National Health requested the U.S. Coast Guard’s help in
tracking the operations of Gordon Lim. At the time, the Coast Guard was
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CANADIAN jytL PACIFIC 
STEAMSHIPS LIMITED 

CONTRACT TICKET 

Form P 4 

CANADIAN PACIFIC STEAMSHIPS LIMITED 

PRINTED IN CANADA 

Figure 19: Canadian Pacific Steamship ticket for The Empress of Japan (source: UBC

Library Digital Collections).

the enforcement branch of the U.S. Department of the Treasury, resposible
for tracking radio traffic of ships entering U.S. waters. According to a let-
ter dated November 4, 1937, from Chief Sharman of the Narcotics Division
in Ottawa to Commissioner Anslinger, of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics
in Washington D.C., over 40000 cables were examined by Canadian intelli-
gence agents for this one case. Of all these, 26 were forwarded to Elizebeth
Friedman’s office for decryption.

According to Elizebeth Friedman’s files, other aliases for Gordon Lim
were: Lim (Lin?) Fong Duck, Lim Shik Yuen, Yuen Duck, and several vari-
ations on these names. For example, Canadian records [Ch] list a steamship
passage on the ship “The Empress of Japan10” from Vancouver to Hong Kong
for a Mrs Gordon Lim and a Lim Fong, sailing March 10, 1934. The ticket
stub in Figure 19 suggests Gordon Lim may have used one of these aliases
on this trip.
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As Elizebeth Friedman recalls in her audio interview of 1974, the RCMP
discovered how Gordon Lim organized his opium shipments by accident.
Lim’s smuggling organization had one merchant seaman working for the Em-
press lines and one working for the Blue Funnel Lines. Both these shiping
companies had routes from Hong Kong to Seattle and Vancouver. In one
instant, a Blue Funnel Line frieghter was backing out of dock when it got
tangled in some rope with opium packets tied to it. It turned out that a
seaman hired by Lim’s group would hide packets of opium, tied to a long
length of rope, in a hollow pipe on board a ship. When this reached about
a mile from shore, the seaman would transfer the rope to a swimmer, who
would swim it into the dock, often swimming underwater, with one end of
the rope in his mouth, the other end trailing behind.

In this case, over 40000 cables were examined by United States and
Canadian intelligence agents. The decryption took months. In fact, accord-
ing to an audio interview, Mrs. Friedman reported that her team did not
even want to try, knowing the difficulty. However, she kept trying differ-
ent possibilities and very gradually, over a period of months, made some
progress. The basic meaning of the messages was known. For example, one
message might have described specific shipment which was later intercepted
by authorities. As an example of the progress made, she discovered that the
Chinese commercial code used as a basis for the ciphers was in Cantonese.

Chinese characters were transmitted in groups of four numerals.
In Washington DC she was provided with an expert in Mandarin and

made good progress. She flew to Vancouver to work with Canadian intel-
ligence authorities, including a Cantonese expert named Mr. Yii Choong
Leong, of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, where all the messages were
broken.

In spite of the fact that the cables were in Chinese, a language unfa-
miliar to Mrs. Friedman, and used four different cryptosystems, she and her
team were able to break the ciphers.

In his trial in January 1938, Lim was conviced of smuggled opium out
of China to North America. At the same time, as a gun-runner, he exported
large quantities of guns and ammunition from Canada into Hong Kong.

*

Lew Kim Yuen Case
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Figure 20: Portion of a Chinese commercial code book found in Elizebeth Friedman’s

notes on the Gordon Lim case (source: George C. Marshall Foundation).

Figure 21: Portion of a decryption of an enciphered telegraph message found in Elizebeth

Friedman’s notes on the Gordon Lim case (source: George C. Marshall Foundation).

On the morning of February 5, 1937, Lew Kim Yuen, a leader of a drug
smuggling ring, was arrested by U.S. Custom agents in Portland, Oregon.
Yuen carried a letter consisting of a sequence of four-letter blocks enciphered
in a mysterious manner11. Of course, they suspected it related to a smuggling
operation but without knowing what the letter said, they could not gather
evidence needed to build a strong case against Yuen. That day, they gave
the message, in typed form (see Figure 23), to Elizebeth Friedman’s Crypt-
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Figure 22: Notes on some of the aliases and codewords used in the enciphered telegraph

message sent by Lim. Found in Elizebeth Friedman’s notes on the Gordon Lim case

(source: George C. Marshall Foundation).

analytic Unit in the U.S. Coast Guard. Her office decrypted the message on
or before February 11, 1937. (See Figure 26.) It said that Yuen was to re-
ceive from a crew member of the S/S Talthybius, a Blue Funnel Line steamer
which was due to arrive in Seattle on February 13th. The fact that ESF’s
office “worked under some pressure” (see one of the memos quoted below)
to decipher the message related to the urgency that the Bureau of Customs
needed to know which ship was carrying the opium, before it arrived in port
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and unloaded its cargo.
The next memorandum describes the case from ESF’s perspective.

16 February 1937
Memorandum for Chief Intelligence Officer:
The papers enclosed herewith constitute the results of all work

done by the Cryptanalytic Section in connection with a secret
message in Chinese Enciphered Code brought to this office for
solution by the Bureau of Customs on February 6, 1937. It is
requested that they be transmitted to the Commissioner of Cus-
toms as a final report of action taken.

The copy of the message as originally brought to this office
was a typewritten copy which has been telegraphed from Port-
land, Oregon. The typewritten letters thereon being an interpre-
tation from the handwritten “code letter” found on the person of
a Chinese arrested on February 5th. A preliminary study of this
message resulted in the development of the theory that it was
a letter-encipherment of number groups which in turn were the
code form of Chinese characters. The problem being attacked on
the basis of this theory, the cipher key was solved and the letters
of the message were converted into numerical groups.

In turn, the numeral groups were converted into the Chinese
characters which comprised the plain language message. The Chi-
nese language used in the message was believed to be commercial
Chinese and difficulties were anticipated in obtaining in transla-
tion, since no other than a native Chinese would be likely to have
the knowledge requisite for translation of the message. However,
this office consulted Dr. Hummel of the Library of Congress,
the foremost sinologue in this hemisphere, and requested that he
aid us in the matter of translation. On February 10th, the first
translation was obtained from Dr Hummel’s office with the aid of
Dr Hummel and a native interpreter. Five characters in the copy
taken to Dr Hummel for translation had necessarily been omitted
because of an ambiguity in the letters L and C in the message as
received.

On the morning of February 11th, the Bureau of Customs
brought to us a photostatic copy of the original handwritten let-
ter which they had obtained from Portland at our request. The
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handwritten copy immediately clarified all ambiguities and also
to revealed that several telegraphic errors had been made in trans-
mission. All corrections were made in the numerical equivalents.
In turn, the characters in the Chinese were corrected and the
blank characters filled in. A second translation, now complete and
in corrected form, was then obtained at the Library of Congress.
On the afternoon of the 11th, this translation was delivered by
messenger to the Bureau of Customs.

On the morning of February 12th, it was determined that the
Chinese syllables, TAUBFAI YASEE, phonetic sounds for a for-
eign name in the beginning of the message, probably were meant
to convey the name of the S/S TALTHYBIUS. At the same time
information was obtained here through a reliable source that the
name of KUOK GEN or, in another Chinese dialect, KWOK
KUM, was the name of a member of the crew of the TALTHY-
BIUS, possibly the 1st Boatswain’s Mate. This information was
delivered to the Bureau of Customs verbally on the morning of
the 12th, after this office acertained that the TALTHYBIUS had
sailed from Hong Kong on January 12, bound for Seattle via
Yokohama.

Our solution and translation of this message was also delivered
to Mr. Graves on the same date.

For some days it seemed impossible to obtain any information
as to what date the S/S TALTHYBIUS was due at Seattle. On
February 16th, information was received that the vessel was due
at Seattle on February 13th, but up to this writing no information
has been received as to whether or not the vessel actually arrived.
It was also learned that the LO SHIAO P’ING or LOO SHIU
PING mentioned in the message is probably the purser’s clerk
on the TALTHYBIUS, the name probably appearing on the crew
list as LO KAI CHUNG. This information was telephoned to the
Bureau of Customs on February 16th.

In view of the nature of the Chinese language and the great
difficulty differences between the Cantonese and other dialects,
further efforts to interpret the message have been carried through
by this office. Enclosure 7 shows the final form of the literal
translation. “White goods” or “white stuff” is a commonly used
term for heroin or morphine.
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In the successful completion of this very interesting and diffi-
cult problem, especial commendation is due to Mr Vernon Cooley
and Mr Robert Gordon of this unit, who solved the key to the ci-
pher used; and to Dr Hummel, Chief of the Division of Orientalia,
Library of Congress, for the translations of the plain text mes-
sage after it was converted by this unit into the form of Chinese
characters.

E. S. Friedman Chief, Cryptanalytic Unit Division of Intelli-
gence

This is an undated transcription of a few (incomplete) pages of notes
by ESF on the Lew Kim Yuen case.

We worked under some pressure all the time trying to find
out when the S/S Talthybius was due at Seattle carrying the very
large amount of “white stuff”– heroin – mentioned in the mes-
sage. Corrections of letters-to-digits-to-Chinese-to-English had
to be made because of errors, or “garbles” as it is known in the
trade, after we had received an actual photostat of the original
message seized in Portland, Oregon. But all that was possible
to do was finished and turned over to the Bureau of Customs in
Washington on February 12th. We later learned that the S/S
Taythybius actually docked at Seattle on February 13th. The pe-
culiar nature of the Chinese language, with its inability – rather
its complete lack of ability – to express many sounds or even
concepts makes for greater length of text in the Chinese version
of a message. For example, the literal text of this message was
perhaps five times the length of the final English translation, but
this single message furnished to the Customs Agency forces in
the Northwest area an enormous fund of information which could
be linked in with the growing bulk of knowledge concerning the
operation of narcotics smuggling by utilizing crew members of
legitimate vessels operating in the Pacific.

My office determined that the letters were monoalphabetic
encipherments for the digits 0 to 9:

Q U O N G S L A W K
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
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I had known and had in my possession a Chinese commercial
dictionary – code-book, if you prefer. It is actually a dictio-
nary of 10,000 Chinese characters commonly used in business or
commercial cable and telegraph, because obviously the Chinese
characters themselves cannot be send in Morse or International
signals. Each of these Chinese characters in this abbreviated dic-
tionary has four-digit number-groups assigned to it and when the
message is telegraphed it is the number-groups which were used.
In this case, a simple cipher was used to convert the digits of the
code-book into letters for sending. After my office had converted
the four-letter groups into four-digit numbers each number-group
was found in the small Chinese dictionary and sit down in colum-
nar fashion the better to study the message for translation.

Figure 25, we see the message in “columnar fashion.”

Notes
1See page 5 of Elizebeth Smith Friedman’s own memoirs, [EF1].
2See pages 38 and 52 in [MP] for further details.
3See page 164 in [MP] for further details.
4 From Box 6, folder 25, in the Elizebeth Friedman collection at the George C. Marshall

Research Foundation: 67 pages of scanned typed and hand-written notes.
5 Presumably, this refers to a letter mailed at a post office not having carrier service

and addressed locally to someone who is to call for it at the same office.
6 From a Universal Press Service release issued on August 13, 1933
7More information on this ship can be found at wrecksite.eu.
8The best source of information from the ESF Collection at the George C. Marshall

Foundation library is from Box 6, File 24, “Notes on the solution of cipher and code used
by the Holmwood,” dated October 11, 1934.

9The best source of information on this case is from the ESF Collection at the Marshall
library, Box 6, File 27, and from audio Tape 3 (dated June 5, 1974).

10It is of interest to note that, according to documents in the ESF Collection at the
Marshall library, Box 6, File 33, U.S. Custom agents discovered 80 tins of opium smuggled
on board this same ship by Chin Chung Hee on November 24, 1938. Mr. Hee was con-
victed and served a seven year sentence. While this case was also worked on by Elizebeth
Friedman, who provided her skills in decoding several cable messages sent by Hee, the
details of the cryptosystems used are not in the file referenced above. Therefore, we shall
not provide further details on this case.

11All this information came from the papers in Box 6, File 26, of the ESF Collection at
the George C. Marshall Foundation library.
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Figure 23: Typed version of the enciphered message sent to Yuen (source: George C.

Marshall Foundation).
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Figure 24: Notes on some of the aliases and codewords used in the enciphered message

sent to Yuen (source: George C. Marshall Foundation).
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Figure 25: The codewords used in the enciphered message sent to Yuen in “columnar

fashion.” (source: George C. Marshall Foundation).
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Figure 26: The deciphered version of the message sent to Yuen (source: George C.

Marshall Foundation).
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Epilogue

This chapter briefly summarizes the biography described in the previous
chapters.

Introduction

Elizebeth Friedman was one of the best cryptanalysts in history, de-
crypting well over 10000 enciphered messages during the prohibition era
alone. It is difficult to assess her exact strengths due to her long marriage
and close relationship to William Friedman. Examining her own work, sep-
arate from her husband, can help better understand her place in history.
We can also better determine to what extent William Friedman would be a
cryptographer at all, if fate had not brought them together.

Elizebeth Smith born on August 26, 1892 to John Marion Smith (1848-
1923) and Sopha Strock Smith (1851-1917) in Huntington, Indiana, the
youngest of nine children1. Elizebeth’s father was a Civil War veteran,
farmer, bank director, and a local city official, proud of his Quaker her-
itage [Sm]. Her mother, Sopha, was the daughter of Benjamin and Margaret
Strock, born in Tuscarawas County, Ohio. As a child, Elizebeth was frail,
with digestion issues in her younger years. Her parents raised their children
in a traditional Quaker family, although they did not regularly attend a par-
ticular church. As an adult, those who knew her described her as cautious,
cool-headed, brilliant and creative. Despite her appearance in some pho-
tographs, she was a decisive (in her own words, “no one called me demure”
[EF1], page 3) and self-confident woman.

*

Her education

Elizebeth Smith attended public schools in Huntington, and, when she
was ready for college, she wanted to attend Swarthmore. She did not get her
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first choice2 and, in the fall of 1911, she entered Wooster College, Ohio as
a compromise. She was the second of the Smith children to go to college3,
and she did it on her own. She recalls in an interview [P] that “I borrowed
the money from my father at six percent interest to pursue the four years of
college education.”

At Wooster, Elizebeth also began a literary career. One of her sto-
ries published at Wooster, which she claimed was true, involved her brother
Roscoe going with two brothers of his acquaintance to see a “Madame Mar-
chonne,” a clairvoyant. The fortune teller refused to tell the fortune of one
of the brothers. When the other brother demanded to know why the seer
told him his brother would not be living twenty-four hours hence. The three
young men left hooting the fortune teller down as a fake, but before a day
and a night had passed, the younger brother had been killed by the collapse
of scaffolding in the engine room where he worked. (Cue the scary music!)
Throughout her life, Elizebeth wanted and planned to be a writer. Although
her only published book was the joint project with her husband [FF], she
had two other book-length projects which remained unfinished at the time
of her death, her memoirs and her history of the alphabet.

She stayed at Wooster for only two years, 1911 to 1913. Different
sources cite various reasons for this change - family illness, distance from the
college to her home, a relationship gone sour, and so on. In any case, she
transferred from Wooster to Hillsdale College in Michigan, for her junior and
senior years. In June of 1915 she graduated with an A.B. degree in English
Literature, having studied Latin, Greek, German, and English primarily, thus
exhibiting early her interest in languages.

*

Riverbank

It was September of 1915, that William Friedman started working at
Riverbank Laboratories, in Geneva, Illinois, as a geneticist. A number of
articles have appeared discussing the diverse scientific activities of Riverbank
Labs, and we refer the interested reader to, for example, Kruh [Kr1].

In June of 1916, after one year as a high school principal in a small town
near Wabash Indiana, Elizebeth went to Chicago to look for work. She went
to Chicago to an employment agency and also to visit the Newberry Library
which had an original 1623 folio of a Shakespeare play. The librarian made
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a phone call to George Fabyan, an eccentric but very wealthy businessman,
who was looking to hire someone to look into biliteral ciphers of Bacon in the
works of Shakespeare. That day, Fabyan traveled from Geneva to Chicago to
meet Elizebeth at the Newberry Library. Together they returned by chauf-
feured car4 and train back to Riverbank. In her unfinished memoirs ([EF1],
page 3), she recalled her first day at Riverbank.

On one side of the highway, there was a high stone wall with
impressive gates. He told me that that side of the property was
cut in two by the Fox River and that his own residence, swimming
pool, stables, and so forth, were in that part of the estate. Our
car, however, turned into the part of the estate which was on
the opposite side of the highway. The limousine stopped in the
porte cochere of a handsome, medium-sized house known as ‘The
Lodge’ where I was to meet Mrs. Gallup. There she and her
sister, Miss Kate Wells, resided and there they had all of their
books and papers to prove their claim that Francis Bacon was
the author of the Shakespeare plays and sonnets. This lodge was
staffed, of course, with servants and it was there that I was to
spend the night in a guest room. When we arrived at the dinner
table, after I had been very briefly introduced to Mrs. Gallup’s
work, I met two young men, obviously scientific or professional,
who were pursuing occupations of some sort or another on the
estate and who were not living in the Lodge, but who took their
meals there.

One of those men she met that night was her future husband, William
Friedman. That first night, Elizebeth was on the porch to The Lodge, at
the entrance,. She saw William walking up the steps. “I’ll never forget his
appearance . . . beautifully dressed,” she’d later recall. Elizebeth described
William dressed as he would have if he was going to a very well-to-do home
in a city house. That was the semi-formal atmosphere in which everything
was run there. Being the few really young people on the place, they got
bicycles and would ride around the countryside, and they became friends
very shortly. A picture of her during this period, probably taken by William
Friedman, is in Figure 4.

At Riverbank, she, and the other “brain workers,” lived the life of the
minor “idle rich,” as she would say. Fabyan them paid almost nothing as
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far as wages go, however, they had servants do their cooking and always had
pitchers of ice water and fresh fruit by their bedside at night.

At first, Elizebeth was impressed with George Fabyan’s ability to sound
like an expert in many fields. While Fabyan was not a studious person, he
kept his “brain workers” about him all the time - they talked and he listened.
He had an excellent memory - whatever anyone said to him, technical or not,
he could repeat. As she would say, he could sound extremely convincing.
Nevertheless, of the professors he tried to win over, some were polite, some
uncommenting, and some downright challenging if not hostile. This latter
was particularly true of Prof. John M. Manly, Head of the Department of
English of the University of Chicago.

In 1916, Elizebeth’s life changed - she started work as a cryptographer
at Riverbank and she met William - but the world changed with her. At that
time, women did not yet have the right to vote in many states, for example
in Ohio, where Elizebeth first went to college. However, the passage of the
19th amendment was only a few years away. It would be several years before
congress enacted the Volstead Act, initiating the prohibition era, but World
War I was being fought in Europe. However, it wasn’t until the following
year, in April of 1917, that the U.S. became directly involved.

*

Marriage

Late in 1916, the health of Elizebeth’s mother, who had cancer, took
a turn for the worst. Elizebeth left Riverbank around Christmas to care for
her in the last days of her life. Sopha Smith died on February 14, 1917.

With WWI battles in Europe, Fabyan decided to form a cryptogra-
phy unit at Riverbank. In March of 1917, Fabyan wrote to the Intelligence
Office in Washington, offering the services of his Riverbank staff to help de-
code secret messages. Captain Joseph Mauborgne, Prof. John Manly, and
Colonel Parker Hitt visited Riverbank within the month and, satisfied with
their level of expertise, the Army began at once to forward the coded and
ciphered messages it intercepted to Riverbank. William dropped genetics
and Elizebeth stopped her efforts with the Gallups, and together they set
to work on cryptography for the military and the Justice Department. The
U.S. declared war on Germany on April 6, 1917.
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A month later, on May 21, 1917, William and Elizebeth were married
by a Rabbi in Chicago. Elizebeth’s diary entry of August 13, 1917, indicates
the love they had for each other:

Tonight my Lover-Husband and I made a tryst with the fu-
ture. The goal is set; will we win? We planned it all – cheek
to cheek facing the swelling power of the new moon– ‘Wonder
Girl,’ he said, ‘It shall be all for you–only for You!’ As I held
him close and caught my breath in the intensity of hope, he said,
‘Dear Heart! You are not crying?’ And I replied, – ‘No, Dear,
only praying.’ And this was my prayer: ‘Oh, Spirit Without and
Within, keep me sweet! Keep me working on and on– keep me
well–keep the Fire Burning!’ To Him always I have been ‘Divine
Fire’– may it always be so. — One day as we worked together,
and he discussed something with Dr. Powell- -while looking at
me– a bit of a note came fluttering to me a moment later–: ‘Dear-
est! I have been studying your face. You are perfectly beautiful!’

This was the private nickname William Friedman often used for Elizebeth:
his “divine fire.” For cryptographers, it was an exciting time to be alive.
This ‘fire’ between them never died.

Fabyan opened all the mail that came to Riverbank, trashing the letters
to the Friedmans which were not in his best interest. The Friedmans did not
know that Mauborgne in Washington had been urging Fabyan to let them
have the Friedmans, and had offered them commissions and real salaries. In
September of 1917 Elizebeth had written the Navy Department to see if they
had need of her, saying she wished to enter Military Intelligence. William
Friedman wanted to join the Army with a commission, and go to France
as a code-breaker. It thus seems clear that as early as September, he and
Elizebeth had desired to put Riverbank behind them. It must have seemed
strange to Mauborgne that his letters to them received no reply, and strange
to the Friedmans that their letters went unanswered.

In addition, Friedman began, with Elizebeth’s help, a series of cryp-
tography monographs, known collectively as the Riverbank Publications. He
continued to do so until he, as an Army Lieutenent, left for France in May5

1918 to fight in WWI.

*
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The Hindu-German Conspiracy Trials

In early Novernber 1917, George Fabyan, accompanied by a gentleman
from Scotland Yard6, asked Elizebeth for help in solving some mysterious
communiques.

With Britain and Germany at war, Germany was secretly backing a
conspiracy by Indians in this country who were attempting to buy arms and
ammunition for a revolt against the Raj ruling their mother country [TH].
This would, the Germans hoped, divert Britain’s attention and energy from
the War in Europe and thus give Germany an advantage. The conspirators
were, for their part, taking advantage of a weakened Great Britain to make
a strike for freedom. The German and Indian agents, between one and two
hundred of them, had been working out of an office in Berkeley, California,
and Scotland Yard knew some of their names7.

The representative from Scotland Yard brought with him a stack of
encrypted correspondence which the British postal censors had intercepted.
He could tell them nothing except the names of a few of the suspects8.

The stack of papers, which he explained consisted of letters that had
passed between various agents, consisted of series of figures in groups of three,
such as 7-11-3, 8-5-6, 3-9-15, and so on. Parts of some of the messages were
in (plaintext) English (see chapter 12 of Kahn [Ka1]). Elizebeth assumed
the major role in deciphering these messages. Eventually, the Friedman’s
decided these triple figures must refer respectively to page, line, and position
in the line of a certain “code book.” That is, 1-2-3 meant page 1, line 2, 3rd
letter or word in the line of this unknown book. Elizebeth would say that, as
a matter of terminology, these were not ciphers, but “codes.” The “key” was
knowing what book the references were from, and there was an extremely
remote possibility of deciphering any of these messages without having this
code book.

There were two “Hindu-German” trials which the Friedman’s were in-
volved with - one in Chicago and one, a few months later, in San Francisco.
Both Friedmans testified at the Chicago trial whereas only William testified
at the San Francisco trial, where they explained their cryptanalysis:

After considerable study we finally found a place where we
thought it possible to fit the name of one of the Hindu agents
[Chakvravarty]. From this, fragment by fragment, the plain text
of the messages was constructed and not only the plain text of
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the messages, but we could state with reasonable certainty that
on page so and so of the unknown book used, line so and so
of that page, appeared the word “Germany”; on another page
and line, ’“government”’; and elsewhere, “constitution” and the
like. From such evidence as that we made the deduction that the
subject matter of this unknown book was political economy or
history dealing with Germany or the German people.

As the time of the first trial drew closer, someone at the Chicago De-
partment of Justice mentioned that it might be of vital importance to the
prosecution to have on hand a copy of the code book. Otherwise, how might
the Friedmans prove in court that their decipherments were anything other
than wishful thinking?

The Friedmans thought the code book was most likely a book on politi-
cal economy or German history. Moreover, because they had some plaintext,
there were certain words they expected to appear on certain pages, and in
certain lines. The key was knowing which book was used. In desperation,
they wrote letters to book dealers all over the country and in England seeking
such a code book, to no avail.

The “Hindu-German Conspiracy Trial,” the largest and most expen-
sive trial in the United States up to that point, commenced in the District
Court in San Francisco on November 12, 1917 [HG1]. The defendents include
Germans, Americans, and Indians. The trial got underway and, according
to her unpublished memoirs [EF1],

. . . on the second day of Mr. Friedman’s wait to be called to
the witness stand, as he was walking down Clark Street and past
McClurg’s, Chicago’s largest book shop, on a moment’s inspira-
tion he walked in and went to the section on political economy
and rummaged among the books there. Imagine his astonish-
ment at picking up the very book which the previous nation-wide
search had failed to produce! An hour’s labor devoted to checking
up the solution we had reached without the book disclosed that
we had done it correctly to the extent of over 95% !

The book used by the conspirators in the Chicago trial turned out to be Price
Collier’s Germany and the Germans9. The accused in the San Francisco
“Hindu-German” trial used a different codebook. Again, the Friedman’s,
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and Fabyan, searched high and low for the codebook to no avail. By luck,
a clerk in the Berkeley college-coop took great interest in the problem and,
with William Friedman, went though piles and piles of books. Lady luck was
with them. This time, the codebook was an English-German dictionary.

One of the last, and most remarkable, events of the San Francisco trial
occurred when Ram Chandra was shot to death in the courtroom by fellow
defendant, Ram Singh. The New York Times described the incident [HG1]:

Ram Chandra arose and started across the room. Ram Singh
also arose. He raised his revolver and began firing. Ram Chandra
staggered forward and fell dead before the witness chair, with a
bullet in his heart and two others in his body. While Singh still
pressed the trigger of his automatic pistol, he, too, was shot and
killed by United States Marshal James H. Holohan, who fired
across the room over the heads of attorneys.

Some say Singh suspected Chandra of stealing Ghadar party funds. Others
say that he suspected Chandra of cooperating with the prosecution. The
exact reason is unknown. The remaining defendants were, in due course,
found guilty of violating the neutrality of the United States. Some further
details can be found in Kahn [Ka1], page 372.

*

Move to DC

Several years passed as William Friedman served in the Army and Elize-
beth worked either at Riverbank or stayed at home to care for her elderly
father. A picture of them during this period is in Figure 27. William would
sometimes write Elizebeth a love poem in cipher. During this period, Elize-
beth wrote William a poem. It is included to indicate the difficulty of sep-
arating their lives, personally or professionally, but also to give a feeling for
Elizebeth’s personality.

Life Itself, At Twenty-Six
There was a time when for my love
I did not care.
The hot wooing, the passionate kisses Left me cold.
I yielded to him
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Figure 27: William, in his Army uniform, and Elizebeth Friedman (source: National

Cryptologic Museum Library).

Because he was good to me.
And compassion led me to return his kisses
When his longing eyes and eager heart spoke,
‘I wish you cared as I.’
And then after a time
He became my all in all.
I worshiped his very step upon the courtyard
Coming to me.
I lived for that.
My heart sang, carolling bursts of ecstasy.
My days were filled with fruition,
For they were lived for him
With his vivifying presence in my soul.
And then my love
Came no more to see me.
No more the longing cry ‘I wish you cared as I.’
No more the joyous cry, ‘We love.’
Oh, Heart, is it always so?
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Once the war ended and William finished his military duties, the Fried-
mans reunited in Pittsburgh and, eventually, made their way back to River-
bank. George Fabyan was anxiously waiting for them, but they had become
very skeptical of Mrs. Gallup’s work and had several conditions that Fabyan
had to agree: They refused to work on the Shakespeare biliteral cipher the-
ory and they refused to live on the grounds of Riverbank. Fabyan agreed.
During this time William Friedman wrote his well-known monograph The
index of coincidence and its applications in cryptanalysis. During this pe-
riod, the military sent less traffic to Riverbank for decrypting than before, in
accordance with their plan to start a crypto unit in Washington DC. Offers
for cryptologic work in DC came in for both Elizebeth and William (which
they received this time!). They left Riverbank in December of 1920, never
to return. In January of 1921, they reported to work for the Army Signal
Corps. Elizebeth very much enjoyed her new life in Washington. In particu-
lar, they loved cultural events such as the theater, attending a performance
of one kind or another at least three times a week.

For about six months in 1923, Elizebeth worked for the US Navy as
chief of the code building section. That year, the Friedmans moved to
“Green Mansion,” a home on a five acre lot “in the country” (in what is
now called the Alta Vista suburb of Bethesda, Maryland), where they stayed
until 1925. However, once her pregnancy became too advanced for work,
she quit her Navy job. Their first child, Barbara, was born on October 14,
1923. Tragically, after the birth of Barbara, Elizebeth’s father passed away
on November 16, 1923. Before Barbara’s birth, a woman named Cassie (an
African-American woman10 in her 30s) was hired as cook, family care-giver,
and housekeeper. She was always very devoted to the children and was much
loved by the Friedmans but, sadly, died in 1932 of cancer when she was only
39. Elizebeth’s faith in Cassie enabled her to travel extensively to testify at
trials and do other cryptoraphic consulations on behalf of the government.

Although fond of Green Mansions, the two hour commute to Constitu-
tion Avenue in downtown Washington. was too much, so they had a house
built in DC, one quarter mile South of Chevy Chase Circle, west of Con-
necticut Avenue. They moved into their new home in late 1925.

*

The Coast Guard and the Treasury Department
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By 1925, the smuggling of liquor was beginning to be a big time busi-
ness. The 18th Amendment to the Constitution, making the Volstead Act
the Law of the land, had been in effect since 1920. To give a sense of the
extent of the profits, in 1931 a tax adjustment (the estimated taxes owed to
the U.S. government) against Conexco11 was over $119 million in 1931 U.S.
dollars. It is left to the reader to imagine the gross profits made by Conexco,
in today’s dollars. Of course, the taxes were never paid.

Captain Charles Root12 had been working with Harry Anslinger13 , who
was a vice-consul from Nassau in the Bahamas. The water routes between
the Florida coast and the Bahamas, and between Florida and Cuba, had
become highways of liquor smuggling.

Shortly after the Friedmans moved into the Chevy Chase house, Elize-
beth was called by Captain Root, Intelligence Officer for the United States
Coast Guard. He was interested in creating a Coast Guard counter-intelligence
team to support its work as one of the law enforcement agencies of the Trea-
sury Department. Elizebeth was appointed a “special agent” of the Bureau
of Foreign Control in the Department of Justice, on loan to Captain Root.
Basically, she was the team. As a special agent, she did not have to conform
to the requirements of office hours, but she was expected to go where ever he
or she can best pursue the investigation. For this reason, Elizebeth was able
to do the work at home and care for her son John, born on July 28, 1926.
She would go to Captain Root’s office, pick up ciphered messages and related
information, take them home and, cryptanalyze the messages, and returned
the materials to Captain Root.

Besides using ciphered messages, the smugglers used other tricks. Some-
times (a) decoy boats were sent out to cruise around empty at the same time
as the laden ships, (b) if a patrol vessel approached, an empty speedboat
would pick up speed and run, hoping that the Coast Guard would take up
the chase while the real smuggling vessel made a clean getaway, (c) cases of
liquor were netted together with huge blocks of salt and glass balls and sunk
at an agreed-upon pickup point14.

*

Communication methods

Up to 1928, Conexco used a general crypto-system for all the ships15.
However, starting around 1930, each ship in Conexco’s fleet used a different
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cipher system. They had a Pacific fleet of about 40 ships (mostly motor boats,
but some steamships and other types of sea vessels), about half of them active
and in working condition. By combining Coast Guard surveillance with her
own decryptions, the intelligence office was able to chart where each ship was
at a given time. These charts and activity logs, collected over a period of
time, were very useful in court testimony.

Between May 1928 and January 1930, there were 3300 enciphered mes-
sages transmitted between five shore tranmitting stations and about 25 ves-
sels. The encryption sometimes involved multiple-step methods, first en-
ciphering using one commercial codebook, then using another. Here is an
example of a message Elizebeth received, as well as her cryptanalysis. From
the arrangement, she guessed they used a codebook. At that time there were
hundreds of public codes might have been used, and she needed to discover
which one(s) had been used. Eventually, analysis revealed code groups of
the Acme Code16. No intelligent meaning could be reached from the Acme
Code, indicating that further steps were necessary. It turned out, a second
codebook was also used. Here is an actual message, with a brief description
of the steps taken.

Message as sent: MJFAK ZYWKB QATYT JSL QATS QXYGX OGTB
Cipher alphabet
applied resulting

in Acme lets BARRY OIJYS where and when WINUM fuel
Acme code nos. 08033 53725 25536
subtract 1000 07033 52725 24536

ABC Code, 6th. anchored
in harbor are you sending

Final message: Anchored in harbor. Where and when are you sending fuel?

Other messages she deciphered were more humorous. From one ship,
she deciphered this message: “Andrew advises wife to send reserve glass eye,”
and then some time later, this: “Andrew requests a pair of shoes, size 15.”

The astonishing number of messages Elizebeth Friedman deciphered is,
of course, the result of hard work and persistence17 However, to give a feeling
for the scope of effort involved, we recall an item from one of her intelligence
reports. In an off-hand comment she mentions that just before William
Friedman left for an extended trip to Europe in the early 1930s, which she
was planning on taking as well [Cl], a change was made in the codebook of
the Conexco supply ship Malahat. It took about two months to break the
new code, after which Elizebeth could leave the remaining straightforward
decryptions to her assistants and leave for Europe to join her husband.
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Elizebeth Friedman appeared as an expert witness on behalf of the
Customs Investigative Service for cases against of smugglers throughout the
United States. In addition to her consultation and aide on rum-running cases
in California, she appeared in cases held in Galveston and Houston, Texas,
and in New Orleans, Louisiana. One of the most important cases, from the
perspective of international relations, is discussed in the next section.

*

The “I’m Alone” case

This case is clearly described in the articles by David Mowry [Mo],
Joseph Ricci [R] and Nancy Skoglund [Sk].

During the 1920s, a schooner named I’m Alone became infamous to
the Coast Guard. Equipped with a pair of one hundred horsepower engines
(which was a lot at the time) and a radio with a range of about 1,000 miles,
for nearly six years of rum-running, she escaped Coast Guard detection. She
was finally captured in the Gulf of Mexico off the Louisiana coast on March
of 1929 after a long chase involving the USCG cutters Wolcott and Dexter,
but not without a fight - one crew member18 died and several were wounded
by gun-fire. In fact, the I’m Alone sank because of the number of bullet holes
in her hull.

The point at which Elizebeth Friedman entered the case was after the
I’m Alone was scuttled. The issue was that this ship flew a Canadian flag
and the sinking became an international incident [Hy]. By cryptanalyzing the
ship’s coded communications, Elizebeth Friedman was able to help invalidate
the claim that the I’m Alone was a Canadian owned and operated vessel.

[ESF] pointed out to the Customs agent [in New Orleans],
Edson Shamhart, a message addressed to MOCANA, an unreg-
istered cable address in New York, reading YOCAJ LYNEKY-
OECKMEDLO EPUJSOGARP YASAP. She felt the Moeana
address was somewhere in Montreal, Canada, but the message
was not in cipher, but in code. She had cracked part of the
code, but not all of it. Some letter groups such as YOCAJ and
YOECK had no meaning in the Private Supplement to Bent-
ley’s Code19, which she had discovered was the code used for
the rest of the message. The other letter-groups were not trans-
positions or ciphers of any kind. She had, of course, checked
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every code book at her disposal, and finally had to assume an
absolutely private code that would yield to no one but a per-
son knowing the absolutely arbitrary meanings of YOCAJ and
YOECK. So the decoded message read, YOCAJ. 700 YOECK,
1200 DOLLARS. TELEGRAPH POSITION OF YASAP. No one
could have gone farther without a codebook. Another decoded
message read YIZAB, ZYRLA, 400 DOLLARS. SHIPMENT OF
2000 YINOS, 800 YINRA AND THE OTHER EXPENSES. ...
Within hours, Shamhart realized that the messages Mrs. Fried-
man had brought him jibed with known sailing and contact dates
of the I’M ALONE and known cargoes. He was even able now to
equate YINOS with Scotch whiskey, and so on.

According to [Hy], in the Joint Final Report of Jan. 5, 1935,

. . . the Commissioners declared that they found as a matter
of fact that, from September, 1928, down to the date when she
was sunk, the I’m Alone, although a British ship of Canadian
registry, was de facto owned, controlled, and at the critical times,
managed, and her movements directed and her cargo dealt with
and disposed of, by a group of persons acting in concert who
were entirely, or nearly so, citizens of the United States, and who
employed her for the purpose of carrying intoxicating liquors from
British Honduras designed for illegal introduction and sale in the
territory of the United States.

As a result, no compensation was paid in respect of the loss of the ship
or the cargo. The I’m Alone case was one of the most important ones from
the perspective of international relations. According to [Hy],

It bears testimony to the reasonableness of the requirement
that a respondent State should not, through the agency of an ar-
bitral or other agency or commission, be subjected to the burden
of paying damages necessarily accruing to the direct benefit of its
own nationals.

Elizebeth Friedman’s collected papers [EF2], contain examples of de-
cryptions from the I’m Alone. One example is given in Figure 15.
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*

The Conexco trial

According to the Plattsburgh (New York) Daily Republican, on Monday
April 13, 1931,

. . . federal prohibition agents struck a decisive blow at liquor
smuggling through New Orleans and coast cities of Mississippi
Saturday with the arrest of three alleged Capone agents, two
Canadian distilleries and the owner and operator of an illegal
radio transmission. Arrest of more than 100 persons was expected
by prohibition officers before nightfall. Warrants were issued for
several Mississippi Gulf coast county officers, some of the biggest
bootleggers in New Orleans and others.

Bert Morrison of the Vancouver Consolidated Distillers, as well as three al-
leged Capone agents, Nathan Goldberg, Al Hartman and Harry Doe, were
among those arrested in New Orleans.

During 1933, Elizebeth appeared as a witness in the Bert Morrison case,
in New Orleans. Bert Morrison was the land agent for Conexco. This so-
called Bert Morrison Case was considered so important that Colonel Amos
W. Woodcock, Special Assistant to the Attorney General, conducted the
case himself for the prosecution. He stated at the time of the trial that the
federal government had spent five hundred thousand dollars and two years
in preparing the case. Elizebeth was first sent to New Orleans to testify
before the Grand Jury as an expert witness after which Bert Morrison and
22 codefendents were indicted. She was also present when the case came to
trial. In fact, it has been reported that seven defense lawyers rose to object
when her name was called in court as an expert witness!

As described by Mowry [Mo]:

Convictions for conspiracy required the construction of a case
connecting the ship, the illicit shore station and its operator, and
the ‘bosses’ controlling the operation. The only way to accom-
plish this was through the encrypted messages originating in the
New Orleans office of Consolidated Exporters and transmitted by
their illicit radio station which would show that the defendants
actually directed the movements of the smuggling vessels.
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Hundreds of encrypted messages between the ‘black’ ships and
their shore stations had been intercepted by the Coast Guard
Intelligence Office in in Mobile, Alabama, and many more were
seized by the special agents when they raided the syndicate head-
quarters in New Orleans. All of those messages were forwarded to
Coast Guard headquarters, where they were deciphered, decoded,
and indexed by the Cryptanalysis Section.

During this period, the Cryptanalytic Unit consisted of Mrs. Friedman
(Figure 16) and one clerk. Colonel Woodcock stated in a letter to the Coast
Guard that he did not believe it would have been possible to win this case
without her testimony.

I am taking the liberty to bring to your attention the unusual
service rendered by Mrs. Elizabeth Smith Friedman in the trial
of the largest smuggling case which the Bureau of Prohibition
had made during the last two years. I prosecuted the case in the
United States District Court at New Orleans. Mrs. Friedman
was summoned as an expert witness to testify as to the meaning
of certain intercepted radio code messages. These messages were
sent to and from Belize, Honduras, New Orleans and ships at
sea. Without their translations, I do not believe that this very
important case could have been won. Mrs. Friedman made an
unusual impression upon the jury. Her descriptions of the art
of deciphering and decoding established in the minds of all her
entire competency to testify. It would have been a misfortune of
the first magnitude in the prosecution of this case not to have
had a witness of Mrs. Friedman’s qualifications and personality
available.

*

Conclusion

While there is no doubt that Elizebeth Friedman shared a very close
relationship with her husband WIlliam, she stands on her own as a excellent
cryptographer. In the period from the late twenties to early thirties, she was
the most famous cryptographer in America. Through her testimony in court,
she helped win verdicts in some of the most important trials of that era.
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Notes

1In fact, there were ten children, but, sadly, one died in infancy.
2Some sources say her application was rejected, some say her father disallowed it.
3Her older brother Raymond also went to college and became a schoolteacher.
4As her memoirs [EF1] point out, Fabyan had a chauffeured car in the city, and another

chauffeured car for the country!
5Some references give this month as July.
6Hatch [H] mentions the possibility that he was actually an agent from British intelli-

gence, posing as a dectective.
7For example, one was Franz Bopp, the German Consul General for San Francisco, who

was arrested on April 8, 1917 [HG1]. Another was Baron Kurt von Reiswitz, the former
German Consul in Chicago [HG2].

8For example, Heramba Lal Gupta (which some references record as Heramba Lai
Gupta or Herambalal Gupta) is one Indian nationalist in a plot to initiate a rebellion
against the British Raj during World War I. Another was Chandra Kanta Chakraverty,
and others were Ghadar party members Ram Chandra and Ram Singh. Four Germans
were also arrested.

9See page 372 of Kahn [Ka1] and page 21 of ESF’s memoirs [EF1].
10Barbara, as a young girl, remembers Cassie singing Baptist hymns all day long.
11Consolidated Exporters Corporation of Vancouver, or Conexco, was the largest of the

corporations illegally importing alcohol into the U.S. during the prohibition. Its directors,
George and Henry Reifel, were never convicted - they posted a $250000 bond after being
arrested in Seattle in 1934 and fled. However, their “land agent,” the Conexco representa-
tive in the Gulf Coast, Albert (“Bert”) Morrison, was arrested and conviced, as we discuss
later in a later section of this paper.

12A short biography of Charles Root can be found on the USCG website, http://www.
uscg.mil/history/people/RootCharles.pdf.

13Later, Anslinger was made the first Commissioner of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_J._Anslinger.

14Of course, the pickup boats knew just how long it would take the salt to melt and the
cargo to rise to the top, and so the boats could avoid an obvious rendezvous.

15A reference for this section is the material in B4, F17 and F23, in [EF2].
16The Acme Commodity and Phrase Code was a book published in 1923 by the Acme

Code Company. It contained standard condensed terms designed to shorten telegrams and
save money.

17Up to some time in 1931, Elizebeth Friedman was only assisted by one clerk untrained
for crypto work. (See [EF2], B5, F6.) However, after 1931, she was, at times, helped by
six trained assistants. With the exception of their book [EF2], Elizebeth Friedman and
her husband generally kept their work separate from their home and family life. William
did invent cryptographic games and puzzles for his children but, for the most part, he and
Elizebeth did not help each other solve problems from work at home.

18The boatswain, Leon Mainguy, although some sources use different spellings of this
name.
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19Bentley’s code was a commercial Telegraph code used by Western Union into the
1930s.
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